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1. Introduction

The development process in the maritime industries is characterized by a complex interaction of many partners working in parallel. From the initial concept to the final design, diverse and often conflicting requirements need to be taken into account. For this purpose, the constant exchange and consideration of a significant amount of information is needed. Also, shipyards are faced with high requirements regarding design and build quality, so that approaches towards quality assurance in design and production need to be taken. In addition, as stringent cost considerations are given, design solutions need to be highly optimized towards the manufacturing capabilities available. For this purpose and to facilitate the exploration of series effects, so-called best-practice standards can be applied and are in use.

In the domain of detailed ship structural design, Design Standards are hence used or worked out for almost every design project, whereby a set of optimal solutions for a selection of precisely defined design problems is determined. Ranging from simple agreements like common naming conventions to elaborate definitions, e.g., of design methodologies and calculation procedures for the design of engine foundations, with such standards compulsory regulations for the design or for certain design aspects can be defined.

With standardization, multiple effects within the design process can be achieved, as explained by means of the following design standard:

Within the ice belt of NB 123, brackets are required on one end of every longitudinal frame. In case of an identical grade of material (A36) and an identical plate thickness of frame, bracket and shell profile, it is as follows:
- Use cutouts of type C10 with a notch radius R20 for all profiles
- For HP 100x8 profiles use a bracket BC5 130x8 A36 with Offset 0, Notch VU 50x30 and Bevel Code 200 on all sides.
- For HP 140x9 profiles...
- ...

Taken from the internal communication within the design department of a major German shipyard, this short text defines a specific design procedure for all engineers working on a specific design task (stiffening system) in a specific location (ice belt) of a specific vessel (NB 123) for a specific stiffener configuration (HP 100x8) and under additional restrictions (material grade etc.). Hereby, for this design problem and within the context defined, a common understanding among the engineering personnel involved is achieved resulting in common design solutions. The standard hence serves as a medium of communication. Furthermore, the standard represents an approved best-practice solution, i.e. the application of this standard ensures that relevant class rules are fulfilled intrinsically. Therefore, standards are a means to guarantee that expert knowledge is considered, which is typically not known to the engineer working in the field of detailed steel design.

During design, therefore, design knowledge is an important asset. Optimal design solutions with respect to function, quality and cost can only be reached if for each decision all required
information is available and taken into account. In case of incomplete knowledge or if the
knowledge available is not fully regarded, no optimal solution can be reached. As a result,
suboptimal solutions or even design errors may occur. Additional costs for corrections might
be required.

While standards are a means to apply knowledge within the design process, the expressibility
of standards is often limited with respect to allowed complexity or general validity. For
example, the design of a simple deckhouse superstructure as shown in figure 1.1 is primarily
based on standards; yet the overall layout of the stiffener system used for the top-plate shown
upside-down on the right is primarily governed by aspects regarding vibration that are often
not directly considered in standards formulations. Therefore, more advanced design methods,
the so-called Knowledge-based Engineering (KBE), can provide case-specific means to test
existing design solutions with respect to certain criteria or to guide the engineer during the
actual design process.

![Figure 1.1.: Steel Design of a Simple Superstructure](image)

For major CAD/CAM software systems used in naval architecture today, support for such a
standards-compliant, knowledge-based, optimal design is limited. Primarily, the engineering
personnel is responsible to guarantee standards compliance with respect to shipyard stan-
dards and design context. Information from external data sources like compartmentation
plans or FEA analyses needs to be interpreted and integrated manually. For example, as part
of the superstructure design, see figure 1.1, the overall layout and spacing of the stiffener
system may be determined by an expert within the shipyard or by an external vibration
consultant. Hence for each design action, manual interaction is required to select feasible
solutions and to determine the location of installation. The actual design activity, i. e. the
codified series of design steps and interactions with the CAD system required for the actual
design to be defined, is fully performed by the user.

Therefore, in this thesis, approaches towards the knowledge-based application of standards
for detailed ship structural design are presented. The development of an autonomous or semi-
autonomous design system for the standards-compliant knowledge-based design is sought.
With a focus on the domain of naval architecture, the key research objectives can be formu-
lated as follows:

- What types of knowledge are required for the definition of a design procedure? How
  much information is needed for an unambiguous automatic design? What is the situa-
tion with respect to the availability of this information?

- What are the capabilities that are required for an electronic representation of this
  knowledge? Which are the technical approaches available and their respective capabil-


What kind of approaches can be applied for the definition of formalized, reusable design procedures for a standards-compliant design?

Is it possible that such design procedures can be applied automatically and can hence the design process be automated? To what extent is this feasible? Where are the limitations?

What are the effects of such methods on build quality and design time?

Viewing design from a perspective of so-called applied problem solving, the concept of knowledge as relevant for this thesis is presented in chapter 2. The role of knowledge within detailed design is explored and means for the electronic representation of all types of knowledge relevant in this design stage are developed. Methods for an electronic representation of design knowledge are introduced. Also, methods for problem solving are explained, i.e. systematic approaches for the application of said knowledge towards automatic design are explored. In chapter 3, these fundamental concepts are extended and detailed for the domain of engineering. Key activities performed as part of engineering design, the so-called design tasks, are presented and the concept of knowledge-based engineering is introduced.

In chapter 4, the design process as given in naval architecture is summarized and examples of knowledge-based engineering methods as applied in this domain are presented. In addition, a more elaborate analysis of the role of standardization is performed. Design elements as used for detailed ship structural design are analyzed and classified.

For the evaluation of knowledge-based approaches towards detailed design, a set of test cases is introduced in chapter 5. With the help of these test cases, the requirements placed on software solutions for knowledge-based engineering are presented in chapter 6. The system architecture developed as part of this thesis is presented. For simple design problems like the example of a standards formulation given above, the adequate electronic formulations are presented in chapter 7. A detailed explanation of the KBE algorithms developed is given. Using the test cases as reference, hence, methods for context-sensitive design are developed. With the help of so-called Design Patterns, solutions for the automatic design of ship structural elements are finally presented in chapter 8. Approaches towards a fully automatic definition of more elaborate, optimal and standards-compliant solutions are presented.
2. Knowledge and Problem Solving

Knowledge is a key foundation for any activity or understanding in life. While an exact and unambiguous definition of knowledge is a matter of on-going debate among philosophers, in this chapter the term knowledge as relevant in the domain of engineering and naval architecture is defined. The processes of knowledge creation and knowledge transfer are discussed. The consequences for IT-based systems are considered. Concepts for knowledge management and for the electronic representation of engineering knowledge are introduced.

2.1. Knowledge and Knowledge Management

According to Plato’s definition of knowledge as Justified True Belief knowledge can be defined as the thorough understanding of a subject or a problem domain based on a person’s skills, expertise or values. It encompasses the set of all known facts and pieces of information available in a particular field today [1] and depends on the understanding of a problem or situation where the understanding is influenced by the individual’s insight into the context.

Constructivism extends this approach and therefore assumes that knowledge is construed by individuals based on their perception. Therefore, it is directly bound to an individual. Perceived facts or experiences are used to construct mental models of reality. Existing mental models can be assimilated or accommodated by new perceptions.

In contrast, the theory of positivism is based on the assumption of an objective, universally true reality that is perceived and understood to a varying degree by an individual. The process of perception does not change the reality. The competence of an individual yet influences the efficiency and results of a reasoning process, i.e. different conclusions may be reached depending on the preconditions. Positivism can therefore be seen as one of the foundations of modern natural sciences [2]. In engineering with its strong ties into natural sciences, hence, a positivistic approach is applied.

For the work presented in the following, a positivistic understanding of knowledge is used. As such an understanding is geared towards the representation of facts or other measurable and comparable entities in the domain of natural sciences and engineering, the components of knowledge can be defined as shown by [3]:

**Definition 1.** As part of knowledge, a set of informatorial elements, the so-called **Facts** or **Data** are given where each fact represents an atomic entity of the domain of intercourse. A fact therefore represents some piece of information that is self-supportive and not related to other entities. Based on facts, **Information** is defined as a collection of interrelated facts where the relation between these facts is known and given explicitly. This network of facts defines the so-called **Knowledge Base** or **Information Base**.

Based on existing knowledge or experience, **Reasoning** is used to assert and evaluate new
facts. New knowledge is created where the context in which reasoning is performed influences the outcome of the reasoning process. With this approach, the essence of information can be extracted from the information base. Here, depending on the personal view taken, differing conclusions may be drawn from an identical information base. Therefore, albeit being assumed to be universally true, knowledge is bound to individuals.

2.1.1. Types of Knowledge

From a theoretical point of view, different types of knowledge can be identified, see [4]. Knowledge can be classified by the field of applicability, explicitness and structure.

Knowledge is either globally valid or domain-specific. The first type denotes knowledge or pieces of information that are valid independent of the context they are used in. As an example, mathematical axioms can be named. Domain-specific knowledge is valid only for a certain problem domain or area of discourse. For example the class rules from classification societies are valid in the domain of naval architecture only. Often, global knowledge and general common agreements serve as foundation for different domain-specific sets of knowledge. For a concise definition of domain-specific knowledge, the problem domain has to be identified. Limitations have to be defined.

Explicit Knowledge is knowledge that can be described using facts and relations. If knowledge is based on natural sciences or can be expressed unambiguously and independent of the qualification of any communication partners, the transfer of such knowledge is possible with only little danger of misinterpretation. In contrast, Implicit Knowledge is knowledge that cannot be stated explicitly. Often, implicit knowledge forms one important foundation a team or society is based on. This type of knowledge encompasses pre-existing social norms, shared agreements or experience and is based on a positivistic view.

Structured Knowledge is given in a predefined format, i.e. the semantics of the knowledge is clearly defined. Examples in ship design are e.g. parts libraries or certain parts of class rules. In general, this type of knowledge is expressed as a collection of facts with only a limited number of relations between them where the layout of these relations is known. For Unstructured Knowledge no Meta-Information about the semantics used is given, i.e. the relationship between the facts that make up a certain part of knowledge is not known. No information about how the individual facts should be assembled into a coherent network of information is available. The evaluation of this type of knowledge is therefore highly dependent on information about the context as well as on experience. In engineering, an informal, generally accepted notation, comments or experience enable the engineer to abstract the required knowledge. For any automatic evaluation, the determination of the context and constraints is difficult.

2.1.2. Application of Knowledge

For any activity performed knowledge serves as a key foundation. Often, the application of knowledge is therefore action-driven where four distinct states can be identified as shown in figure 2.1. Using reasoning processes, transitions between these states are feasible.

Based on an observation of the domain of intercourse or the problem at hand, the world, new informational artifacts can be subsumed by induction. According to Sowa [5], these
artifacts are created as unordered and unconnected facts resulting in a collection of pieces of information, the so-called Knowledge Soup. By distilling new facts from the domain of intercourse and adding them to the knowledge soup, the information base to operate on is enriched. At this stage, no deeper understanding of the concepts represented by these facts is given, though. In the next step, knowledge theories are derived from the collection of facts by abduction. Here, existing knowledge is adapted to accommodate the gathered facts. For this purpose, previously observed knowledge elements are reassembled and, hence, new ideas or concepts can be introduced. Hypotheses are created [6] and existing knowledge is reused, revised or combined. Depending on the semantic distance of the elements involved, either modified or novel theories are reached. If an existing or newly created theory is applied to the problem at hand, a so-called prediction is reached. New knowledge or advisories for specific actions to take are reached using a process called deduction. Finally, the execution of such an advisory leads to an action that influences the current situation. The world or domain of intercourse is changed whereby new input might be generated to process by the following Cycle of Pragmatism.

In engineering as well as in many other operative areas, the methods of induction, abduction and deduction are considered as means to initiate an action [4]. For this purpose, the whole context of the problem is taken into account. A prediction therefore does not only include the information what to do (know-what), but also implies knowledge about the processes required to actually perform the action (know-how). A motivation for the action needs to be given (know-why).

Knowledge with its strong ties to an individual’s general understanding and awareness of the context is difficult to transfer. According to Riempp [4], the transfer of knowledge includes multiple steps as shown in figure 2.2. For the transfer of knowledge between two acting entities, the mental model of the sender is explicated and reflected. Existing knowledge is broken down into the underlying facts and their relationships, i.e. the information base. During reflection, the sender takes the general situation, the problem at hand as well as the knowledge about the competence of the receiver into account. Only those pieces of information are expressed that can be understood by the receiver and that are considered as relevant, i.e. a filtering process takes place and the problem at hand is disconnected from the complete, yet complex mental model of the sender. Hereby, the number of associations is reduced. By explicitation, the reduced and tailored mental model is expressed explicitly in such a way that it can be communicated verbally.

Not taking possible incorrect transmission from sender to receiver into account, the receiver uses the information base provided as input. Facts and associations are decoded, i.e. trans-
ferred into the language of the receiver, and reflected upon. From the collection of facts, the knowledge soup, theories are derived by abduction. New insights are gained and the existing mental model can be adapted.

The process of abduction is possible if the receiver is capable to understand and accept the information provided. An ability to communicate must be given between sender and receiver. Social factors like the willingness to communicate and to transfer knowledge as well as cultural or collaborative aspects are important factors that determine the outcome of a transfer. Incomplete decoding of the information base can lead to an incomplete transfer of knowledge. Based on existing knowledge on the receiver’s side, the information base can be interpreted differently resulting in an incorrect knowledge transfer.

For any machine-machine or man-machine interaction the same general principles hold true [7] as computer-based algorithms for, e.g., encoding and decoding, reflecting and abducting information objects are designed by human beings. Hence, general understandings of the developers are key factors for the successful realization of these components or interfaces. These are issues that need to be addressed during design and development.

In contrast to interactive communication between humans, any interaction involving machines is based on a time-invariant definition of the relevant context, i.e. it includes static assumptions about the operational culture as well as the capabilities of understanding. Man-machine or machine-machine interaction therefore can be considered to be more inflexible. In case of changes in the context or the underlying assumptions often human interaction is required [8]. As a result, a constant monitoring of the evolving situation and, if necessary, maintenance operations are required.

### 2.1.3. Knowledge Management

Knowledge is an important asset in a corporate environment. Methods for the management of knowledge have become important means for documentation and archiving. Approaches for the transfer and use of knowledge within a corporation or society have been derived. Following Grant [9] the notation of knowledge management can be defined as follows:

**Definition 2.** Knowledge management is a systematic approach towards the definition of activities for the creation, aggregation, transfer and use of knowledge. It is focused on the introduction of processes for the application of knowledge throughout a company.
Therefore, processes for knowledge management often play an integral part within corporations where these processes are developed in order to support business objectives and to improve the optimal use of the available human resources. In the domain of engineering and naval architecture, IT systems play an ever growing role for the efficient and context sensitive application of knowledge.

Depending on the perspective, three different approaches to knowledge management can be identified. **Strategy-oriented** knowledge management is a goal-driven approach with a strong focus on cost vs. effect aspects. It is mainly used to support decisions with long-term effects and focuses on the supportive role of knowledge for decision making. **Process-oriented** knowledge management can be used to identify or define knowledge-related business processes. These processes can be seen as instructions for the creation, documentation and distribution of knowledge. Processes for an efficient application of knowledge are installed. Finally, a **system-oriented** approach focuses on a technical perspective and concentrates on the role of information systems. Solutions and corresponding usage scenarios are developed to support or augment knowledge management processes or strategies.

In the field of engineering, most activities are product-driven, i.e. the development and manufacturing or life-cycle support for a product are the main business objectives. Here, two different areas for the application of knowledge management strategies can be identified.

On the one hand, novel ideas or concepts are generated by the process of abduction. In ship design, the development of a completely new vessel according to some rough ideas of a prospective owner can be named as example. For this purpose and based on experience, existing knowledge is applied to determine a reasonable design proposal. Here, an adequate infrastructure for the efficient retrieval of existing solutions is supportive. A process-oriented view on knowledge management can be taken. Yet, as innovation is primarily based on the competence of the people involved, the role of IT is of minor importance for these processes. Implicit knowledge plays an important role.

On the other hand, the detailed definition and further planning of such concepts, i.e. the detailed design, is concerned with the further development of the product idea in accordance with established standards. For the mentioned example from the domain of ship design, the detailed definition of the steel structure, i.e. the determination of plate thicknesses, profile arrangements or bracket connections, are such design activities. Here, a significantly higher amount of structured knowledge is present. Information systems are not only used as knowledge providers but take an active part in the development process. In engineering, task-specific IT-systems are applied to support or automate well-known activities within the design process. In the following, approaches for the improved usage of this system-oriented view on knowledge and knowledge management are developed.

### 2.2. Electronic Knowledge Representation

In engineering, in the field of detailed design, a focus is placed on explicit, structured information in a known domain of intercourse. Hence, a positivistic understanding of knowledge can be assumed where actual data and not meta-data is of primary importance. For this information, a leveraging strategy as proposed by Van Krogh [10] is applied, i.e. the reuse of existing knowledge is sought where knowledge-based information systems are applied as
supportive tools. For this purpose, an electronic representation of the design knowledge is required.

2.2.1. What is a Knowledge Representation?

A knowledge representation or knowledge base can be defined as follows [11]:

**Definition 3.** An electronic knowledge representation is a dynamic, IT-based and machine-interpretable representation of an information base for a known and agreed-upon domain of intercourse that reflects relevant knowledge about the problem at hand. The information base consists of a collection of symbolic structures representing the system’s beliefs that are used for reasoning during operation.

Therefore, three main characteristics can be identified:

- Symbolic or formal structures are used to represent information.
- The representation is grounded on unstated beliefs.
- Reasoning is performed.

The application of knowledge in an IT system requires explicit knowledge. During development and use, information therefore needs to be explicitated. Here, the knowledge representation acts as surrogate, i.e. as substitute for the real world or problem at hand. Formal symbolic structures are used to define the surrogate. For the definition of these structures, decisions regarding identity and fidelity are required. That means it needs to be determined what the knowledge representation should express; the accuracy of the representation needs to be set. As reality cannot be expressed completely, the knowledge representation is always incomplete. Any reasoning process performed may hence lead to results that differ from reality [12].

To define the fidelity of a surrogate representation requires decisions about the perspective and scope of the world or problem at hand, i.e. a set of so-called ontological commitments is made. Depending on the commitments made, different views or perspectives can be taken. Here, often unstated beliefs can have an influence on the perspective taken, see the discussion about explicitation and knowledge transfer in section 2.1.2. Also, as the selection of ontological commitments is driven by the capabilities of the technology used, often the technical perspective restricts the perspective taken or limits the modeling approaches available.

For any IT-based solution applied for knowledge representation and reasoning, the technology chosen is based on a theory of intelligent reasoning where a knowledge representation is founded on a certain theory of inference and knowledge representation. In the field of natural sciences and engineering, a logical view is dominant. As intelligent inference is assumed to follow the process of logical inference as introduced by Aristotle, permissible or sanctioned actions in a reasoning process are hence defined. In contrast, psychological models, as applied for stock markets, can be mentioned as examples for alternative inference theories.

Using computational algorithms, a knowledge representation is a means to perform an inference process, i.e. it is a medium of logical expression that is designed by humans. As more expressive and therefore more complex representations become computationally inefficient, a compromise has to be found where ease of use to express and communicate knowledge as well as expressibility has to be taken into account.
2.2.2. Foundations of Knowledge Representations

As a knowledge representation needs elements to operate on, these entities reasoned over need to be expressed. For this purpose, a set of propositions is used for the definition of a single entity where a single proposition consists of one or multiple statements. Each statement is self-contained. A knowledge representation therefore requires some sort of language that is used to formulate the knowledge. Using a logic-oriented perspective, a knowledge representation can be described using the language of first order logic or one of its descendants. Two different levels can be distinguished, namely:

- the knowledge level,
- the symbol level.

On the symbol level, computational aspects are considered. Procedures regarding the handling of symbols in the knowledge base are addressed. E.g., the parsing and execution of statements needs to be defined. Transformations of symbols are given.

On the knowledge level, definitions regarding Syntax, Semantics and Pragmatics are required. Syntax defines the feasible logical structure of statements and their valid combinations into propositions. Requirements for a well-formed knowledge base are defined. The core components on the syntactical level are variables that contain data about facts as well as functional symbols used to define relationships between variables. Predicate symbols like quantifiers and boolean operators are present [13].

A set of facts, relationships and terminology therefore can be used to define a complete knowledge representation. Following a frame-based or object-oriented approach, the terminology, i.e. a set of concepts, are used to state general characteristics of a certain entity. In naval architecture, e.g., the concept Frame may be defined to represent a physical object within the ship structure that has a certain contour, location in X direction etc. In case of a simplified frame representation, a frame may consist out of a single plate of a given thickness and material and may reach from the outer shell up to a maximum value in Z direction. A fact, i.e., an instance may then reference the concept Frame and supply actual data for the parameters of an representation of the Frame concept.

As an example, two different instances of the Frame concept are given below. On the left, a syntactically correct representation for an instance of Frame 34 at an x location of \( x = 20.4 \) m is shown. The example on the right is invalid in so far as a string of letters is assigned for the x location instead of the number expected.

Syntax are responsible to express the meaning of a syntactically correct proposition. This defines how a certain statement is tied into the world or problem at hand, i.e. the relationship of surrogate and reality is proposed and the meaning of propositions as a function of the interpretation of predicate and function symbols is defined. The limitations of a knowledge representation with respect to the domain of intercourse are hence staked out.
In the following two frame definitions, in both cases the semantics of the design problem are violated, i.e. the limitations imposed by general requirements proposed by the design project are not regarded. For the instance of Frame188, a material of grade D should be used according to the instance definitions. If it is not planned to use such a material for the ship structure, a design error with respect to the list of allowed materials is given. On the right, a frame is defined located at an x position $x = 4.05m$ before the aft perpendicular. With a requirement that all frames should be located on the frame grid, and a given fixed frame distance of $0.6m$, the frame can not be defined in such a way. In addition, the numbering schema applied for the naming of Frame5.5 is not compatible with the framing metrics applied. A frame Frame5.5 should be located at $x = 3.3m$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frame188 a Frame</th>
<th>Frame5.5 a Frame</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>id: FR188</td>
<td>id: FR5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xlocation: 112.8</td>
<td>xlocation: 4.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zmax: 8.5</td>
<td>zmax: 12.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>material: D</td>
<td>material: A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A syntactically correct and semantically meaningful expression needs to be interpreted for a given context. Pragmatics provide this kind of information in so far as allowed logical consequences, the entailments, are stated. Here, for each knowledge base, a specific model of reasoning is applied. By deductive inference, i.e. by calculating the entailments of a given knowledge base, new propositions of the knowledge model can be explicated and added to the knowledge representation.

Again, for the frame definition used as example, two cases of incorrect definitions with respect to the design pragmatics are shown in the following. On the left a syntactically and semantically valid definition of a frame instance Frame296 is shown. Yet, if the vessel designed is a small container vessel designed for feeder services, the overall length of the vessel is significantly shorter than the x position of $x = 177.6m$ as given for Frame296. The frame definition therefore is invalid. On the right, a frame definition behind the aft perpendicular located at $x = -1.8m$ is given. If the vessel designed is classified according to a high ice class and if the location at FR-3 corresponds with the stern, material of grade A might be insufficient depending on the plate thickness and stiffening system used. Here, pragmatics, i.e. an understanding of the complete design problem would indicate the need for a design change or for further actions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frame296 a Frame</th>
<th>Frame-3 a Frame</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>id: FR296</td>
<td>id: FR-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xlocation: 177.6</td>
<td>xlocation: -1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zmax: 4.5</td>
<td>zmax: 7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>material: A36</td>
<td>material: A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the last example, the action to take is not totally given; it depends on parameters unknown in this assumed scenario. Therefore, depending on the problem at hand, the reasoning process may have to take uncertainty into account. I.e. measures have to be taken to handle propositions that are either true, false or in-between. Adequate means to express the trust level for a given proposition are required. As reasoning or deductive inference does not guarantee logically sound and complete results, the inference process may return invalid solutions, be intractable, i.e. will never complete depending on the facts and relations of a knowledge base [14].
2.2.3. Classification and Examples of Knowledge Representations

Most knowledge representations in use today are based on a subset of first order logic, the so-called Description Logics [15]. This approach limits the expressibility of first order logic so that deductive reasoning always leads to a tractable and decidable solution. Such a knowledge representation consists of facts, relations and rules where rules are not supported by all knowledge representation systems.

Based on the field of applicability and modeling approaches taken, a classification of existing knowledge representation languages can be determined. In general, knowledge representations can be classified as:

- inference-oriented systems,
- rule-based systems.

The first group is focused on the usage of inference algorithms to determine and explicate knowledge already present in the model. The computation of entailments is performed, i.e. logical consequences are derived from existing data. For example, if a plate representation within a product model has two different thicknesses assigned, yet only a single thickness is allowed for such a definition, the identity of both thickness values can be calculated as entailment. Rules are of minor importance. In contrast, rule-based systems or so-called production-rule systems are systems that work on an existing fact base, the working memory. Here rules act as codified recipes for actions that operate on facts and associations. For example, in case of a known configuration of a pipe installation, insulation can be automatically added around this pipe by the execution of this rule. Initially, inference can be used while populating the working memory.

From a historic point of view, two different research fields can be named as key factors for the development of knowledge representations. These are:

- logic and artificial intelligence,
- semantic web technologies.

**Logic** Initial work on the electronic representation of knowledge was driven by researchers working in the fields of pure and applied logic. Systems like KL-ONE [16], Loom [17] or Classic [18] applied a so-called frame-based, object-oriented approach where a Frame is used to describe properties relevant for a certain concept. Terminological knowledge, i.e. concepts, are modeled as so-called T-Boxes that consist of a concept definition, a frame, and subsequent axioms. With the latter, restrictions on the model can be implemented. For assertional knowledge, so-called A-Boxes are used that link to the concepts fulfilled. This way, facts are defined and associations between different A-Box Entities are modeled. A network of data, i.e. a graph or network of items, is generated.

These modeling systems for knowledge representations emphasize a high level of expressibility. A sound logical basis is given while decidability is not always guaranteed. Often, inference processes are supported to validate a given knowledge base or to extend a given knowledge base with implicit knowledge. Based on newly asserted facts, the evaluation of the information base at run-time is not the main focus; interaction is of low importance.
Semantic Web With the rising importance of the internet, interoperability of distributed knowledge representations has become an important aspect. The Semantic Web envisions a set of independent knowledge representations, so-called **ontologies** that are accessible over the internet where inference processes can freely combine and use any existing knowledge base. For this purpose and based on **XML** [19] and **XML Schema** [20], a series of standards and standard recommendations with increasing expressiveness has been defined by the W3C [21]. With these standards, subsets of description logic are supported [22].

The **Resource Description Framework** (RDF) [23] and **RDF Schema** (RDFS) [24] are focused on the representation of concepts, facts and associations [25]. No support for rules or complex expressions about cardinality or reference types is given. E.g. a plate in a marine structure can reference the material used for this plate. Yet, it is not possible to define the concept in such a way that the existence of a material definition for each instance is required. The **Web Ontology Language** (OWL) [26] extends RDF. Here, e.g., cardinality and type restrictions are introduced [27] [28].

Rules can be defined as conceptual definitions for actions performed on facts. Currently, there are several non-standardized languages, e.g. the **Rule Markup Language** (RuleML) [29] and the **Semantic Web Rule Language** (SWRL) [30], see [31] [32]. Software support and user adoption is limited, though [33].

The semantic web is build on the vision to connect distributed data. Unknown data sources play an important role. The existence of facts and concepts is not known. One of the fundamental principle of the semantic web technology therefore is the **Open World Assumption** (OWA) [34] [35]. Under an OWA, any proposition is assumed to be true as long as the opposite is not known. Further information about the practical effects of this assumption is given in section 7.3.4.2.

Engineering In engineering, there are currently no generalized extensive systems for knowledge representation available. Where knowledge representations are applied, often specialized representations using conventional databases or programming solutions are used. In most cases, such representations are used with the intent to represent and manage data; inference is rarely used. Semantics, if considered at all, are only represented weakly. In addition, computer applications are in use that often use special, closed data-formats for data storage of information represented within these systems. Again, a formalized approach to data representation and reuse is seldom given.

### 2.2.4. Knowledge Representations in Naval Architecture and Engineering

In naval architecture, only a limited number of open standards or formats for some kind of knowledge representation have been proposed. In most cases, these are focused on data representation, i.e. the standards are aimed towards facilitating the tasks of data modeling and data exchange. In addition, custom data formats are used for commercial applications that hence provide means to persist information like input data or results.

In contrast to real knowledge representations, all these representations can be classified as data representations where semantics and pragmatics are not key concerns and are often incomplete, inconsistent or missing. Commonly inference is not used and the design rationale or design intent is not expressed explicitly. In the following, a selection of some
representations is presented.

**SFI Group System** The *SFI Group System* is a classification system for the marine and offshore industry [36]. Based on a hierarchical structure, information about technical components or equipment can be classified according to functional aspects. In figure 2.3, the top-level classes of the system are shown. Using a document-centric view, existing documentation is assigned to categories within a fixed taxonomy. Depending on the categories determined as relevant for an individual project or task, views on the information base can be configured. The representation of concepts, facts and their properties is not supported. A document, drawing or other file can only be assigned to a single predefined category so that a precise classification is therefore not always feasible. In the industry the SFI Group system is used for classification and search of file-based information [37].

![Figure 2.3.: Main Groups of the SFI Group System](image)

**STEP** Initiated by ISO, the *Standard for the Exchange of Product Model Data* (STEP) is a general purpose standard for the transfer, storage, and transformation of all data for a product throughout the life-cycle of engineering products without regard to discipline or area of application [38] [39]. Using a layered, modular approach, a heterogeneous data model is defined. Due to the size of the problem domains approached, on the top level the STEP standard is divided into a set of standards. By an *Application Protocol* (AP), the relevant information model for a specific domain of application is defined [40]. For the field of naval architecture, the following application protocols are of importance:

- AP 215 - Ship Arrangement
- AP 216 - Ship Moulded Forms
- AP 218 - Ship Structures
- AP 226 - Ship Mechanical Systems

An *Application Activity Model* describes activities that are within the scope of the AP [41]. The vocabulary relevant for each application domain is defined in an *Application Resource Model* (ARM). APs and ARMs are build on top of a set of *Integrated Resources* that are reused within every AP. For an improved interoperability, so-called *Conformance Classes* are used to define different levels of implementation support for an AP [42].

During the development of STEP, four usage scenarios were considered. A passive file containing product data can be used to transfer or archive information. An active file can be
understood as database of STEP data. It is used interactively by the application. Using a database as data provider, additional capabilities like advanced search can be provided. Different views can be derived from the data. Relational, hierarchical or object-oriented perspectives can be derived. Finally, a knowledge-based implementation augments the information model with constraints and rules that are defined as part of the APs [43].

From a perspective of knowledge representation, ISO 10303 can be classified as data representation. Inference is not part of the standard; user-configurable or customized rules are not supported while the constraints or rules included in the standard are incomplete. While STEP offers a well-defined syntax, on the semantic and pragmatic level ambiguities are present, see [44]. Interoperability of different application protocols is limited, as terms assume different meanings depending on the APs [45] [46] [47] [48].

**Ship Common Model and Integrated Shipbuilding Environment** Based on STEP, an integrated approach was chosen for the development of the Ship Common Model. This model aggregates all application protocols relevant for the domain of naval architecture. Ambiguities are tried to resolve, yet the complexity of the data model is still given [49]. By contrast, the Integrated Shipbuilding Environment (ISE) that is used in the US Navy applies a lightweight approach [50] [51]. Where feasible, simple and clear solutions only for required data are chosen. Compared to STEP, a simplified data model concentrating on core concepts is derived. Using XML Schema, the required data structures are defined. Semantics and pragmatics are not considered [52]; support for user-configurable rules or inference is not supported. Both approaches therefore can be classified as data representations only.

**PLIB** The Parts Library Standard (PLIB), ISO 13584 [53], has been developed for the modeling and exchange of digital libraries of technical components, i.e. the exchange of technical data should be supported. Using this standard, knowledge and other criteria relevant for the selection of components can be represented. Where required, additional behavioral aspects of a part like, e.g., the life time of a needle bearing can be defined. Various component representations including fixed and parametric geometric representations can be defined. For modeling, i.e. for the syntax, the modeling language EXPRESS as defined in the STEP application protocol 20’s series is used. Parts can be reused in multiple applications [54] so that hence modeling efficiency can be increased. Following a distributed approach, parts libraries are provided by the manufacturer of components [55].

An ontology model as introduced in section 2.2.2 is used to capture the meaning of structured data. The conceptualization applied is defined explicitly where a modular approach allows extensions to the model. Custom concepts and classification schemata can be introduced [56]. A PLIB data repository consists of a general ontology defining the syntax, semantics given by a schema and the actual component data. In contrast to the modeling languages used for the semantic web, see section 2.2.3, strong support for dimensional properties is built in [57] [58].

As the standard is based on precise syntactical and semantical definitions and is designed with search and reasoning processes as targets, the PLIB standard is an inference-oriented knowledge representation from a knowledge perspective. Implementations for inference support are not available, though, so that rules are not supported. As ISO 13584 uses EXPRESS [59] as modeling language, interoperability is mostly limited to STEP product data models.
Initial work towards the use of semantic web technologies has started, see [60]. Advanced context-based requirements modeling is not feasible as neither the required context models nor appropriate data exchange interfaces are available.

### 2.3. Methods for Problem Solving

A knowledge-based system is based on the objective to determine solutions for a given problem. The type of the problem, the data representation used and the solution strategy chosen are important aspects where different methods to solve the problem can be used depending on the solution strategy applied. In this section the notation of problem solving methods (PSMs) as relevant for engineering is introduced. A categorization of problem types is given and the role of knowledge representations is discussed.

#### 2.3.1. Problem Solving - A Definition

As shown in section 2.2, electronic knowledge representations as used for automated problem solving are restricted to a limited number of entities in the world, the so-called universe of discourse. In this universe a *Problem* is characterized by at least two distinguishable states, the initial state and the final state, the goal. The initial state consists of a set of specifications, the input knowledge. The final state represents a solution for the problem where the specifications are satisfied [61].

**Definition 4.** A *Problem Solving Method* (PSM) defines a generic, problem-independent description of a transformation algorithm between different states where the transformation is governed by a set of requirements that are formulated using domain specific knowledge. Being goal-driven, a sequence of actions towards the intermediate or final goal is defined by a PSM with the objective to satisfy the requirements stated. As part of a PSM, control structures are given to guide the solution process.

Design in engineering, i.e. the execution of problem solving methods, can therefore be defined as a transformation of a set of input specifications that result in a feasible solution. According to Motta [62], as input a set of constraints $C$, requirements $R$ and preferences $P$ can be identified where:

- constraints define conditions which must not be violated by the design,
- requirements define properties that have to be satisfied by the solution,
- preferences describe knowledge about the quality of design models.

In contrast to constraints that limit the space of admissible solutions, requirements have a positive connotation. Desired properties of the final design are described. Starting with an initial design context $D_I$, as a result of the transformation process, a design proposal model $D_K$ is generated. This design model consists of a set of parameters $p_i$ and their corresponding values $v_i$. Different states of the design model can be identified as shown in figure 2.4, namely:

- *Complete*: Each parameter $p_i$ has a value in $D_k$.
- *Consistent*: No parameter violates any constraint in $C$. 
- **Suitable**: All requirements in $R$ are satisfied.
- **Valid**: The design model is suitable and consistent.

A design proposal model is a *solution* if it is complete and valid.

![Diagram showing the Domain of Complete Models with three states: Suitable, Valid, and Consistent.]

Figure 2.4.: States of the Design Model

Therefore, as objective of a problem solving method the selection of an optimal algorithm for the creation of a final valid design proposal of optimal quality and based on the initial design context can be named. Here, the quality of a design proposal can be assessed using a global *cost function* $c_f$ and hence an *optimal solution* $D_{K_i}$ can be determined:

$$c_f(D_{K_j}) < c_f(D_{K_i}) \quad \forall \quad j, j \neq i$$ (2.1)

### 2.3.2. Generic Approaches to Problem Solving

For the selection of adequate problem solving methods, the data representation given and modeling approach chosen for problem solving are of importance. According to e.g. Beierle [63] three distinct classes of modeling approaches can be distinguished. These are:

- Heuristic-based approaches,
- Case-based modeling,
- Constraint- or rule-based systems.

**Heuristic-Based Modeling**  Neural networks as used in artificial intelligence (AI) apply a heuristic, connectionist approach to computation. A network of processing elements is constructed. Here, each interconnecting element is responsible for a single transformation or processing task. With this approach, complex behaviors can be emulated by the network where the behavior of the network is influenced by the structure of the connections between elements. For each connection the strength, i.e. the contribution to a result, can be adjusted, see figure 2.5. Therefore, depending on the strength distribution, different solution paths can be emphasized.

A neural network is designed as an adaptive system. Starting with a set of user-defined processing elements, test cases with known solutions are fed into the system during the
learning phase. The validity or applicability of the generated results are reported back to the system so that the structure of the connections as well as their strengths can be adjusted accordingly. Here, the paths used are assigned a higher weight for valid solutions and vice versa [64].

A neural network can be applied for problems where the processing elements are known or can be identified but where an explicit definition of all relevant relations and their respective strength are not known in detail. Once the main processing elements are identified, the solution process can be used as a black-box algorithm. Only input and output information are considered. Self-learning, i.e. the automatic adaption to changing requirements during the learning phase, is a key advantage of such an approach.

**Case-Based Reasoning** If the results of previous design processes can be made available as part of an IT-based design system, the experience captured in these existing results can be made available for subsequent designs. With case-based modeling and reasoning the transfer of the design knowledge to the current design is made possible. I.e. a knowledge base with validated, existing solutions can be used for a given problem domain. Therefore, for any problem fed into the system, the knowledge base is searched for suitable solutions. An objective function is used to determine the semantic distance, i.e. some measure for the applicability to the given problem. Candidate solutions are chosen and presented. Upon completion of a new design, this design solution is added to the knowledge base hence enriching the set of known solutions [65].

As a result, for identical problems a solution is derived only once by an engineer. Reuse reduces the design time needed and the process of knowledge transfer is augmented. For similar, yet not identical problems, candidate solutions can express the experience of previous design processes. The design of a final solution can hence be supported. Also, if more advanced approaches like abstraction, qualitative or analogical reasoning are used, reusability of parts of the knowledge model can be eased and an incomplete solution can be derived [66].

For case-base reasoning careful considerations regarding the definition of the knowledge model used are required, as this model is relevant for the variations that can be represented and evaluated by this approach. The knowledge model must therefore capture all relevant aspects of the design. Also, the domain of solutions is restricted by the expressibility of the knowledge representation. The same holds true for the definition of functions for the
calculation of the semantic distance [67].

In the domain of engineering, case-based reasoning is mostly used for the retrieval of knowledge about example solutions. The final adaption to the problem present is the responsibility of the engineer.

**Constraint- and Rule-Based Systems** In contrast to heuristic or case-based solutions, a declarative deterministic approach is chosen for constraint- and rule-based systems that allows for an explicit verification of the solution strategy adopted and the solution steps taken. Here, a distinction between *Constraint Systems* and *Rule-based Systems* can be made.

The former uses constraints, requirements, and parameters to define relevant properties of the outcome, see the previous section. I.e., the key characteristics of the desired solution are described. The solution process is then governed by a *constraint solver*, a core component of a constraint-based system. This solver uses the input knowledge given, constructs design candidates by specific search algorithms and compares the result obtained with the given objective. Constraint programming can therefore be defined as search for a solution that fulfills all requirements. For the search, different solution strategies like e.g. combinatorial operations or decomposition strategies can be applied [68] [69].

For rule-based systems, an action-driven approach is taken. Rules are formulated that express requirements and consequent actions taken [70]. Depending on the state of the knowledge representation, rules are executed and the results generated are fed back into the representation. Hence, rules act on and modify the facts used. Two different system types can be identified, namely *goal-driven* and *input-driven* systems. In input-driven systems, rules are executed starting from the input data. A so-called forward-chaining approach is applied. The execution of rules propagates from the input data until either a result is obtained or all matching rules have been executed. Backward-chaining systems use a goal-driven approach. Based on a formalization of the desired result, the known facts are used to construe intermediate data that can lead to the result. The process of propagation stops once the input data required for the assumed result specification has been derived and this input data is compatible with the information base [71].

In engineering, often a definite reproducibility and traceability is required, i.e. *Confluence* and *Operational Equivalence* must be satisfied. Heuristic or case-based systems are not applicable as their underlying concepts of self-learning and heuristic approaches cannot guarantee such an absolute reproducibility and traceability of the reasoning performed. Therefore, only constraint- and rule-based systems are suitable for design problems in the domain of engineering as presented in this thesis [72].

**2.3.3. Problem Solving by Configuration Design**

Problem solving in the domain of engineering can be defined as goal-oriented search. Here, in most cases, starting with a preliminary design a process of successive design refinements is used where a top-down approach is applied. Working on a more and more detailed solution, in each iteration loop, constraints and requirements are identified and tested; design decisions are made. For this purpose, the shape of components and their respective fit is evaluated. Functional aspects are considered so that the working principle can be regarded [73]. If a primarily combinatorial design problem is given, *Configuration Design* methods can be
applied as search strategy. As solution strategies, heuristic and case-based PSMs as well as rule- or constraint-based algorithms can be used, see section 2.3.2 [74].

**Definition 5.** Using a set of predefined components, Configuration Design as problem solving method can be applied to determine a feasible, complete and valid arrangement or assembly of distinct components into a coherent, specification-compliant product.

In configuration design, a so-called component can be a physical entity, an activity, a process etc. Problem solving hence concentrates on the variation of these components and their arrangement. An optimality criterion or cost function can be applied to rank plausible design candidates [75]. According to Wielinga [76], a classification with respect to configuration design as shown in table 2.1 can be used. The type of components, requirements and constraints used and the assembly generated are of importance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components</th>
<th>Assembly</th>
<th>Requirements and Constraints</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>Local &amp; Direct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parametrized</td>
<td>Skeleton</td>
<td>Incremental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parametrized Set</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>Functional</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1.: Classificatory Aspects of Configuration Design Problems

Focusing on the type of components used, a combinatorial problem needs to be solved, if the set of components is fixed, i.e. determined entirely in advance where all properties relevant for the design task are known and defined. Here, only the arrangement or assembly of the components needs to be determined as part of the solution process such that requirements and constraints are satisfied. As an example, a list or set of known brackets with given dimensions as shown in figure 2.6 left can be named. In contrast, a parametrized set is given if the parameters and shape of each component is known, yet the parameter values for one or more parameters can be chosen by the solution. In the field of naval architecture, e.g. stiffeners can be described as a parametrized set in so far as for each stiffener the cross section is defined by international standards, yet length, thickness or end cut definitions etc. depend on the given design problem, see figure 2.6 center. Finally, a parametrized set of types is an abstraction of the previous class. For each type of component multi-dimensional parameters are present. If a complete bulkhead e.g. is given as a type, not only the dimensions of the stiffeners applied can be chosen. Also, the number and position of the stiffeners is configurable as shown in figure 2.6 right. Therefore, for a parametrized set of types the final generic shape is not given in detail, yet the essence of this type is captured by the set definition.

A second source of variants is defined by the relations that define the assembly, i.e. the arrangement of the components. If the arrangement is known completely, the configuration design task is reduced to the selection and assignment of parameter values for the components of the arrangement. A less restrictive case is given if the skeleton of the arrangement is known. The specific arrangement has to be determined for the solution. The most flexible and most complex case is a free assembly. The arrangement of the components can be chosen by the design task.

Requirements or constraints can be directly applicable, i.e. they restrict or define the value of an individual parameter of a component directly. As an example, the length of a design
incremental constraints are constraints that act on parameters which are derived from a combined set of components. For example, the weight of a structure that consists of multiple elements is an example for an incremental constraint where the total weight is calculated as sum over all the weight of the components involved. The evaluation of such constraints is only possible if a sufficiently detailed model is already given. Even more complex, a functional model, i.e. the relation of arrangement and functional characteristics is evaluated for a functional requirement. For a complete vessel, e.g., the relationship between hull shape, engine power and vessel speed can be named as such a requirement.

Based on this classification, parametric design as used in mechanical engineering can be defined as a problem solving method operating on a fixed set of components where an assembly of a known structure is generated. Constraints and requirements are applied locally or incrementally. In contrast, a fixed set of components is arranged for generic layout activities where the structure of the assembly is not known. Constraints and requirements of any type may exist.

In detailed ship structural design, i.e. for the scope of the work presented in this thesis, the design process is often characterized by the application of a fixed set of components where a fixed or skeleton arrangement is given. As requirements, in most cases direct and local requirements and constraints are given. Incremental constraints are used for certain cases like weight requirements. Functional constraints are normally not considered.

Finally, in the process of configuration design, i.e. for the application of problem solving methods, knowledge plays an important role. As shown in figure 2.7, two main categories of knowledge, namely Problem-specific Knowledge and Persistent Knowledge, can be distinguished.

The former consists of Input Knowledge relevant for the configuration of the chosen problem solving algorithm. Requirements, constraints and technological information like manufacturing options are used as input knowledge. In addition, Case-specific Information about the design context is of importance. Therefore, information about the design problem at hand like the dimensions of a bulkhead to design, the assembly structure (layout) required or the dimensions of individual elements of the structure are given [8].

In contrast, Persistent Knowledge remains valid over multiple problem solving sessions and is used to configure the problem solving method chosen to the general type of design problem. As part of persistent knowledge, Domain-specific Knowledge is made up out of data about the domain of intercourse the algorithm is executed in and hence acts as interface between design algorithm and problem domain. For the design of a bulkhead structure, e.g., the
general characteristics for bulkhead design like a functional relationship between the required moment of inertia of the cross section of a stiffener that is located on a bulkhead and the corresponding unsupported span of such a stiffener can be named. In contrast, \textit{Method-specific Knowledge} is used to support and configure the execution of a single problem solving algorithm. Finally, \textit{Search-control Knowledge} is used to support e.g. an iterative solution process or to control the parallel or consecutive execution of multiple PSMs [62].
3. Design Theory, Design Activities and Knowledge-Based Engineering

From a life-cycle perspective, the design process in engineering is one of many interrelated activities and processes. In this chapter, a short summary of the relevant processes is given. Design as heterogeneous, collaborative and parallel design activity is defined. A general design theory as well as the concept of design tasks are identified. The roles of knowledge and knowledge representations in the design process are shown; the term knowledge-based engineering is introduced.

3.1. Design from a Life-Cycle Perspective

The Product-Life Cycle In engineering and naval architecture, a product-oriented perspective is dominant, i.e. all relevant processes are geared towards the development, production or maintenance of a product. Following Sendler [77], when the life-cycle of a product is analyzed, five different types of processes can be identified as shown in the outer ellipsis in figure 3.1.

![Figure 3.1.: The Product Life Cycle [77]](image)

Starting with a vision, an innovative idea or based on an inquiry by a potential customer, a specification defines requirements and constraints for the product. A design is conceived. For this purpose, customer, company, market and regulatory viewpoints are analyzed and taken into account. Major technical parameters are defined. In ship design, e.g., the main particulars and certain details deemed design critical are defined or are developed in close cooperation with prospective partners. A concept design is created so that the feasibility of the approach chosen can be evaluated. E.g., the speed of the vessel with a given engine capacity is tested or total mass and payload capacities are validated.
In the Design Phase, a detailed design is developed that addresses all technical aspects of the product. While the concept design provides a sketch of the solution envisioned, here detailed solutions are developed. In naval architecture, e.g., a detailed model of the steel structure is generated for a given project. Solutions regarding machinery, equipment or accommodation are developed. Where necessary, numerical calculations or experiments are performed to assess, validate and optimize candidate solutions. As different aspects interact and influence each other within a complex product, often, an iterative approach is required to find an optimal solution that addresses all requirements and constraints of the specification. For example, in ship design the steel structure often needs to be changed to accommodate requirements specified by machinery or ventilation design. Here, activities of multiple parties may need to be coordinated where changing requirements may require modifications of design proposals.

The Realization Phase is focused on manufacturing preparation and the actual manufacturing process. Based on the capabilities available, a planning stage defines methods for manufacturing of the product components. For a given ship design, a modular assembly strategy is developed where multiple building blocks of a vessel are built in parallel. For each part of such a block, manufacturing plans, machining information etc. are created. Where applicable, outsourcing or procurement of certain components is carried out and material as required for manufacturing is ordered. The final product, e.g. a ship, is assembled, launched and tested.

The Service Phase is concerned with the operation and ongoing support for the product. In-service information is managed. The performance of the product, i.e. a ship, in real life is monitored and customer support is provided. Repair and maintenance are addressed, if required, and are used to optimize subsequent design variants. Finally, upon the end-of-life of the product, in the Discard Phase issues regarding recycling or disposal need to be solved. Dismantling may be required.

These last two phases, the service phase and the discard phase, are currently of minor importance in ship design and operations. With the start of operation of a vessel, a transfer of ownership takes place so that the final product leaves the responsibility of the shipyard. Also due to the low numbers of vessels built of a given design, a direct design optimization for subsequent shipbuilding projects is limited. Finally, dismantling and disposal are normally not considered as objective during the design phase.

In ship design, in each of the first three phases, software tools are used to support the processes. These tools are either phase-specific and highly specialized software packages or can be applied to multiple stages. As design knowledge is created, changed or managed in all stages, such tools operate on product data, i.e. information about shape and topology of a vessel needs to be managed. Meta-information like test results, cost considerations etc. need to be considered. Also, a transparent access to the data available from all life-cycle phases is an important aspect to consider so that data migration and transformation need to be addressed.

**Design Processes during the Design Phase** Within the product life-cycle, a detailed and realizable definition of the concept conceived is created in the design phase. In ship design, as interrelations are given, the design phase operates in close cooperation with activities performed as part of the conception phase and the realization phase. The scope of the
design process performed during ship design as relevant for this thesis can thus be defined as follows:

**Definition 6.** The Design Process is concerned with the detailed, specification-compliant definition of shape, structural and functional information about parts and features of a product (ship) with the objective of optimal performance with respect to identified or defined characteristics like, e.g., profitability, efficiency or functionality.

As shown in figure 3.2, different categories of tasks are involved as part of the design process in naval architecture [78]. Within and between these tasks a constant exchange of information is given. For the categories shown, two different groups of design tasks can be identified. On the one hand (left), design is made up out of design tasks that focus on the actual design process per se. On the other hand (right), within the design process tasks are required for the coordination of all the activities performed as well as for the integration of such tasks with external activities like the management of human resources or financial aspects.

From an organizational perspective, the product information generated needs to be managed. Here data exchange between, e.g., different IT-systems or involved parties is required. Processes required for manufacturing or development are defined. Where required, scheduling activities are performed to coordinate all relevant design-oriented activities within the design process and to guarantee that these activities cooperate with any other activities performed as part of product development and manufacturing.

As part of the design-oriented design tasks, simulation and experiments are used to evaluate the solution developed with respect to performance. A manufacturability analysis is carried out to guarantee that the solutions developed can be built and assembled. In ship design, accessibility plays an important role as it needs to be guaranteed that a location is accessible at the time, where e.g. the installation of a pipe is scheduled. As part of the actual design task focusing on design, this information is used as input and design solutions are developed such that these solutions adhere to the requirements hence specified.

Focusing on the actual design as performed as part of the design process, i.e. on design tasks as used in the following and as shown in blue in figure 3.2, the notation of a design task can be defined as follows:

**Definition 7.** Within the design phase of naval engineering, a Design Task performs the actual shape, structural or topological definition or modification of the parameters of a product. Effects of other design processes are taken into account and are adhered to.

As shown in figure 3.2 a strong interrelationship between and interaction of the actual Design Task and the other tasks can be identified. Therefore, a common information base is supportive for an IT-based data management as presented in this thesis where extensive information exchange plays an important role. Without on-going coordination and communication, a solution for the often conflicting requirements defined as part of the specification cannot be determined.

In mechanical engineering in general as well as in ship design in particular, design can be described by using concepts from the field of configuration design. Hence, following Huang [79] and substantiating the notion of the Design Phase as introduced by PLM methods, three different scopes can be identified for design as shown in figure 3.3.
Here, conceptual design focuses on the definition of the primary structure of a product. It is thus comparable with the conception phase as introduced as part of the product life-cycle. Generic structures are identified and functional principles are developed. Within the design phase as defined for the product life-cycle, two different types of activities can be distinguished if seen from the perspective of configuration design. Firstly, the specific arrangement and schema, i.e. the layout, are defined as part of embodiment design. Here, issues regarding component connectivity and interaction or, e.g., aspects relating strength are addressed. Secondly, detailed design can be reduced to a parametric design problem that needs to be solved. Based on the known product, topology and product structure, parameters for the known product components are derived and the final solution is developed [80].

In ship design, the phase of conceptual design is focused on the definition of the general design of the vessel. Here, main particulars as well as e.g. the mainframe drawings are used to communicate the design intent and rationale. In the following design phase of the product life cycle, as part of embodiment design, all major details of the design problem are considered and adequate solutions are developed. Finally, detailed design is focused on the implementation of known solutions as part of the ship structure. For example, bracket connections are defined where required and using a known table of standard solutions.

Focusing on these three phases and applied to design in naval architecture the design freedom changes over time as shown in figure 3.4. From conceptual design over embodiment design
to detailed design, design freedom decreases, i.e. for a mostly finalized design candidate, consecutive design activities have a very limited amount of freedom. In contrast, during the concept design, the freedom of design is very high. Similarly, the effect on the total cost of a vessel is very high during early design. Here, changes to the design solutions chosen can have a large effect on labor or material costs. In subsequent design phases, decisions with a major impact have already been made, so that embodiment and detailed design therefore do not have a large effect on the overall cost. In contrast, the resources required to fulfill the tasks given increase over the design evolution. Compared to the conceptual and embodiment design, for detailed and production design more resources, i.e. more engineering manpower, are required.

For detailed ship structural design, the design freedom hence is limited. Therefore, the direct influence on the total production costs are low while, due to the application of improved design methods, labor costs during the design phase can be reduced. In addition, if an increased usage of optimal solutions with respect to cost and performance can be reached by this approach, the positive effect of such design decisions made during concept design can be intensified.

### 3.2. Generic Design Activities

Focusing on a design objective, the design task can consist of multiple atomic so-called Design Activities. Here, these activities are executed sequentially or in parallel such that an optimal design is achieved. Design activities therefore are of key importance for any IT-based system that concentrates on design support on the level of detailed design. Following [81], the generic notion of a design activity can be defined as follows:

**Definition 8.** A Design Activity is a transformation of the state of information by means of a design or problem solving method based on knowledge of the designer or any other acting
entity and reflecting the context of the evolving design.

In other words - with a design activity, a single design objective should be reached such that all relevant requirements and constraints given are adhered. During the solution process, i.e. within the execution of an individual design activity, multiple steps as shown in figure 3.5 are performed.

Taking existing concepts into account, in a first step a so-called candidate solution is generated. While not being a guaranteed valid solution, this solution presents a first approach towards the design problem given. Here, constraints and requirements given as part of the design context or proposed by other design activities need to be taken into account. In a following step, this candidate solution is assessed and the design intent is validated. Also, functional performance as well as the fulfillment of constraints or requirements are evaluated. In case of a positive assessment, a so-called solution concept is defined. If multiple solution concepts are given for a single design problem, a suitable and valid design is selected from this set in a following operation. Here, management constraints like cost considerations or ratings representing the performance of the individual solutions are taken into account. Finally, the selected solution needs to be implemented within the design model and the actual design is finalized.

In all steps, the design activity may need to be restarted in case of design problems. In this case, the design activity is started anew. For more complex design activities, intermediate results may be used to adapt objective and input knowledge of the design activity. Hence, alternative solutions can be sought.

Design results obtained may prompt other design activities. The first design activity hereby serves as provider of input knowledge for consequent activities, i.e. constraints or requirements are created for further design steps. In real world situations, often, a design goal may cause several design activities to be executed in sequence or in parallel. Here, the design task terminates when the global objective is reached or no more actions can be performed with the knowledge available.

This kind of process is given for any kind of design activity. More experienced engineers are often capable to perform the actual design activity mentally, alone and - in case of rather simple problems - straightforward. For more complex problems, iterative approaches or the use of tools like analysis software may be required. For an IT-based implementation of such activities, the general process definition holds true. Therefore, this process model as developed by Sim [82] is used as initial concept for the following development of knowledge-based design patterns.

From the knowledge level, design activities can be described by goals, actions and knowledge as shown in figure 3.6. The input and output of the design activity can be expressed as knowledge. Here, the scope and focus of input as well as output knowledge $I_K$ and $O_K$ are influenced by the perception of the design context and the general understanding of the problem domain. As design in engineering can be described as goal-driven activity, a design goal $G_D$ is needed that defines requirements regarding the characteristics of the output knowledge $O_K$. In other words, the goal $G_D$ defines the objective and motivation, the design activity is executed for. The actual design activity $A_D$ acts as transformation and solution process. Input knowledge like the product data model is analyzed and design steps are taken. The result is evaluated with respect to the given goal and - if sufficient - is returned as output knowledge.
Also, as a problem formulation is often goal-driven, the goal influences the selection of an applicable solution algorithm or design activity $A_D$. The formulation of a design activity is hence not possible without taking the solution into account [82].

Design activities can be classified according to the concreteness of the design objective and the level of detail present within the design model as shown in figure 3.7. In this figure, a classification of different classes of design activities with respect to the number of details given as part of the design problem and the number of defined and thus known values is shown. On the vertical axis, the level of detail of the design problem increases from top to bottom. On the abscissa, the level of concreteness, i.e. the completeness of the design objective, is shown.

In engineering, the detailed design phase operates on detailed models where a well-known design objective is given. Therefore, for a design problem during this design phase, the design is improved and the level of detail is increased through activities like defining, detailing or standardizing.
As shown in blue in figure 3.7, the phase of detailed design operating on a structurally complete model with a high number of known values focuses on the design activity of the so-called standardization [83], i.e. on the application of standardized solutions for clearly defined problems. In the following, IT-based algorithms for this design activity are investigated.

### 3.3. Examples for Knowledge-based Engineering

In chapter 2, a strict definition of knowledge is given. In the field of Knowledge-Based Engineering (KBE) the term knowledge is used less strict. Here, a knowledge-based activity is any activity that at least acts as a provider of information relevant for the design activity and where context-awareness is used to validate design solutions chosen. Using KBE methods, the process of problem solving is supported actively [84] [85].

**Definition 9.** Knowledge-based engineering encompasses design activities where knowledge-sensitive, context-aware modeling is performed in a semi-autonomous or fully automatic way. Knowledge representations are a key asset for the formulation of the computational algorithms applied.

Today, a general and common understanding about the nature of knowledge-based engineering does not exist. In contrast, for the domain of naval engineering various interpretations about what KBE stands for and what kind of approaches are required can be found in research and application use. As typical cases of KBE solutions from the domain of engineering are not known to the author nor are such cases published in the major conference
proceedings in recent years, therefore, based on three examples from the domain of mechanical engineering and engineering in general, some key characteristics of KBE are introduced in the following sections. Different approaches towards the formulation of KBE problems and the respective solution strategies applied are described. For the marine domain, an outline about the situation today with respect to KBE is given in section 4.2.

3.3.1. CIS/2 as Knowledge Provider and for System Integration

In building construction and civil engineering, design activities in the domain of steel structures are focused on the design of steel-framed buildings and similar structures. Here, based on STEP the domain-specific standard CIMSteel Integration Standards (CIS/2) [86] has been developed to ease the computer-assisted construction of such structures. For an improved interaction of different applications, a generic data model is defined that supports the information exchange within a heterogeneous software landscape. With this generic data model, all information relevant for a design project from the domain of structural steel construction can be represented. This includes material definitions, lists of stock parts, the shape and topology of a steel structure as well as manufacturing details like weld codes etc [87]. Based on various design stages in steel design, different perspectives on the information present in the data model can be taken. For this purpose, analytical and design- or manufacturing-oriented views are defined [88].

Based on an ontology with fundamental concepts relevant for the design domain, inference processes, see section 2.2, can be used to validate information provided by an application or user. Hereby, automated collision detection performed on the data model is available. Methods for the visualization of geometries and their relationships are present where goal-specific visualizations are generated using a semantic-aware approach [89].

To summarize, the CIS/2 standard serves as knowledge representation and can hence be classified as simple example of a solution for KBE. With this standard, system integration and interoperability of applications are improved, so that a comprehensive use of a common information base throughout the design process can be achieved. More advanced concepts like fully automatic design operations are not supported.

3.3.2. Boiler Design as Example for Context Awareness

For the design of pressure equipment, complex safety requirements and criteria have to be met. Any design proposal needs extensive validation to evaluate the safety compliance with respect to the given operation conditions. Using KBE techniques Ansaldi et. al. [90] presented a solution where major design parameters are parametric and context-aware, i.e. the values for these parameters depend not only on the shape of the equipment but are also calculated using an electronic representation of relevant safety rules. For evaluation, the solution approach chosen, i.e. the candidate solution, is taken into account and validity checks are performed on the values given.

Integrated into a major commercial MCAD system, shape and other constraints are derived from meta-information made available for the project within an integrated ontology-based database. With information like the boiler capacity, the pressure difference and the type of fluid contained given as part of this database, the safety rules can be applied to calculate, e.g.,
the thickness of the boiler plating. In addition, a dependency graph of the geometric model with respect to external information is modeled, such that changes of certain parameters trigger the reevaluation of the requirement definitions relevant for the given context.

For the design activity of boiler design, hence, a set of context-aware and knowledge-based design activities has been implemented. With the approaches presented, a knowledge-based design scenario is given where the design context is evaluated and considered as part of the design process. Rules are used to express and hence externalize safety regulations previously defined in writing. As a result, the quality of the final design can be guaranteed or improved upon. The number of design errors can be reduced. Yet, within the work presented, the selection of adequate design activities is left to the engineer, i.e. the solution strategy needs to be given by the operator.

3.3.3. Codified Solution Strategies in the Aerospace Industry

For wing design on aircrafts, a complex KBE approach has been proposed by Rocca [91]. Based on a thorough analysis of the modeling steps typically performed during early wing design, relevant design activities are defined as part of a solution strategy, where interactions between these activities are specified. Hence, a sequence of actions to perform for the design of a typical wing is modeled within a KBE application. To avoid suboptimal designs, requirements are defined to prevent the execution of consecutive design activities without sufficient performance. In case of design conflicts, i.e. in case of conflicting requirements, the automatic execution of the consecutive series of design activities is terminated and the solution strategy is aborted. Manual intervention is needed. Conflict resolution needs to be performed by an engineer.

As part of the solution, for each design activity, the input and output requirements are defined. E.g. for the design of a wing section, the wing contour is used as input knowledge. For each activity design steps are given. For the example, the wing surface and the structural members of the wing are created by a series of design steps and are returned as output knowledge. In a following design activity, this information can be used for the calculation of, e.g., the tank capacity. As part of the solution, different third party applications are connected to the knowledge-based system. E.g. the final wing contour is evaluated using CFD methods and these results are then fed back into the KBE system.

Here, a so-called codified solution strategy is applied for knowledge-based semi-autonomous design where an automatically determined series of design steps is executed automatically by the KBE system. Hence, the workload of the engineer is reduced and, using the strategies implemented, the consideration of all relevant design aspects can be guaranteed.
4. Ship Design, Design Standards and the Ship Steel Structure

4.1. The Design Process in Shipbuilding

In the field of naval architecture and ship design, the classification of life cycle phases as given in section 3.1 holds true. As shown by Ohtsubo [92] though, for the design phase a more detailed view can be taken. In this phase, all design processes are focused on the derivation of a precise and complete product, the vessel. For this purpose, functional requirements are identified; subsystems and structural components as well as their relations are defined. A qualitative and quantitative description of subsystems relevant for the overall performance is derived so that in a following step shape, material and manufacturing-related parameters can be defined. Hence, a complete structural definition of the vessel or offshore structure is created.

As part of the design processes, design parameters play an important role. These are parameters that are

- given by the customer as primary requirements,
- given by third-party regulations like classification societies or international agreements,
- derived during the design process and dependent on the vessel’s characteristics or the design and manufacturing methods chosen.

Based on top-down design principles, in ship design an interactive and cooperative approach to problem solving is taken. Within this process, different design stages as shown in figure 4.1 can be identified.

Based on preliminarily requirements stated by, e.g., the contractor, Project Design is focused on the fulfillment of functional requirements on a global level. In consequent steps, on a more detailed level, adequate means are developed to determine solutions as part of the Basic Design stage. The draft solution developed during project design is successively refined and, hence, the problem domain is reduced. On a detailed level, as part of the design stages Equipment Design, Steel Design and Production Design horizontal relationships between subsystems or components are created that are taken into account in subsequent design iterations. Here, a parallel execution of these three design stages is required so that a horizontal integration of all design considerations can be achieved.

Within the design process, a vertical interaction between design stages is given. Hereby, the results obtained from an early design stage are used as input or so-called Specifications for the following design stages. In contrast, possible Requirements from following design stages like, e.g., equipment design need to be preventively taken into account at earlier design stages. E. g., within project design a preliminary weight calculation is determined. The steel weight
4.1. Project Design

Based on an inquiry of a potential customer or on internal management decisions, a basic set of requirements is given as input knowledge for Project Design. These govern key performance characteristics of a ship like, e.g., the loading capacity, speed of operation, operational area and key dimensions like breadth or draft.

As part of the project design stage, a so-called project design, i.e. a preliminary candidate solution, is developed. For this purpose, often comparable vessels with known performance parameters are evaluated, and modified or adapted to the requirements. Variants of this initial concept are evaluated and optimized. A first cost estimate is worked out and the main dimensions of the vessel are determined. The lines drawing and a preliminary general arrangement plan are created. An initial power prediction and weight estimate are derived. For this design stage, creativity and innovative ideas are required. Therefore, knowledge and experience and not plain data play an important role.

4.1.2. Basic Design

Using the specifications developed as part of the project design, these results are refined and improved in the Basic Design Stage. Here, the design is updated to incorporate requirements as formulated by the regulations from class societies or internal agreements. More complex computational algorithms or model tests are performed to derive a more accurate power prediction and to optimize the hull shape. The main engine and the engine installation arrangement is defined. Stability, maneuverability and seakeeping are addressed.

The overall steel structure of the vessel is defined where the arrangement and connectivity of
double bottom, bulkhead, side and deck structures is determined and documented as part of the mainframe drawings etc. Based on class regulations, major elements of the ship structure are dimensioned and hence a more precise prediction of the steel mass and its distribution is derived. For critical details like hatch corners or crane foundations, more detailed designs are developed and their interaction with the global ship structure are validated with respect to class regulations.

In this design stage, most design details are not defined explicitly. Yet, based on class regulations, experience from past designs as well as manufacturing cost assessments, generalized standard solutions for common problems are defined. A catalog of standards is assembled that can act as best-practice recommendation for the designer working on the detailed ship structural design, see section 4.1.3. Therefore, technological aspects from manufacturing, assembly and weight calculations as well as strength and fatigue aspects are analyzed or regarded. With the help of this catalog, design solutions for about 80 % of the design of the steel structure are given as shown by [93].

The installation of machinery, electric installations and other equipment also needs to be observed. Requirements of subsequent design phases need to be regarded. E.g., a close cooperation between steel design and equipment or machinery design, see section 4.1.4, is required. From a perspective of steel design, sufficient space needs to be provided for the installation of piping and HVAC installations. In addition, depending on the vessel type additional aspects may need to be regarded. E.g., for a passenger vessel, evacuation procedures and fire protection might be of high importance. As part of the design of an FPSO vessel, autonomous operation and station keeping need to be addressed.

4.1.3. Detailed Steel Design

With the end of the basic design stage, the main characteristics of all main structural members of a vessel are fully defined. Also, typical solutions for most fine-grained design problems are defined universally in the standards catalog as best-practice recommendations. The innovative task of knowledge creation is finished.

In detailed ship structural design, these standardized solutions are applied to all occurrences of the design problems given. Depending on the context, the selection of a suitable solution from the catalog is required. E.g., the connection of a stiffener in the double bottom with intersected plates is designed in detail. The corresponding types for cutout and collar plate are selected and dimensions for these parts are defined within the CAD model.

With the steel model being completely defined, more precise predictions regarding weight can be made. Preliminary assessments performed during basic design are validated and can be improved. Detailed drawings are generated that serve as input information for internal communication, production design or the actual manufacturing process.

Within this thesis, the knowledge-based application of standardized solutions for given design problems is analyzed in the following chapters. As the selection of suitable solutions, i.e. the process of problem solving, may not only depend on the steel structure but also on loads, room designations and equipment or machinery located nearby, special considerations are placed on an automatic consideration of such aspects.
4.1.4. Equipment, Machinery and Accommodation Design

Equipment and machinery design is concerned with the design and definition of the equipment relevant for the ship’s operation. Under the term equipment and machinery, here, all means required for the actual ship operation are summarized. This includes systems for anchoring and mooring, life-saving appliances, the engine installation or cargo handling equipment. Staircases, guardrails and elevators are required to support the movement of the crew. The electrical installation of the engine control room or the bridge are required for the control of the vessel. Also, suitable accommodation arrangements need to be determined here.

The complexity of equipment, machinery and arrangement is highly dependent on the vessel designed. While for a freight-carrying vessel, normally only limited efforts are required for design, the opposite is true for a passenger ship. Often, equipment and arrangement not only occupy a certain space for installation, but also require specifically designed foundations etc, i.e. the connectivity of the equipment must be ensured. For this purpose, requirements regarding the design of the supporting steel structure are reported back to the basic and steel design phases. As a result, detailed drawings about equipment systems, machinery or the arrangement can be created. Bills of material can be generated to support the procurement process and weight calculations can be updated.

4.1.5. Production Design

Based on a mostly finished data model, production design is responsible for a detailed definition of the production process of the vessel. The manufacturability of solutions developed as part of the detailed steel design or equipment design phases is evaluated. For this purpose, the solutions are analyzed with respect to the manufacturing processes available and technical regulations applicable. Space considerations, crane capacities and maximum allowed dimensions are considered. Tests for quality assurance are defined.

Optimal manufacturing technologies are sought. E.g., the welding process applied may determine the bevel type and the weld preparation used for a weld and vice versa. For each part and each manufacturing step in the build process, workspaces are allocated. Details like weld sequences are defined if required. Also, detailed manufacturing drawings are created that are used throughout the production process.

The previous stages focus on the process of deriving an optimal solution. With the knowledge created for the problem domain, solution strategies are derived and evaluated. In contrast, in production design as a final design stage the technical realizability is implemented. Incorrectly implemented specifications or ignored requirements may be found here and can hence be reported for correction.

4.2. KBE in Ship Design Today

In ship design, commercial applications and custom software solutions are used throughout the actual design process, i.e. a computer-aided approach towards design, engineering and manufacturing is taken. Within a shipyard, often, a heterogeneous software architecture is
given where interaction and integration are issues that are not fully solved.

In recent years, more advanced features have been added to commercial applications to support the design process and to ease the workload of the engineer. Here, first steps toward knowledge-based engineering as introduced in section 3.3 have been taken, yet no full knowledge-enabled solutions are given. In this section a short overview over the capabilities of selected major commercial applications in the domain of naval architecture with respect to KBE is presented. Also, examples from the current state of research performed on this topic are given. For a more concise review of approaches possible and results obtained see e.g. [94] [95] [96].

4.2.1. Commercial Applications

Aveva Tribon Hull and Vantage Marine  In naval architecture, Aveva Tribon Hull [97] can be seen as the market leader in the field of structural design, where next to powerful methods for the definition of typical ship steel structures, a tight integration with the following assembly preparation and manufacturing methods is given. Within the system, referential definitions are used for a topological representation of the product model, so that design changes thus lead to consecutive updates of all elements directly or indirectly concerned.

In the field of KBE, Tribon Hull uses a simple pattern-matching approach towards the definition of bracket connections. Based on the governing dimensions of selected profiles or plates suitable design solutions are selected from a known list of candidates. The determination of a location of installation as well as the selection of the final solution needs to be performed by the engineer. More advanced selection methods based on context or e.g. functional aspects are not supported. KBE methods for other design elements are not available.

For piping and cable installation, schema driven modeling can be supported. The general functionality of the cable or piping installation can be defined as schema where all logical aspects of the installation like connectivity as well as requirements regarding pipe diameters or materials are defined as part of such a schema. In a following step, the physical representation of the pipe or cable installation is defined using the schema. Here, pipe diameters for specific pipe segments follow the definitions given in the schema. Changes to the schema lead to updates in the derived installation design.

With Vantage Marine as successor of Tribon Hull, the basic functionality of the application is not changed. More advanced methods for integration and extension of the system are provided, though. The .Net programming language is supported.

NX from Siemens PLM Software  NX from Siemens PLM Software [98] was originally developed as a general purpose, fully three-dimensional MCAD system. As of 2007, the NX Ship Design package extends the functionality provided by NX and provides a set of tools specific to the design process in naval engineering. As required in detailed design, e.g., design methods for the rapid definition of planar steel structures are provided. As, e.g., solutions for the definition of multiple stiffeners within a single design activity are given, series effects can hence be explored. Also, with a fully associative modeling approach, changes of the resulting structure can be performed easily.

For integration, NX offers programming interfaces for most major programming languages
where full access to the data structures of the product model is given. Read and write operations are supported. For KBE, NX - and hence NX Ship Design - is fully integrated with the so-called Knowledge Fusion component.

Using an object-oriented programming language called Intent!, design knowledge can be expressed as rules and facts within Knowledge Fusion. With this approach, a fully rule-based solution strategy can be developed that directly operates on the product model. Also, external sources can be queried; optimization strategies can be perused.

**Intergraph Smart Marine 3D**  
Smart Marine 3D, formerly IntelliShip, from Intergraph [99] is a software package with a focus on basic and detailed design. Methods for the definition of hull forms, the steel structure as well as outfitting like e.g. piping, are provided.

Using a top-down design approach, the reuse of existing information is stressed. For this purpose, existing data can be used and custom reference properties can be defined. For the domain of detailed design, rules can be written to create, evaluate or modify data within the product model. Using Visual Basic as language for the definition of the consequence of a rule, design methods can be defined. The topology of the structure can be evaluated and user input can be regarded. Also, parametric modeling features are available for the definition of standardized parts.

For more complex design scenarios, though, the level of expressibility available for rule formulations is limited by the programmatic approach taken. A full rule-based solution with features like automatic agenda filtering is not feasible.

### 4.2.2. Research on KBE

**Macros for Automation in FORAN**  
As shown by Tronstad et. al. [100], for automation the application of macro-based solutions can be applied. With macros, a specific, fixed definition of the design process is given. The domain of intercourse as well as required input and output data is given. Where required, the macros are developed such that user-input is asked for.

As part of the research, the automatic design of certain elements of the steel structure like openings in plate structure and equipment, e.g. macro-generated pipe connections and macro-supported pipe routing facilities, has been considered. Based on FORAN, the approach presented can be used to define simple design activities with a specific and well understood design logic where the focus of development is placed on an electronic representation of the design actions performed. With this approach, optional parameters are difficult to process and more advanced solution strategies or iterative design approaches are hard to implement. Also, access to external data like e.g. a standards database is limited by the often reduced set of functionality provided by the macro language. Therefore, knowledge-intensive design activities are not prime candidates for such an approach.

**AJISAI - A System for Conceptual Structural Design**  
For conceptual structural design, an approach based on Catia V5 from IBM Dassault Systems is presented by Toyoda et. al. [101]. Extending the AJISAI system developed by Ishikawajima-Harima Heavy Industries (IHI) and using a set of parametric standard components, a preliminary structure of the basic ship structure is modeled. As standard components, building blocks like complete bulkhead
structures, double-bottom sections or superstructures are used. Best-practice recommendations as well as the reuse of known building-blocks of guaranteed quality are the focus of the research.

Using knowledge-based engineering functionalities delivered as part of Catia V5, parametric engineering techniques are applied for the configuration of these components. E.g. for a double-bottom section, the number of stiffeners or the initial plate thickness are required as input parameters. Adequate means for data input or data retrieval from the model are implemented as part of the system.

As a result, the generated structural model provides a definition of an initial structural design. For each element generated, meta-data with additional information about e.g. the design intent and the design steps performed for this element are provided. These attributes are available for further design steps. From a perspective of KBE, the system developed uses codified solution strategies for the automatic configuration of a given parametric set of components. Here, the solution strategies are developed straightforward, i.e. conflict resolution strategies or iterative approaches towards problem solving are not defined.

**DelfPipe for Automatic Pipe Routing**  In outfitting and using a schema-based design approach, today, the physical routing process needs to be performed manually. Depending on the complexity of the design of the vessel and the compartments considered, this can be a time-consuming task. Different approaches have been presented e.g. by Kang [102], Kuo [103] or Asmara [104].

For the latter, the detailed design process of pipe routing is automated within the system DelfPipe, where the schema and the existing product model is taken as input knowledge. A single design task, namely the design of all pipes with a minimal pipe length and in given locations, is performed. For this purpose, information about the allowed installation ways and their dimensions needs to be given. The product model, i.e. the shape and topology of the steel structure, are analyzed. Using search strategies, optimal solutions are determined, such that the pipes generated fulfill the requirements as defined by the schema, are of minimal length and do not interfere with each other or surrounding elements. For this purpose, a constraint-based approach towards problem solving has been chosen, were design methods and strategies are applied as codified knowledge.

**Quaestor: A KBE Workbench**  For conceptual work, a knowledge based management system named Quaestor has been developed by [Q]nowledge [105], a subsidiary company of Marin Research Institute [106]. Within the system, a knowledge base can be defined where data is represented by facts, their properties and the corresponding relations; various means for the definition of calculation procedures are given. Using these algorithms and acting on existing knowledge, Quaestor can generate new knowledge which is automatically added to the knowledge representation. Changing facts may be accounted for by rerunning the solution processes; iterative optimization is hence made feasible. In most cases, an interactive mode of operation is applied in so far, as the engineer is responsible for the selection of a single step to execute, evaluates the results returned by the algorithms and hence commences further design modifications.

Therefore, the system is positioned to provide a development environment for the rapid definition of knowledge-based concept exploration models where a key focus is placed on the
way, knowledge is used during design. More advanced solution strategies or automatic rule-based approaches are not directly supported. The handling of geometric entities is currently not a key capability.

### 4.3. Standardization

Design as a goal-driven activity is focused on reaching a given set of objectives in a cost- and time-efficient way without violating any of the given requirements and constraints. For this purpose, a search-oriented strategy is employed as shown in section 3.2. Within the domain of detailed ship structural design, standardization as concrete and detailed design activity can be used to support this process.

#### 4.3.1. Standardization - A Definition

For a set of identical problems, the repetitive execution of a search strategy for each problem individually is cost intensive and may result in design errors, as invalid actions are performed within the problem solving methods. Standardization is one approach to solve this problem. According to Kienzle [107], standardization can be defined as follows:

**Definition 10.** Standardization is a means to describe an authoritative solution for a specific problem formulation based on the current state of technology where all relevant domain perspectives and the requirements of all parties involved are regarded.

Standardization is therefore an optimization of a given problem with respect to economic considerations and the technological performance required. In other words, for a given problem, the domain of allowed solutions is restricted by a standard.

In naval architecture, in most cases, standards are focused on a regulation of technical or organizational aspects on a fine-grained, detailed level, where standards are defined in a self-contained way, i.e. all relevant information required for the understanding of the standard is stated explicitly or is given by other standards referenced. For each standard, technological developments or additional experience gained may change the state of technology. Economic changes may require a reassessment of the standards developed.

As a result, standardization augments the innovative and constructive design process of a complex product. While innovation is performed by a creative goal-driven synthesis of this knowledge, for a bottom-up design process, standards are taken as a prerequisite for a methodical approach towards component assembly [108].

#### 4.3.2. Standardization in the Design Process

Within the process of standardization two important phases can be distinguished, namely the phase of standards development and the application of these standards. Based on the product life cycle model as shown in section 3.1, the development or selection of standards is a fundamental task of the conceptual and embodiment design stages. In ship design, based on a fundamental understanding of the design problem at hand, solution strategies as
applicable for the detailed design stage are identified during project and basic design. Hence, encoded instructions for the application of the domain knowledge are developed.

The application of standardized solutions to a design problem is a design activity that operates on a well-known set of characteristics and assigns concrete values to a known set of characteristics, see section 3.2. From a perspective of design methodology, see section 2.3.3, the application of standards in engineering represents a simple configuration design problem. The application of a fixed or parametrized set of components in a fixed assembly situation and in a known design context is defined:

**Definition 11.** *Design Context defines the essential set of external requirements and internal constraints relevant for a design problem. Constraints and requirements are classified as essential if changing requirements or constraints may lead to changes in design solutions in the defined domain of applicability.*

During standards development, therefore, key factors need to be identified that influence the design. A complex context definition may lead to a large domain of applicability, yet makes the exact and unambiguous formulation of the standard difficult. In contrast, a simple context model may lead to the situation where important requirements or constraints are neglected. Therefore, a compromise with respect to the complexity of the context and the field of applicability needs to be found. For an easy to understand and unambiguous definition, factors of minor effect need to be ignored. The formulation of a standard should be precise, unambiguous and not subject to individual interpretation. The scope should be as extensive as needed, yet not more [8].

In detailed ship structural design, e.g., the design of an endcut for a bulb profile is determined by the function, the profile has to fulfill. If local stiffness and aspects regarding vibration are the only requirements, a sniped solution can be used. In contrast, if global loads should be distributed, the endcut needs to be designed such that, e.g., a bracket connection can be used. Therefore, for endcut design the design context is made up out of the functional characteristics of the profile and the plate, the profile is located on, as well as out of information about, e.g., the neighboring design elements, their properties etc.

### 4.3.3. Shipyard Standards

As part of the design process in the marine design process, shipyard standards are focused on the technical side of engineering as problem solving activity. These standards therefore serve as technical best-practice recommendations for a selected set of design problems. Often based on international and national standards and regulations, e.g. from ISO or class societies, technical solutions with optimal performance are defined. Hence, a set of company or shipyard standards is developed.

For a set of existing standards, different usage scenarios and formulations can be present. Shipyard standards can be defined so that they can be used as tools to select suitable solutions for a given problem. Different technical solutions for a problem may be compared, so that the standard acts as decision support. For stock parts from third party vendors, standards can define a list of components or semi-finished products available in stock. Finally, standardized manufacturing or assembly procedures can help to determine a cost-efficient design solution.
Shipyard standards play an important role in the naval engineering design process in so far as:

- experience from previous projects is distilled by standards,
- solutions of a satisfactory quality are used if standards are adhered,
- the overall design quality can hence be improved,
- the design can be aimed at an optimal usage of the production process,
- series effects can be explored,
- cost savings can be achieved.

In most cases, standards compliance is mandatory, i.e. the solutions as defined by standards need to be followed. Exemptions from the given standards are only allowed if requirements can not be met by a standardized solution.

Focusing on shipyard standards from the domain of detailed ship structural design, for problems of limited complexity and for a given context, a catalog of standardized solutions is mostly concerned with an explicit description of the location, orientation and shape of geometric details. As an example, figure 4.2 shows the design of a bulb profile against buckling, a buckling stiffener, or local vibration. As part of the standard, these solutions are defined such that strength and fatigue as well as aspects regarding manufacturing and assembly are fulfilled implicitly. Welding instructions are mentioned where applicable. The limitations imposed by the context are formulated in writing.

![Figure 4.2.: Buckling Stiffener as Example for Standardization](image)

In addition, for more complex composite design constructs, a sequence of design activities to perform may be given. Hence, a solution strategy, i.e. a design workflow is defined where for each step to perform, one or more design standards may be relevant. Here, the engineer is responsible to search for, select and apply the relevant standards.

In the industry, such standardized procedures for complex design constructs are not applied commonly as the number of occurrences where such procedures are applicable is limited. Also, the design context can be hard to define hence making such definitions impossible. In case of design rules that are shared implicitly within the engineering personnel, an explicit standardization is difficult to achieve.

As standard solutions are mostly defined for design problems that occur in high numbers, standardization within the field of naval architecture is mostly used in the following domains:

- Ship Structural Design
- Equipment
- Machinery
For the last two domains, international and national standards play an important role. As these standards cover most of the existing design problems in regular designs, shipyard- or project-specific regulations are a minority. In contrast, in ship structural design a high number of identical design problems exist for most types of vessels. Detailed and fine-grained solutions of limited complexity are common. These are expressed as standards which are adapted to changing requirements or the project at hand, when needed.

As the search for applicable standards has to be performed manually, the application of these standards requires a thorough understanding of the shipyard standards available and the problem domain given. Also, often, the evaluation of the applicability of a standard can be difficult as the input parameters for a design solution as defined by a standard may not be completely known.

E.g., the profile arrangement on a deck structure is, amongst others, determined by global and local loads and vibration aspects. Focusing on the last issue, the behavior of such a deck structure depends, e.g., on the deck load due to machinery, equipment, insulation etc. As the design of the profile arrangement is often developed at a time, these details are not known, the designing engineer has to work with an incomplete set of information at design time.

4.4. Views on the Ship Steel Structure

As shown in section 4.1, in the later design phases design activities are mostly based on an evolving electronic knowledge representation of a vessel where the results of previous design activities are represented as part of the product data model. Depending on the type of design activity performed and the design objective given, different perspectives or views on the data model of the steel structure can be taken.

As introduced by, e.g., Lorenz [109] or Chandrasekaran [61], for ship structural design, three major perspectives can be identified, namely:

- a topological view,
- a hierarchical view,
- the functional view.

**Topological View** If the focus is placed on the definition of shape and structure, a topological view can be adopted, where a network of connected physical objects is identified [110]. Depending on the granularity chosen, different levels of detail are represented. On a coarse scale, the topological relations of a complete bulkhead structure with neighboring elements can be given as a single relation. On a more detailed level, the definition of the contour of a plate and the surrounding elements is defined by multiple relations.

Depending on the modeling approach chosen, different characteristics of the topology might be considered. In addition to the simple statement that two elements are connected, more advanced constructs might be used to define further information. For example, applying a topological view on a vertical plate stiffener which is located on a plate and that is also connected to neighboring design elements like brackets etc., the topological relations of said stiffener can be classified by more elaborate designations like connectedTo, installedOn or
nearby. By such more advanced topological representations, therefore, additional knowledge about the product can be expressed. Depending on the type of statements used, this knowledge is not only focused on pure topological statements but encompasses also information from further domains. As example, the relation \textit{installedOn} substantiates the statement about a given connection and makes a statement about the order of installation.

Based on connectivity, a topological view can be used to identify relationships. Starting with a known set of connectivity information, e.g., the execution of strength calculations can be eased. Also, change management can be supported where a change of a certain geometric aspect of an element definition is propagated throughout the known topological network.

**Hierarchical View**  In the field of mechanical and naval engineering, CAD systems are tailored towards the design tasks performed. Often, a preconfigured view as suitable for common design workflows is taken so that common design activities for the definition of parts and assemblies are clearly presented and directly supported [111].

Using a general design methodology, a hierarchy-oriented view uses a top-down approach towards element classification, where all physical members of the product model are assigned to different levels of detailing. This information is represented using a tree structure. On each level within the tree structure, all subordinate elements are included. With the tree structure, navigation and identification of certain parts within the ship structure is eased. Also, a topological or semantic distance between parts can be calculated based on the distance to the nearest common category level.

In figure 4.3, a representation of the hierarchical classification as applied to ship structural elements is shown. Excluding superstructures, all parts of a vessel are classified as subelements of the hull structure. The hull is made up out of multiple sections, where each section consists of multiple so-called assemblies like, e.g., a floor plate, see the example, or a complete tank encasing. Often, for an improved manufacturability assemblies are defined such that primary two-dimensional objects are given. Within an assembly, individual elements like plates, stiffeners, collar plates or brackets are defined.

During manufacturing, in contrast, a bottom-up approach is used. Elements are manufactured that are assembled into assemblies. These assemblies are used to built sections out of which the hull is built.

**Functional View**  Each design activity performed as part of the steel design process is based on functional requirements where the result is a solution that provides certain functional capabilities. For example, the installation of a buckling stiffener leads to an increased stiffness of a plate structure with respect to buckling, hence buckling prevention can be seen as primary functional effect of this stiffener.

If the focus of an analysis is placed on functional requirements or functions provided by parts of the steel structure etc. a so-called \textit{Functional View} is taken. This view concentrates on the relationship of functional requirements and the outcome of a design activity, the so-called functional result that is influenced by the functional requirements given. Using a functional perspective, the detailed technical solution chosen, i.e. information about shape, topology etc., is of no importance as long as the requirements are fulfilled by a solution. As the relationship of multiple functional requirements and their appropriate design solutions are
graph-oriented, different valid solution paths with different intermediate requirements can exist, if all feasible solutions are taken into account.

From an element-focused perspective, each element in a design provides Primary Functions and Auxiliary Functions. E.g., as primary function of a bracket connecting a stiffener and a plate load transfer can be named. An element can provide one or multiple primary functions. Also, a design solution can provide additional auxiliary functions. E.g., a pillar in a cargo deck can be also used as vertical cable run between decks. In this case, load transfer and vertical support are primary functions; the cable routing option is an auxiliary function.

As the objective of ship structural design is to define the ship structure according to a set of functional requirements, for this purpose, physical objects with a certain shape, contour and topology are designed or selected. Out of these elements the ship structure is assembled. Hence, in reality a mostly shape oriented perspective is taken on the structure where functional requirements are satisfied by the geometric assembly. An explicit formulation of the required functions is not given, i.e. the design considerations during design of a certain object is not saved within the product model nor is it directly visible from drawings depicting the solution.

The issues caused by such implicate definitions of functional results are shown in figure 4.4. Here, using a midship section of the steel structure of a medium-sized special purpose
vessel as example, a selection of primary functions as provided by the structure is shown. Local reinforcements are defined within the structure to support equipment or machinery; design elements are given to provide a watertight compartmentation of sufficient strength. Openings are defined for pipe installations or as a means of weight reduction.

Therefore, as the reconstruction of a functional view from geometric representations or drawings is only feasible due to an inference process, an engineer needs to develop his own thoughts regarding the purposed design intent based on documentation, experience etc. Hereby, misinterpretations may occur which may lead to incorrect design modifications etc.

Figure 4.4.: Primary Functions of Ship Structural Elements

4.5. Classification of Structural Design Elements

The primary functions of a vessel’s structure are provided by the major elements of the structure. For the ship hull these are mainly [112] [113]:

- longitudinal girders,
- transverse frames, bulkheads and floor plates,
- horizontal decks,
- hull plating.

The general characteristics of these elements are defined in the design stage of basic design, see section 4.1.2.

In detailed ship structural design, solutions for design problems with local scope are developed. Details of the ship structure are defined. For this purpose, different types of objects are used. In the following a categorization of these objects as follows is used:
• Parts
• Features
• Complex Parts

Due to brevity's sake, a detailed explanation of the parts, features and complex parts used in detailed ship structural design is not given. Reference is made at this point to other sources in the literature, see e.g. [114] [115] [116] [117] [118].

**Parts** denote real physical, atomic objects. A part consists of material. A part is not assembled but is manufactured from a single piece of material by certain steps of manufacturing. Examples for parts are, e.g., brackets, collar plates or single stiffeners made out of stock profiles. Welding or other joining technologies are not used.

**Features** define geometric modifications performed on an individual part. The major characteristics of the contour and shape of the part are not changed, though. E.g., a notch defined for an improved weldability of a certain plate modifies the contour of this plate part. An endcut definition for a stiffener is used to specify the correct preparation of the ends of this stiffener. A flange defined for a certain type of part is defined using a feature definition. As a feature is normally dependent on functional and shape aspects of the part it acts on, features are only valid for a certain set of parts.

Finally, **Complex Parts** are assembled out of primitive parts and features where the number of parts involved is low. These can be seen as micro assemblies. E.g., a stiffener crossing or a girder are complex parts, where the girder element is built out of two primitive parts, web and flange namely. The distinction between complex parts and assemblies is difficult and subject to personal interpretation. In this thesis, the term complex part is used for assemblies that offer a high potential for reuse. Complex parts can be used as a ready-made design solution for similar design problems within a given project where an individual adaption to the design problem is not needed.
5. Test Cases

For the development of knowledge-based algorithms as presented in this thesis, a selection of design scenarios is used. Each so-called Test Case is selected so that a common type of KBE design problem can be represented. For this purpose, typical design problems from the domain of ship design are used. A hierarchical view is adopted, where examples from all three major categories of parts, i.e. from parts, features and complex parts are present.

The selection of such test cases is grounded on an analysis of suitable fields of application for knowledge-based engineering. Based on a first evaluation of commercial aspects, see section 5.1, the issue of feasibility and complexity of the development is analyzed in section 5.2. For the domain of ship design, a qualitative review of design errors and quantitative statistics about typical solutions used in naval architecture as given in section 5.3 and 5.4 respectively introduce potential test cases. Using the data collected, a selection of design problems suitable for knowledge-based standardization can be derived, see section 5.5. Here, the design examples selected as test cases are introduced.

5.1. KBE from a Commercial Perspective

The development of design standards as well as the design and implementation of knowledge-based computer algorithms which support and execute standards-compliant design activities is only suitable for certain cases. As shown in figure 5.1, in all cases the application of KBE solutions results in higher running costs during the development phase. After deployment, i.e. after the design processes have been migrated towards these KBE solutions, a reduction of costs can be achieved if the system works as expected. As shown by the two vertical lines depicting two service times of the KBE solution named $I$ and $II$ and a general development of costs given by the curve $A$, it can be seen that a sufficient time of application is required to reach a positive return of investment. Similarly, the savings rate, i.e. the absolute reduction of running costs compared to a conventional approach has a major impact on the economic profitability, see the sketched line $B$ which shows an unprofitable scenario for the timespan considered.

Therefore, for the deployment of a KBE solution in a commercial environment, possible use cases for standardization need to be evaluated with regard to the following factors:

- Number $n$ of design problems of a given type,
- Defect Rate $r_D$ of incorrect design solutions,
- Cost $c_E$ resulting from each design error.

As the process of standardization requires considerable investments for each design problem, a sufficiently large number $n$ of occurrences of the design problem evaluated needs to be
given. If possible, synergy effects over multiple design projects should be given. The design activity should be used - preferably unchanged - for multiple vessels designed.

A high error rate $r_D$ for a specific design problem highlights issues in the current design process. The usability of the software used or standardization activities already present offer potential for improvement. Training of the engineers and communication strategies can be reconsidered. In this case, the application of IT-based automatic systems can be used as a means to reduce the defect rate. In contrast, if the current design methodology leads to mostly error-free designs, knowledge-based standardization procedures can ensure that the error rate is kept constant over time independent of team changes. The build quality is not improved, though.

Finally, the cost $c_E$ for the correction of a design error consists of direct and indirect costs. Direct costs contain the labor time needed for the design changes. In case of an early discovery, only the CAD model needs to be changed. Changes to related design solutions may be required. If the error is identified during production, significant costs may arise. Parts need to be manufactured again. As other manufacturing tasks may be delayed as well, indirect costs may occur, too.

Therefore, from a commercial aspect, a situation where a single specific design problem accounts for a significant number of design errors with serious monetary consequences is a prime target for the application of KBE strategies.

### 5.2. Feasibility of Development and KBE Aspects

From a development point of view, the aspects mentioned in the previous section are valid, yet may be perceived with a different connotation. Also, other factors need to be taken into account, namely:

- Reusability of a design solution,
- Applicability of standardization methods,
- Complexity of the design problem,
• Availability of context-sensitive knowledge,
• Limitations of the CAD system functionality.

From a perspective of standardization, reusability is influenced by the number of occurrences and the error ratio. For an improved reusability, no dependency on project-specific definitions should be given. Explicit and concise formulations should be applicable for the formulation of requirements and constraints so that methods of standardization can be used.

The complexity of the design problem should be reasonable. For trivial design problems, a full knowledge-based algorithm can be seen as overkill. For very complex problems, an unambiguous and complete problem formulation using KBE approaches may be difficult or impossible to obtain. With increasing complexity the number of requirements and constraints grows exponentially. Boundary conditions can be interrelated, so that only iterative solution strategies may lead to optimal solutions. Solvability can not be guaranteed.

For the solution of design problems, knowledge is required, see chapter 2. The knowledge may directly belong to the problem at hand. E.g., for a bracket connection the dimensions of the profiles to be connected are parameters of directly involved elements. The information is present as part of the CAD system’s data model. Also, further information may be required. For the aforementioned bracket, a flanged bracket may be recommendable if the space available is restricted. Information not directly present in a shape-based data model is required. Therefore, the availability of information and knowledge required for the design task is of key importance. A knowledge-based solution can only work automatically if this information is already known at the time, the design task is performed, and if it can be integrated into the design system. Interfaces between different software systems may be required.

Finally, a KBE solution is targeted towards the software infrastructure available on a shipyard. The capabilities of a KBE solution are influenced by the software infrastructure given in two ways. On the one hand, any kind of system integration is limited by the capabilities offered by the interfaces of the CAD system and other software components used on the shipyard. On the other hand, the functionality offered by the design applications also influences the selection of suitable areas of application. Often, the focus is placed on areas, where the current approach offers suboptimal solutions. The design workflow and hence the labor time needed can thus be reduced significantly.

5.3. Cause and Effect of Design Errors

“Where wood is chopped splinter must fall!” As expressed by this popular saying, in ship design errors are made. Errors that have varying consequences and that normally can be classified by:

• the source of the error,
• one or multiple causes why the error has taken place,
• the error type.

Applied to the field of naval architecture, a deeper understanding of the existing situation as given on shipyards today can be gained with the help of these three categories. Approaches to the introduction of improved standard-compliant design methods can be found.
Focusing on the first classifier, in Table 5.1 the point of origin of design errors within the typical design process in naval architecture is shown, see the second column. As design errors are seldom detected instantaneously, the design stage where the error was detected is shown in the rightmost column. In this column, the sum of entries results in more than 100 %, as such errors may be detected in more than one design state simultaneously.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design Stage</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Detection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic Design</td>
<td>7 %</td>
<td>1 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detailed Design</td>
<td>66 %</td>
<td>6 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing Preparation</td>
<td>17 %</td>
<td>31 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drawing Generation</td>
<td>8 %</td>
<td>26 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>2 %</td>
<td>51 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1.: Source of Design Errors and Detection Rate

This data is based on an extensive review of the experience seasoned engineers have gained. For this purpose more than 20 detailed interviews with the engineering personnel of major shipyards in Germany were performed [118]. As part of each interview, questions regarding the individual perception of the design process and problems perceived therein were asked with the focus on gathering further insight into the number of design errors typically encountered during design. In total, approx. 180 errors were identified by the interviewees. As a result, information regarding sources of such design errors, the location of detection within the design process and the typical time needed for correction could be determined.

From Table 5.1 can be derived that the majority of the design errors is caused during detailed design. Manufacturing preparation is the second largest contributor to design errors. Detection of errors present in the data model is poor. In detailed design, defects are detected seldom. About 50 % of all errors are not detected before manufacturing. The design stages manufacturing preparation and drawing generation account for more than 50 % of all errors found; less than 10 % of all design errors are detected while the actual design process takes place.

For design defects, different causes can be identified. With a single defect possibly being allotted to different defect categories at the same time, human errors and issues regarding design knowledge are the main reasons for design errors, see Table 5.2. In contrast, errors in the design software used as well as other unclassified causes account only for a minority of all design defects reported. Therefore, an approach based on KBE with a standards compliant, controlled and automated design process which focuses on theses categories can be a major contribution to a reduction of design errors.

In detail, human errors (73 %) can be caused by oversight or general mistakes. Relevant design criteria may not be identified and are hence ignored. General mistakes like invalid data entry etc. can be present. Usability issues in the software used may facilitate these mistakes. Without KBE techniques, these errors are not identified in time as often no automatic validity checks for the data entered exist. For errors caused by informational deficits (28 %), information is either not known (10 %), incorrect (10 %) or outdated (7 %). In all three subcases, incorrect design decisions are made. Knowledge management can improve the situation.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cause of Defect</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Human Error</td>
<td>73 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information</td>
<td>28 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software Error</td>
<td>13 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>8 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2.: Causes of Design Errors

Focusing on the type of design defect, for each design error encountered in an interview, questions regarding the category of such errors were asked. Based on this subjective data, a categorization of design errors as shown in table 5.3 can be made.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Design Knowledge</td>
<td>30 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>20 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational</td>
<td>19 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>7 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>25 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3.: Categorization of Design Errors

In the category of Design Knowledge, the design problem is not understood in full context. Hence, defects may stem from the fact that, e.g., the orientation of a profile is not taken into account. Design elements used for a solution may not be from a catalog of allowed and standardized parts or features. Design errors from the Domain of Manufacturing can show, e.g., missing tolerances or improper weld preparations performed. A suboptimal manufacturing process is given. Missing or incorrect position numbers may lead to Organizational Problems during assembly. Preferred material dimensions may not be considered consistently. Hence, organizational factors may not be regarded in full detail. Material-related design errors are based on, e.g., an incorrect selection of not-preferred profile types or a missing adherence to preferred plate dimensions. Manufacturing costs may be increased unnecessarily.

It can be seen that the majority (69 %) of all defects can be assigned to the categories of design knowledge, manufacturing or assembly preparation and organizational aspects. In all these categories, KBE applications may help.

5.4. Quantitative Statistics for Selected Design Problems

As shown in section 5.1, sufficiently high numbers of similar design problems are required to justify the application of knowledge-based engineering methods. As an example, for three current designs, statistics about selected parts of the steel structure are given in table 5.4. Here, the designs of a medium sized container vessel with $L_{PP} \approx 200m$, an offshore supply vessel of $L_{PP} \approx 90m$ and a seagoing tug with $L_{PP} \approx 75m$ were evaluated. The numbers presented are based on an evaluation of the corresponding CAD models.
Table 5.4.: Statistics about Major Parts of the Ship Structure

For each of the designs, high numbers of plates and profiles are given where the number of plates is correlated with the size of the vessel. A weak correlation with respect to the number of profiles is given for the number of plates. The number of brackets is roughly constant across the designs. With regard to the usage of clips, differing numbers are given. Here, vessel size seems to play an important role. Clips are used for large vessels where high loads are present. This is an effect of the requirements as defined in the relevant class rules.

For cutouts, four sections of the selected container vessel were analyzed in more detail. Each section consists of a complete slice of the ship hull in the midship region with a weight of approx. 600 t. Using the CAD model available, as a result, the types of cutouts used as well as respective numbers can be calculated as shown in table 5.5. Cutout types are denoted by an identifier. An identifier of 9999 represents a special case where the cutout definition algorithms of the CAD system are used for purposes other than intended. The number of cutouts of a specific type is given for each block and as sum.

Table 5.5.: Statistical Analysis of Cutout Types

As a result, for the majority of all design problems, a set of standardized design solutions is used. For almost 85% of the definitions found, the cutout types 900, 910 and 920 provide a feasible solution of sufficiently high quality. These are shown in figure 7.13 and 7.15 on page 96 f. The standardized types 940 and 950 are used in about 8% of the cases. For the remainder, the special case 9999 as well as custom definitions are used.

5.5. Selected Design Problems as Test Cases

For the presentation of the solutions developed as part of this thesis, a set of suitable design problems is selected. Taking a function-oriented view, the set of design problems was selected such that:
• real-world problems in the domain of ship design are approached,
• common design issues are investigated,
• different aspects related to knowledge-based design algorithms can be highlighted,
• a set of problems of increasing complexity is given,
• the limitations of the CAD system chosen are covered.

As reference CAD system Tribon Hull was chosen.

5.5.1. Bracket Placement as Basic Example

The selection and placement of a single part from a catalog of standardized solutions in a well-defined design context can be seen as simple case of knowledge-based engineering. For this purpose, the design of a bracket serves as example and is used to introduce fundamental concepts as well as formulations of KBE algorithms.

As brackets are only used to provide load transfer between members of the ship structure, secondary or auxiliary functions do not exist. Hence, for each bracket design activity, the structural parts to connect are of importance, only. As examples, typical use cases for bracket placement are given in figure 5.2.

In the two figures shown left, the use of brackets for the connection of a profile and a plate structure is shown. In the first example, a flanged bracket is used to connect the profile with the in-plane oriented wall structure which is located on the opposite site. In the second use case, a so-called attached bracket is applied for the direct connection of two profiles, i.e. the bracket is not placed on top of the respective flanges, but next to the profile’s sides. In case of ship structural elements with differing orientations, a bracket solution as shown in figure 5.2 third from left can be applied, where any loads acting on the profile oriented in parallel with the drawing pane can be transferred into the orthogonal profile located below and vice versa. As last example, a peaked bracket is shown on the right.

As test case, the placement of a single bracket for a profile-profile connection is chosen, see section 7.1. In this test case, a clear single-objective solution algorithm can be used, as for the design standard analyzed, an unambiguous correlation of required bracket load and size is given.
5.5.2. Functional Design for Notch Selection

Feature definitions are more complex cases of knowledge-based design where the selection of a suitable solution is followed by a modification of the part the feature acts on. As test case, the selection, dimensioning and placement of corner cutouts is used. Here, the design problem is characterized by:

- the definition of a single feature,
- with multiple independent design objectives.

As part of the design activity, a suitable notch shape is selected. The diameter of the notch needs to be determined and the contour of the plate is changed accordingly. As notches are mostly placed for an improved weldability or as water opening, different design objectives can be given.

5.5.3. Collar Plates and Cutouts as Complex Parts

Finally, for the design of complex parts a standardized combination of parts and features is used. More than one standardized design element is involved in the design process. As test case, the detailing of a profile-plate intersection using cutouts and collar plates is chosen. With the high number of profiles given in every ship structure, this can be seen as a common design problem. Compared to bracket design, the design task for such intersections approaches more advanced problems, namely:

- a complex part that consists of one part and one feature,
- multiple primary and secondary design objectives.

For the definition of the complex part, the properties of the cutout as feature and the collar plate as part - if required - need to be derived. The interrelations of these items are of importance, i.e. a specific collar plate is only valid for one or a limited number of cutout definitions. Different design requirements like, e.g., space requirements or restrictions regarding the watertightness of the solution are present. Depending on the design problem, different objectives must or should be fulfilled. If multiple objectives are required, an optimal solution needs to be found.
6. Application Design and System Architecture

For the application of knowledge-based algorithms and to achieve an improved standards-compliant detailed design, a software system has been developed. In this chapter, the overall system architecture is presented, see section 6.1. Important components of the system are identified. The interaction of these components is analyzed. In section 6.2, a detailed introduction of the core solver components is presented. Finally, strategies applied for the definition of an electronic knowledge representation for standards and design knowledge are presented in section 6.3.

6.1. General System Architecture

6.1.1. Cooperation of CAD and KBE Systems

For the development of knowledge-based solutions, the data available as part of the product data model of a CAD system is of key importance. Also, for automated design tasks and design patterns in knowledge-based applications, it is important that results can be reused. Without adequate options for reuse, the information generated is of less value. Significant contributions to the design process can thus not be made.

For a given software infrastructure, therefore, some cooperation between CAD and KBE system is required. KBE solutions are developed such that the scope of the results is compatible with the CAD software and its product data model. To achieve optimal results, for the system architecture a decision regarding the level of cooperation needs to be made. Two general approaches can be distinguished, namely:

- Integration,
- Interaction.

In figure 6.1 (left), a complete separation of a CAD system and its product data model from the knowledge component is shown. The KBE system is developed as independent separated solution. Means for data exchange are provided using defined Application Programming Interfaces (APIs). The data of each system is hence made available for use by other applications. Using multiple interface implementation and ignoring platform specific solutions, a single KBE system can interact with more than one CAD system.

If the knowledge component is developed as an integral part of the CAD system, a situation as shown in figure 6.1 (right) is given. The KBE solution is realized as a built-in module. Developed as extension of the CAD system of choice, direct access to the CAD data is given. With a fully integrated approach, the complete capabilities of the CAD system can be used.
An explicit communication layer for the interaction of the components is not required. For the development, the flexibility of the solution is limited, though. Only programming languages supported by the CAD system are supported. Useful third-party components written in other languages or the usage of different data models are not applicable.

In contrast, with an interactive approach full freedom regarding the development of the knowledge-based module is given. Often, only changes in the communication layer are required to incorporate changes to the CAD system. The development of adequate communication procedures and, if required, data transformation algorithms is time consuming, though.

For the architecture presented in this thesis, the middle ground has been chosen. The knowledge solver has been developed as an independent component. As the availability of applications for KBE that are compatible with the programming languages supported by the CAD system of choice is low, full benefits of all solutions available on the market could thus be taken. Supplementary knowledge models are defined as subsets of the functionality of the CAD system chosen, because the capabilities of the CAD system have a major influence on the design patterns implemented. The solution is therefore closely tied to the CAD software package. Algorithms were developed with an application-focused point of view.

### 6.1.2. The CAD System of Choice

As test-bed for the development of KBE-algorithms, the commercial CAE package Tribon from Aveva Marine has been chosen [97]. As major factors for this decision the following can be named:

- in-house competence and experience,
- third-party requirements,
- extensibility,
- market share.

Tribon offers various methods to access data stored within the system. Versatile and feature-rich capabilities for data extraction, data manipulation and creation exist as shown in section 6.3. Previous experience available was another factor for the selection of Tribon M3. With a thorough understanding of the functionality available at the Chair of Naval Architecture, development could be eased. Finally, the decision was supported by the fact that Tribon is one of the leading software vendors in the domain of commercial ship design.
The development was performed using the Tribon M3 Hull application. The successor Aveva Hull Detailed Design [119], which amongst other improvements offers an improved database back-end, has only been released after the author’s work had started. It was thus not considered.

6.1.3. System Components

In figure 6.2 the general system architecture is shown. Core components of the KBE system are drawn. Data streams and information exchange are depicted by arrows.

As knowledge-based engineering is focused on the IT-based application of engineering algorithms, information about the algorithms or rules and the design problem or facts needs to be given, see the corresponding databases as part of the KBE system.

Case-dependent knowledge about the complete design problem as well as method-specific, case-independent knowledge is stored as Facts within the system and represents the information base the system is working on. The first is comprised out of data about the design problem like shape, topology or manufacturing related details like weld definitions. Method-specific, case-independent knowledge is focused on the definition of shipyard standards, their field of applicability etc.

In addition to the product data model imported from the PDM or CAD system, the import of additional information from third-party sources may be necessary. E.g. information about loads acting on the ship structure are required. Results derived from FE-based calculation may be provided as separate data source. The order of assembly might be of importance to determine feasible design solutions. For this purpose, interfaces as described in section 6.3 are used. Using a modular approach, changing requirements can thus be encompassed by flexibly adding additional sources. Alternatively, at runtime user feedback can be used as additional input source. An interactive mode of operation is applied.

For the execution of the algorithms, a suitable development and runtime environment is required to execute automatic problem solving strategies. For this purpose, the Solver component provides the functionality required to execute the problem solving methods, i.e. the
key logic describing the conditions, requirements and solution steps. These are stored within a shipyard- or project-specific Rules database which is maintained by the developers responsible.

Results achieved are made available for reuse within the system. They can be added to the Facts knowledge base in so far, as data models present are updated accordingly. Also, results can be made available to the engineer who is responsible for the evaluation of the results. With an explanation about the reasoning steps involved, the feasibility of the design solution presented can be judged. Results can be exported into any connected databases. Here, databases for export can be identical to databases used for import or can be of a different nature.

From a functional perspective of software development, therefore, the following functionalities need to be addressed by the software system:

- Data Storage Facility for the product data model and the known standards. This includes:
  - the persistent storage of data,
  - the integration of existing knowledge from third-party sources, i.e. the import of or access to existing product data models etc.
  - Editor for native data, i.e. data that is defined and maintained within the system

- Formulation of design algorithms

- Solver as runtime execution environment for these algorithms and PSMs

- Output of the results

As the implementation of interfaces for the import of data and the reuse of results is time-consuming, a fully working solution for a complete, automatic interaction is therefore difficult to achieve. It is highly dependent on the capabilities of the external software systems present as data provider or receiver. Therefore, the focus of this thesis is mainly placed on the internals of the KBE-system. An external reuse of results is not considered in detail.

### 6.2. The Solver

For the execution of codified design algorithms, a solver component is needed. This component parses the algorithm formulations which are written in a solver specific dialect and applies these algorithms on the knowledge base. Therefore, the selection of a solver component has a major impact on algorithm and knowledge model definition.

#### 6.2.1. Solver Components

With engineering seen as problem solving method and depending on the problem type, as introduced in section 2.3.2 two different types of electronic solution strategies can be distinguished, namely via the application of:

- constraint type engines,
- solver type engines.
A constraint type engine is mainly focused on constraint and pattern matching. I.e. for a proposed solution, a constraint type engine is capable to determine, whether the solution matches the requirements given. A solver type engine in contrast is a means to generate solution proposals. If the quality of these proposals can be determined, search strategies can be applied to find optimal solutions [120] [121].

A constraint engine alone can be applied for simple problems with straightforward approaches towards a solution. Often, both types of engines are combined, e.g., a Rule Engine. With a rule engine, discrete aspects of a design problem are separated and formulated explicitly via rules. For each rule, a constraint type engine is used. The solver type engine, then, is responsible to determine the execution order for the rules. Due to the clear separation of constraints and solution steps, an intuitive development process is given. Therefore, for the work presented, as solver component a rule engine is applied.

### 6.2.2. Drools as Rules Management System

For an automated design of standardized solutions for detailed ship structural design, the general structure of a solution is known, see section 2.3.3. The number of dimensions in the solution domain is limited. Iterative multi-objective and multi-domain solution strategies are not required. Therefore, often a direct rule-based approach can be chosen.

For an application in the domain of engineering, as requirements for a rule-based solver component,

- selective rule activation,
- rule execution ordering,
- custom search strategies.

can be named. Rule Activation can be used to select and activate only a set of rules suitable for a given problem. Rule Execution Ordering is used to control the importance of rules. It is a means to guide the solution process. Different aspects of the rule base can be emphasized. Custom Search Strategies allow the extension of the rule-based reasoning processes performed.

For this purpose, various commercial and open-source rule systems are available on the market, each with individual strengths and weaknesses. A comparison of the major players in this market can be found in [122]. Here, as main component of the KBE system developed JBoss Drools has been chosen [123]. Drools is a open-source, rule-based system written in Java that augments the functionality of a rule management system with Business Process Management (BPM) capabilities.

The main components of Drools are shown in figure 6.3. Within Drools, the Working Memory contains the facts the rule engine reasons about. Data is added to the working memory as Java objects. The Production Memory contains one or multiple sets of rules. As part of the solver component, the Pattern Matcher is responsible to determine which rules are relevant for the current state of the working memory. Based on this information, Drools determines the rules to be executed. An Agenda is derived where the sequence of rules to be executed is defined. In a second step, each activated rule is read and any actions defined are performed. As result, new information may be created and is stored within the working memory.
The integrated rule system offers capabilities like

- rule partitioning and rule activation,
- conflict resolution,
- dynamic agenda and truth maintenance.

For a complex rule base with many rules, categories can be assigned to rules using rule partitioning. So called Agenda Groups are defined. Rule activation allows to enable only rules of a given category. Rules defined for different design purposes that may cause conflicts or incorrect design results can be disabled for a given design task.

Normally, the execution order of rules is arbitrary. Depending on the information available, pattern matching algorithms are responsible for determining the order in which suitable rules are executed within an agenda group. Conflict resolution is a means to influence this order of execution. Rules of higher importance or Salience are preferred. The solution strategy is changed, so that these rules are executed first.

If a certain rule changes the knowledge base, truth maintenance is used to reassess the agenda given. If needed, the agenda is updated. Changes to the working memory dynamically change the solution strategy.

With the rule functionality focused on determining results for a single problem, Business Process Management methods can be used to integrate multiple rule configurations into a design workflow [124]. E.g., in the field of naval architecture, the sequence of design activities performed for the definition of a complete floor plate structure can be defined. Here, each design activity is formulated as an individual rule-based problem. Based on requirements and the design problem at hand, necessary design tasks are executed. Design loops, if needed, can be performed.

For the work presented, the Drools Flow component has been used. This component is a workflow or process engine that allows the advanced integration of processes and rules. A process or a workflow describes the order, in which a series of steps needs to be executed. Each step is defined as a set of rules. Data present in the working memory as well as input from external sources can be used to control the execution order [125] [111].
6.3. IT-based Representation of Design Knowledge

6.3.1. The Knowledge Model

Within the rule-based system, for each design problem relevant data needs to be present. For this purpose the working memory is populated beforehand and relevant rules are activated. Different data sources may be used to provide data. From a knowledge perspective two different types of knowledge can be identified, namely:

- quasi-static, method-specific information,
- problem-dependent data.

Quasi-static information consists of all data that is not dependent on the design problem at hand. E.g., a list of profile types and dimensions in stock is valid for multiple design problems within a given project. Parts and features defined in the shipyard standards also remain unchanged for a design project. A persistent storage solution is hence required which allows for the reuse of such information. Solutions for the management of and changes to the shipyard standards etc. are required [126].

Also, for each design problem, problem-dependent knowledge exists. The design configuration like shape, topology and connectivity etc. differs from design problem to design problem. This information is of a dynamic nature. Reusability is not given. Often, this information is provided by third-party applications like the CAD system.

Implementation Details As introduced above, the working memory as temporary storage solution needs to be populated with all relevant data, see figure 6.4. Information is imported from various sources. Transformation operations might be performed. Hence, before execution, the information is made available to the reasoning process [127].

![Figure 6.4.: Layers of the Knowledge Model](image-url)
For the implementation in software, three different approaches are considered. Firstly, information can be directly imported from an external data source, see the dashed arrows. Here, a single interface component is required which is responsible for any fully automatic data transformation or translation needed. In contrast, an intermediate data model can be used if more complex transformations with manual intervention are required, see the solid lines. Here, data from external sources is imported into an intermediate persistent storage. After having performed any data preparation steps necessary the data is then loaded into the working memory. For both operations, data transformation procedures might be executed. Manual intervention by the developers can be required. Finally, information developed solely for the KBE system like, e.g., an electronic formulation of shipyard standards can be directly loaded into the system, see the dotted line. No transformation is needed.

An intermediate data model is applied in case of complex information of a quasi-static nature. For the automatic execution of the system an automatic import of changing data is required. Therefore, problem-specific data needs to be handled using the first approach.

All knowledge models are defined as ontologies using the Web Ontology Language OWL standard, see section 2.2.3. The main considerations for the selection of this language were as follows:

- Expressibility,
- Editing,
- Reasoning and Transformation,
- Tool and Community Support.

OWL supports all common modeling constructs used for data model design. Type hierarchies can be defined. Inheritance is supported. Data-Type Properties allow the assignment of specific values for certain aspects of a component. With Object Properties links between different object instances can be defined [128].

Powerful editing environments for the definition and management of class structures are available as shown in figure 6.5. For example, in contrast to relational databases or STEP databases, the direct editing of instance data, see the bottom window, is supported. This provides a single development framework for the definition of the structure of the knowledge model, see the left column. Details of, e.g. a stock plate type can be defined as shown by the center window. The definition of relations between object instances, i.e. a definition of a graph-oriented network, can be performed comfortably.

As OWL is based on first-order description logics, support for automatic inference is available. This allows for semi-automated consistency checks of the standards developed. Inconsistencies can be detected directly within the model. For instance data, constraints to be fulfilled can be defined and validated. For data transformation, the SPARQL query language can operate on existing knowledge bases. Transformations can be performed [129]. New data structures can be created [130].

With open-source libraries like Jena [131] for the programmatic access to the data or Pellet [132] for computer-based reasoning, the integration of OWL data models into applications is eased. These libraries are developed in Java, hence no language barrier is given for an integration into Drools as business rule engine.

The use of Java objects restricts the use of certain modeling capabilities defined as part of
the OWL standard. E.g., multiple inheritance is only supported via interface definitions. Transitive properties and inheritance of properties are handled differently. From a Java application, a native, object-oriented access to data stored in an OWL database is by default not possible. For this purpose, two different solutions have been developed, namely:

- direct bidirectional access via proxy objects,
- native Java objects stored in an intermediate persistent database.

Following the guidelines developed in [133], a generator for the automatic generation of a Java Proxy API has been developed. The data stored in ontologies can be accessed natively via Java classes, methods and attributes. Operations for data retrieval, search and editing are provided. More information about the technical details are given in the appendix, see chapter A. The classes generated act as proxy objects. These objects operate on a knowledge base which is defined by an ontology. The ontology can be file-based or stored in an appropriate database. Access to remote knowledge repositories is supported. The Jena framework is employed to provide programmatic access to the ontology. Calls to the methods of the proxy objects, i.e. calls to the Java API, are translated into the corresponding method calls from Jena. Any editing actions result in direct changes of the knowledge model. In case of constraints defined in the ontology - these are not directly implementable in Java - corresponding tests are implemented in the wrapper methods. E.g., if a bracket has a constraint which states that a maximum of two profiles can be connected to this bracket, a corresponding method named `addProfile()` aborts with an error, if two profiles are already defined for the bracket instance the method is called upon [134].

In the previous approach, persistence is provided by the ontology model. For large models, performance problems occur with the current implementation. As an alternative approach with drastically improved performance, an additional persistence layer has been added, also see figure 6.4. For quasi-static information, objects are imported from the ontology into an object-oriented database. As database engine, DB4o [135] is used. The generator mentioned above has been extended to provide the corresponding Java code. Automatically, a migration script is generated. With the help of the migration script all data contained in a given
ontology is automatically copied to an object oriented-database instance. This data can then be loaded directly into the working memory. The intermediate database and the underlying ontology are decoupled. If the ontology is changed, the import process needs to be executed again.

**Modeling - Ontologies, Classes and Instances** Where possible, a modular approach is chosen. Basic functionality or data structures are defined in separate knowledge models or ontologies, see figure 6.6. Different *Namespaces* are used. With these ontologies as building blocks, the reusability of the concepts developed is improved. A set of core and supplementary ontologies is defined.

![Figure 6.6.: Modular Ontology Structure](image)

E.g., two ontologies named *kstatus* and *kname* provide relevant properties regarding the validity of a solution. The current status of a standard can be documented. It can be marked as approved or obsolete. These primitives are reused in more elaborate knowledge models. The *kdocumentation* module uses basic concepts about date formats etc. from *kt ime* to represent organizational aspects. Functional primitives like functional capabilities of a certain solution are defined as part of the namespace *kfunction*. Finally, the main modules like *kpart*, the ontology representing actual information relating product data, is based on the supplementary concepts [136].

For modeling, classes are defined to denote the characteristics for each type of a standard object. The instances of a class then assign concrete values to these characteristics [137] [138]. As shown in figure 6.7, e.g., the shape of a certain bracket type may be defined by two lengths \( L, l \) and the plate thickness \( t \). Instances of this type then define specific values for the three variables. E.g., the bracket A200 uses a length of the connecting flange of \( L = 200 \).

![Figure 6.7.: Class Definition and Class Instances](image)
Modeling - The Standards Database  
For a standards compliant design an electronic representation of the relevant design standards is needed. Using a syntax similar to UML, the main class hierarchy is shown in figure 6.8. Classes are drawn as boxes with the class name and namespace written on top. Properties follow as list. Here, blue icons denote object properties while green icons reference datatype properties. In square brackets, information about the number of entries required or allowed for a single property is shown. For the class kpart:GenericPart, e.g., each instance needs to have exactly one reference to a material definition of type kmaterial:GenericMaterial [139].

Using a top-down modeling approach, the class kbase:Thing defines an ID and an optional generic, descriptive name. These attributes are available to all objects in the knowledge model and can be used for reference. Everything related to the definition of standardized parts and features is defined below the kpart:Thing class. This class provides a logical partitioning of the class structure. kpart:GenericObject is the root class for stock parts and parts or features as introduced in section 4.5. Complex Parts are defined as subclasses of kpart:ComplexObject.

Figure 6.8.: Main Class Hierarchy for the Standards Data Model

As parts are materialistic objects, a reference to allowed materials is defined. This is formulated via the hasMaterial object property. For features, no material definition is allowed, see the [0..0] restriction. The domain of applicability of features is defined via the canActOn reference. Multiple references to parts or complex parts are allowed. E.g., for the definition of a cutout, plates and girders of sufficient height are added as permissible parts via this object property.

With kpart:GenericObject being the root class for the representation of singular entities like stock parts, parts and features, a typical data model can be defined as shown in figure 6.9 in extracts. In this model, some main particulars for the representation of bracket related knowledge are given.

For each standardized bracket instance, common shape related information like the thickness needs to be given, see the kpart:thickness property. Depending on the actual contour of the bracket, further shape related data is defined in subclasses of kpart:GenericBracket. The field of applicability with respect to suitable profile types is represented by the ktools:validFor property. A list of stock profiles available is given by subclasses of the kpart:GenericStockProfile class. In this class, common characteristics for all stock profile types and profiles dimensions are defined. These are material, height and length overall. Information about
Figure 6.9.: Core Data Model for Stock Parts, Parts and Features
the specific shape and its dimensions of the cross section is defined in the child classes. Information about suitable cutouts in the bracket, e.g., for an eased welding operation, is given by $kpart:hasPossibleNotches$.

Following the approach formulated in STEP AP218, standardized solutions can be restricted to certain projects or vessel types. For this purpose, the property $kstatus:isV alidFor$ is defined as shown in figure 6.10. The rule-based system can thus use the type of vessel during the solution process. Also, certain standards can be restricted to a specified list of shipbuilding projects.

![Figure 6.10.: Documentation and Project Specific Definitions](image)

Also, for standardized solutions, additional documentation can be attached via the $korg:hasDocument$ reference. For this purpose, extensions of the $korg:GenericDocument$ class are defined to represent documents, images or external links. These are not shown in the figure for brevity’s sake. Using aspect oriented programming techniques, any object within the knowledge model that is derived from the $korg:Thing$ class like, e.g., $kpart:Thing$ in figure 6.10, can thus reference documents. This information can be used by the operator to gain further insight into the problem at hand.

With this approach, information about the shipyards standards as shown in figure 6.4, page 62, can be represented electronically. An knowledge-based evaluation of the information base is feasible. More information about specific formulations used is given in the following chapters 7 and 8.

**Modeling - Problem-Specific Models** In this thesis, for the design data, i.e., for information provided by the product data model, custom problem-specific models are used. Different models are developed for each test case. Task-specific and hence simplified data models were chosen, as a full-featured data model like STEP AP218 or the Enterprise Reference Model from Atlantec Enterprise Solutions [140] would lead to a significant increase of the complexity for the rule formulations used. A focus is placed on functional modeling, i.e., the functional relationships of the elements imported are of prime importance. With this approach, a condensed and problem-focused view on relevant attributes can be obtained [141] [142].
An important factor to be considered is the use and reuse of non-geometric information. E.g. information about room definitions and their designations can be required. As a result of a reasoning process, data about, e.g., permissible stress levels within the ice girder may be given. Specific Loads may be calculated. Often, this kind of information is not part of the PDM model imported nor does the PDM or CAD systems provide the capabilities to store this kind of information. Results can therefore not be completely transferred to the PDM.

In case of the CAD system of choice, *Tribon*, the data model used is geared towards the representation of shape, topology and manufacturing data. Any information regarding, e.g., room definitions and designations, strength and stress related information or data about functional attributes like bulkhead definitions are not represented. Results from other applications like FE applications or class tools are not integrable.

Using concepts of the knowledge model, for this purpose a simple data model for meta-information has been developed, see figure 6.11. The data models provided by the CAD system can thus be augmented. Each object of type *kmeta:Object* is stored under a unique identification number which is used for data retrieval in subsequent design activities. Here, for Tribon, the block, panel and part names are used to generate the IDs. Relevant facts can be stored as meta-information using one or multiple key-value-assignments via the *kmeta:hasValue* statement. For each assignment and attached to a *kmeta:Object* instance, the value to represent is stored in conjunction with a key identifying its purpose, see the *kmeta:value* and *kmeta:key* properties. Type safety can be improved by using an optional type identifier.

![Diagram of data model](image)

Figure 6.11.: Storage of Meta Information

### 6.3.2. Interoperability and Knowledge Import

As shown in figure 6.4, the import of existing product data into the working memory can either be performed directly or via an intermediate model. Different interfaces to the CAD system’s data can be used. For Tribon, the design system selected, two different approaches can be taken [143]. These are:

- via export functions,
- by programmatic access.

To reuse product data, export functions as defined in a CAD system are applicable. In Tribon, for this purpose a series of data formats are available. For each format, an XML
Schema (XSD) is used to define the structure of the data. Attributes of elements as well as their relationship are specified. For the representation of steel structures, the Tribon XML Hull Basic Design format TXHBD can be used.

As this exchange format is developed with a focus on manufacturing and assembling tasks, the complete information present in the data model is not accessible. E.g., the topology is not available. The format is focused on the export of shape, manufacturing and material information only.

For programmatic access, the Data Extraction DEX Library can be used to access data from the product data model. Only read-access is provided. Also, the Vitesse Framework is a Python-based development environment that also allows access to information of the model. Information can be retrieved from, changed in or added to the model [97].

With an evolutionary approach adopted for the development, further understanding of the reasoning process has resulted in changing requirements regarding the knowledge model. This has been accommodated by an extension or change of the import solutions. Also, additional capabilities added to the rule engine Drools introduced new approaches to handle the import process. Therefore, multiple approaches were investigated and tested. For the test cases presented in the following chapters, three different solutions with individual strength and weaknesses have been explored, namely:

- the import from TXHBD data via an intermediate model,
- a direct import from TXHBD hull data,
- the native access to the product data model.

**TXHBD Import with an Intermediate Model** A first approach to data import is based on an intermediate OWL data model. The data is provided in an TXHBD-compliant XML file. The file is imported and converted to OWL. For this purpose, an import facility has been defined. A two-step approach has been adopted:

1. Generate OWL classes and properties.
2. Import the instance data.

Using the XSD schema definitions provided by TXHBD for the declaration of the data structures, corresponding classes and properties are defined as part of the knowledge model. Mapping relationships, i.e. the transformation of XML definitions to OWL definitions, are created. This task is performed once, see figure 6.4 on page 62. The class structure as well as the attributes defined can be changed manually. The data structures can be optimized for the reasoning process required.

For each design problem at hand, the knowledge model is populated from the corresponding XML file. According to the given mapping, corresponding class instances are created. Data is assigned to datatype properties of an object. Object properties, i.e. references between objects, are created.

TXHBD does not provide topological information. As this thesis is not focused on integration aspects, currently a manual operation is required. Topological relationships are added by the user, a process which is feasible only for simple problems. This includes, e.g., information about connectivity and intersections. If required, additional transformation or data preparation steps are executed. E.g., for each object a unique name is generated, which is
used for meta-data storage. Such transformations are defined within the ontology model. For the definition of these transformations \textit{SPARQL} \cite{144} is used, see \cite{145} for typical examples of such constructs.

**Direct Import from TXHBD**  
With version 5 of Drools released early 2009, native import capabilities were introduced. \textit{Smooks} \cite{146} as transformation engine is directly integrated into the business rule management system. The working memory can thus be populated from the XML data source directly. Transformations can be defined. Here, based on translational mappings, the structure of the object model created in the working memory can differ from the structure of the XML data.

The intermediate model required by the previous solution is not needed. A more comfortable, direct approach to import data from TXHBD files is given. Yet, topological information is not present. Without an intermediate model, the manual addition of topological data is not possible. Therefore, the approach is only usable for cases where no information about topology is required or where this information can be obtained in a different way.

**Native Access**  
Native access to the product data model is probably the most efficient and powerful approach. Only with a native access, a bi-directional access can be realized. This approach has only seen limited testing as part of this thesis, though.

As part of the collaborative research project \textit{QualiShip} \cite{147}, a wrapper on top of the DEX has been developed. \textit{Data Access Objects} are defined which act as abstract interface to the product data model \cite{148}. A rule execution may lead to updates of the knowledge model and might hence change the Tribon data model. Details of the \textit{Tribon} database are not exposed.

An object-oriented view on the product model is provided. Attributes of the model can be accessed directly. The topology is available. For each access method, DEX queries are implemented which perform the corresponding extraction of the product data from the model of the CAD system. Helper Objects are present to facilitate search operations on the product model.

At runtime, relevant data is retrieved from the CAD system. For a given design problem, the corresponding data access objects are added to the working memory of the KBE system. If updates are performed on the data model, the corresponding information is updated in the CAD system. If the CAD system is not capable of representing a certain type of information, see above, the data is persisted in the external database for meta-data. On a following data access, the information of both data sources is merged and presented holistically.
7. Atomic Design Activities

Based on the theory of generic design activities as introduced in section 3.2, the design task as performed within the design process in naval architecture is given by a sequence of individual design activities where for each such activity a single, self-contained or atomic objective is given. In this chapter, with a focus on the application of problem solving methods in the domain of ship structural design, for each test case identified in section 5.5, the corresponding KBE algorithms are shown. Based on a requirements analysis, the design problems for the given test cases are defined such that the design problem is completely covered. For the definition of the design standards to be used as part of the test cases, an electronic knowledge base is developed. Data models are developed for the representation of the ship structure.

As the field of application as well as possible configurations are known for each design activity presented in this chapter, a clear and unambiguous recipe regarding the selection of suitable and valid solutions is given for all possible solutions. Therefore, the design problem can be classified as a simple configuration design task as introduced in section 2.3.3. The design activity hence operates in a fully defined context.

For the work presented, the development of approaches towards an adequate formulation of a knowledge-based definition of the solution process is of key concern. Therefore, in the results presented, not all design aspects and design criteria as relevant for the full determination of a design solution are presented. In contrast, a focus is placed on the presentation of applicable modeling techniques. Typical problems encountered as part of the rule formulation process are highlighted.

For the formulation of algorithms, the rule engine Drools, see chapter 6, is used. As language for the definition of the rules, algorithms are formulated using the so-called Drools MVEL Dialect. In MVEL, a rule needs to be defined according to the following structure:

```
1 rule "Name of the Rule"
2 attributes
3 ...
4 when
5  conditions  (LHS)
6  ...
7 then
8  actions  (RHS)
9 ...
10 end
```

For each rule, a custom name as well as rule-specific configuration attributes are defined as part of the rule header. As part of the Left Hand Side (LHS), the conditional parts of the rule are given. If all requirements defined here are fulfilled, the Right Hand Side (RHS), the so-called action is executed. For more information about the dialect see [149].
7.1. Bracket Design

In ship design, brackets are mostly used to create a fixed connection between two profiles profiles or to connect a profile to a plate structure. For these parts, load transfer and load distribution within the ship structure can be named as primary functions. In the following, a KBE solution is developed which is based on the evaluation of a given design standard. With the focus of the work being placed on the connection of profiles with a bracket, other types of bracket connections are not considered. For verification and development, the test case as introduced in section 5.5 on page 53 is used.

7.1.1. The Design Standard

On most shipyards, for common use cases established and standardized solutions are used for the design of brackets. As part of the work presented, the detailed design standards for a series of multiple vessels built at a major German shipyard were analyzed. For the development of KBE algorithms for bracket design, this catalog of standardized solutions as defined for medium-sized container vessels is considered in the following.

As part of the detailed design standard considered, a set of types of brackets for bracket design is given. For each type, the overall shape as well as governing dimensions are given. Where needed, material grades are considered. A list of instances is defined for a bracket type, such that the diversity of parts is restricted to a fixed, known set. For each entity within this set, the field of applicability is defined. A list of compatible, i.e. feasible and valid profile types and dimensions is given as shown in table 7.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Profile</th>
<th>Equivalent</th>
<th>Profile</th>
<th>A, A36 Bracket same</th>
<th>Profile</th>
<th>A36 Bracket</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HP120x8</td>
<td>FL120x(15-20)</td>
<td>KL120 200 8 - 3.5</td>
<td>KL140 200 8 - 3.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BCB120 200 8 - 4.0</td>
<td>BCB140 200 8 - 4.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP140x8</td>
<td>FL120x15</td>
<td>KL140 200 8 - 4.0</td>
<td>KL160 250 10 - 4.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FL150x10</td>
<td>BCB140 200 8 - 4.0</td>
<td>BCB160 250 10 - 4.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>KLK400 575 14 120 6.0</td>
<td>KLK430 600 15 120 6.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.1.: Bracket Table for the Assignment of Profiles and Brackets

In total, a set of four bracket types is defined within the standard, see figure 7.1 for a graphical representation of these types. The types BCB and KL are unflanged brackets. Flanged bracket types are BCBK and KLK. In total, 82 different bracket variations are defined that cover bulb and flat bar profiles with a height ranging from 120 to 430 mm.

As part of the bracket table, an assignment of bulb profile and compatible bracket sizes is given. For each bracket, governing dimensions like leg length l, thickness t, flange width f and weld height a are defined. Depending on the material grade used for the profile, different
dimensions might be required for the bracket. E.g., for a bulb profile HP140x8 of material grade A36, a bracket like KL140 can be used if this bracket is also manufactured from A36 grade material. In contrast, for normal steel, the larger bracket KL160 needs to be used. For large profiles, only a single compatible bracket, namely the flanged bracket KLK, is defined. In contrast, for smaller bulb profiles and the corresponding equivalent flatbar profiles, two different bracket types are applicable, see the first two rows of table 7.1. E.g. for a flatbar profile FL120x16 and an identical material grade configuration, the brackets BCB120 and KL120 are available for selection. Here, two different use cases and hence different fields of application are given, see figure 7.1. Brackets of type KL and KLK are used for the in-plane connection of a profile with other profiles or walls. In contrast, the bracket types BCB and BCBK are used to connect a profile to an orthogonally oriented, non-intersecting second profile.

![Figure 7.1: Main Bracket Types of the Design Standard](image)

As a result, for the selected use case, i.e. for a profile-profile bracket connection, this standard defines an unambiguous assignment of profile type and dimension to bracket dimension. I.e. for each profile size, there is at most one applicable bracket size for each bracket type. Multiple instances of differing bracket types may be applicable, though.

In addition to the assignment of bracket dimensions to profile sizes, general information, e.g. about required welding preparations or other manufacturing related aspects, is stated. As the standard is formulated, such that class rules are automatically adhered to for all feasible solutions, therefore, class regulations are automatically fulfilled if a standardized solution is used. Hence, direct calculations are avoided, if a standards compliant solution is applied.

Where required, more information about permissible use cases is given in text form. Hence, the field of applicability is restricted for specific bracket types and certain use cases. As example, flanged brackets are required in case of the free edge of the bracket being more than 50 times greater than the bracket thickness. While this is normally regarded by the bracket standards analyzed, for certain configurations and in case of a low thickness of the flange of the governing profile, unflanged profiles might not be suitable. Hence, flanged solutions might be applicable only, while the unflanged brackets with correct dimensions are not suitable.

### 7.1.2. The Test Case

The test case used is based on a typical design scenario from the domain of detailed ship structural design of commercial vessels. Derived from a design solution for a double bottom structure located midships, a test model as shown in built position, i.e. upside down, in figure 7.2 is used.
With the test case, the main characteristics regarding bracket design were to be evaluated. For this purpose, all major design criteria as relevant for bracket design are represented within the model. Therefore, the model is not oriented towards a real-life steel design but on the representation of as many different design situations defined in the design standard as possible. It is not a design ready for production.

As part of the test model, a single transverse wall segment which is connected to a deck is given. On the deck, three longitudinal bulb stiffeners are given. Compared to the outer two stiffeners, the inner stiffener (1) is of a different size and orientation. Here, an HP 200x10 A profile is presented. While this is not a usual design approach, such solutions are applied for improved weld operations or because of severe space restrictions due to piping etc. Due to the installation of equipment and machinery, there is only restricted space available next to the central stiffener (2) of type HP 140x7 A next to the wall segment. For the outer stiffener (3) of type HP 140x7 high-tensile steel of grade A36.

On the transverse wall, three vertical stiffeners of type HP 140x7 are given which are aligned with the longitudinal profiles. The inner stiffener (4) is defined with an offset, i.e. there is no direct connection to the transverse bulb bar profile, and has a differing orientation. Also, the stiffener is made out of high-tensile steel of grade A36. Therefore, high strength requirements are given for the definition of the corresponding bracket. For the central stiffener (5), the opposite is the case. The third stiffener (6) acts as buckling stiffener and is hence defined using a snipped profile end-cut at the upper end. In this location, therefore, no bracket connection is needed.
7.1.3. The Data Model

For bracket design, two different yet interacting data models can be identified. On the one hand, the list of bracket types and their corresponding instances with all relevant information pertaining to the application of brackets needs to be represented electronically. On the other hand, for a given design problem, geometric information about the shape and topology etc. of all elements given as part of the design problem is needed.

For the definition of standardized bracket types a data model as shown in figure 7.4 is used. Based on the generic modeling foundations as introduced in section 6.3, the specific bracket types are defined as subclasses of kpart:GenericObject. Bracket specific definitions are defined in a common root class kpart:GenericBracket. Here, the thickness of the bracket plate, i.e. an attribute common to all given bracket types, is defined. A bracket can be defined either as flanged or as unflanged as represented by the kpart:hasFlange property. Where required, a list of allowed corner cutouts is defined with the object property kpart:hasPossibleNotches. These corner cutouts can be used to add, e.g., additional weld clearance. Also, the scope of validity can be defined for each bracket instance via the ktools:validFor reference. For this purpose, an additional constraint is placed on the property definition as given for the kpart:GenericObject class so that only profiles that are a member of the kpart:StockProfile class are accepted as partners.

As subclasses of kpart:GenericBracket, the governing dimensions of the specific bracket types are defined using datatype properties. For the unflanged symmetric bracket type BCB the length of the connected edge is defined. For the alternative unflanged type KL, an asymmetric bracket is given. Hence, two dimensioning edges are required as shown in figure 7.3. For the flanged solutions BCBK and KLK, the flange width is defined, too.

![Figure 7.3.: Governing Dimensions for Brackets Types BCB and KL](image)

For each bracket type, an ordering of bracket instances is required such that the search and retrieval of adequate bracket dimensions within the solution process is eased. For this purpose, for each bracket the property ktools:bigger and ktools:smaller are introduced. The former references the next larger bracket instance. Defined as inverse property, the opposite is described by the ktools:smaller attribute. Using the reasoning capabilities provided by OWL, both properties can be kept in sync automatically [150].

As design activities for bracket design are primarily a selection process of valid design elements as introduced in section 4.5, a so-called State Attribute has been introduced. With this attribute, the status of a standardized bracket instance is represented, i.e. its status within a certain selection process is given. For this purpose, the following values are accepted for the state attribute:
Figure 7.4.: Data Model for Standardized Brackets

- unknown
- plausible
- valid
- invalid

An Unknown State characterizes a bracket instance that has not been evaluated. It is not known whether the bracket is a feasible solution for the design problem or not. This is the default state before the selection process has started. A Plausible State defines an intermediate state. At an intermediate step of the reasoning process, the instance is not deemed to be invalid. It might be a suitable and valid solution. Or not. A Valid solution is given, if the reasoning process is finished and no excluding circumstances are given. In contrast, unsuitable or invalid brackets for the design problem given are marked as Invalid.

For the representation of geometry and topology of the ship structure, a simple OWL representation is used which is derived from the Tribon TXHBD standard for the representation of hull steel structures. As a result, a basic data model as shown in figure 7.5 is used. For each design problem, the data representation is imported from the corresponding TXHBD description as explained in section 6.3.2.

Within the data model, an object of type kmodel:DesignElement is defined for each element of the steel structure and the type of the element representation is given, see the
For the definition of the location and orientation of elements, an approach using principal planes as reference is taken. For this purpose, an element is defined as located on a surface as defined by the `onSurface` attribute. Plates are defined as `DesignElement2D` elements which are limited by a set of planes that are defined by at least three `limits` references. Quasi-one-dimensional elements like profiles are defined using the subclass `DesignElement1D`. Here, the orientation of a profile is given by the `trace` principal plane definition. Start and end point of the profile are defined by the `limits` given. For the `limits` property, cardinality constraints are added as part of the subclassing process. Hence, the correct number of definitions can be validated electronically using reasoning capabilities as provided as part of the OWL standard.

Simple topological relationships are given by the `intersects` and `isIntersected` object properties, see the classes `DesignElement2D` and `DesignElement1D` respectively. As topology is not part of the TXHBD exchange format, topological information is currently added manually before rule execution.

In the structural model, a distinction between the standardized stock profile and the actual profile present in the ship structure is given. Both represent physical parts. Yet, the former defines the main characteristics of the stock material. Hence, a concept of a part is defined where common parameters for the profile of a certain type and size are defined. The latter, i.e. the actual profile, specifies the physical representation of a physical entity in the CAD model. The location and extents of the profile are given via the `DesignElement1D` definition and end-cut contours etc. are defined. The main characteristics of the stock part are included as reference.

As a design activity acts on a specific design problem that is part of a possibly complex
structural model, an option to select a set of elements like plates or profiles which take part in a specific design activity is needed. For this purpose, the concept of a so-called \textit{DesignRole} has been introduced. With this attribute the role an element plays for the current design activity is defined. An \textit{Active Role} denotes a selected element. In contrast, an \textit{Inactive Role} defines an element that does not participate in the current activity.

\textbf{7.1.4. Rule-Based Solution}

For a rule-based solution, a set of rules is defined which acts on the electronic representation of the test case. Hence, the working memory of the rule engine environment is populated before the execution of the problem solving algorithms, i.e. the model representing the ship structure is loaded. The complete list of standardized bracket instances as well as other data like material definitions or profile types and dimensions are imported. Yet, only bracket instances are made available within the working memory for direct access. Referenced elements are not defined as primary members of the working memory and thus can only be accessed programmatically via their references from, e.g., a bracket instance definition.

As part of the design activity of bracket design, for the rule-based design of brackets five consecutive steps are taken, namely:

- add active profiles for bracket design as primary members of the working memory,
- mark invalid brackets based on all relevant criteria,
- construct a valid bracket solution,
- process the result,
- perform cleanup operations.

For the definition of brackets, two profiles are selected and are made available for reasoning within the working memory. A culling procedure is then implemented, so that brackets that are not valid for the profiles selected are removed from further evaluation. Having found one or multiple valid design solutions, the results are processed and, e.g., transferred to the CAD model. Finally, the working memory is reset to an initial state ready for the next run.

\textbf{Activated Elements} For the rule-based bracket definition, two profiles are manually selected by the engineer operating the system. The engineer thus defines the design context the algorithms operate in. For this purpose, the design role of two selected profiles is set to \textit{DesignRole.Active}.

As bracket selection is primarily governed by strength concerns, the section modulus of the cross section of the connected profiles needs to be considered. More precisely, the profile with the smaller section modulus is of importance.

After the initial import, the profile type definitions of the selected profiles like \textit{HP 140x8} are not yet available as primary members of the knowledge model but are only referenced from the selected profiles, see the corresponding knowledge model in figure 7.5. To determine characteristics of the profile with a smaller section modulus, the corresponding profile type definition needs to be given. Using the \textit{MVEL Dialect} for rule definition in Drools this can be formulated as follows:

\begin{verbatim}
1 rule "Find and add stock profile type with min. section modulus"
\end{verbatim}
Within an agenda-group, see line 2, for each rule a unique name is defined in line 1. The no-loop statement in line 3 defines that the rule should only be executed once. Infinite execution loops due to iterative calls to the same rule or sequence of rules are thus avoided.

The conditional clause, the when part, defines the required conditions for the rule to be executed. In line 5 and 6, an arbitrary profile is selected from the geometric model present as part of the working memory. It is assigned as variable profileA with rule scope. The profile needs to have an active design role, i.e. it is selected for bracket placement. The section modulus for the profile type is retrieved and stored as rule variable secModA.

The second profile for bracket placement is retrieved in the second conditional statement, lines 7 - 10. The profile needs to be different from profileA, line 7, and also have an active design role, line 8. As a consequence, the rule engine consecutively tests all possible combinations of profile combinations yet accepts only two different, activated profiles for further processing. All other invalid combinations are ignored. In line 9, the section modulus of both profiles is compared. ProfileB needs to have a smaller section modulus than profileA. For further use, the profile type with the smaller profile is stored as variable, line 10.

In the action part of the rule, the then clause, a single action is performed. The type of the profile with a lower section modulus is added to the working memory. In consequent reasoning steps, the profile type definition can be thus used directly as part of the conditional clause.

Invalid Brackets As part of the approach chosen a culling mechanism is implemented. Bracket instances that are not valid for the given design problem are marked as invalid. They are thus removed from the domain of feasible solutions. If steel of grade A, i.e. with default tensile strength, is used for the profiles, this can be performed as follows:

Two non-identical profile instances of grade A steel are found in line 5 to 9. Again, both need to have an active role in the design process and need to be made out of material of
grade A. The stock profile added to the working memory in the previous rule is retrieved from the working memory, see line 10.

Finally, for each bracket instance given, it is tested whether the list of valid profile types and dimensions contains this profile type. If this is not the case, the bracket instance is not applicable to the current design problem. The design state is marked as invalid, see line 13. The update call in line 14 informs the rule engine that an object in the working memory has changed. The agenda and solution strategy can hence be updated accordingly.

In case of one of the two selected profiles being made out of high-tensile steel, the design standard requires a bracket of increased strength. For this purpose, the shipyard standard defines that for a given bracket type and for profiles of high-strength steel, the next larger size should be used. E.g., if a bracket \textit{KL120} would be feasible for a bulb profile \textit{HP120}, if high-strength steel is used for the profile the next larger bracket named \textit{KL140} should be used. This is performed by the following rule:

```plaintext
  rule "Mark invalid brackets (high strength)"
  agenda-group "Bracket Design"
  no-loop true
  when
    KModelProfile (designRole == DesignRole.Active, 
      material_grade !== Material.GradeA) 
    p : KModelProfile (designRole == DesignRole.Active, 
      profileType == pType) 
    bracketSM : KStdGenericBracket (validFor contains pType) 
    bracket : KStdGenericBracket (smaller == bracketSM) 
  then
    bracketSM . setDesignState (DesignState.Invalid) ;
    update (bracketSM) ;
    update (bracket) ;
  end
```

In line 5 and 6 it is tested if non-standard steel is used. If this is the case, the dimensioning profile type is retrieved from the working memory, line 7. The shape representation of the dimensioning profile \textit{p}, as defined in the model, is added as variable with rule scope, see line 8. The bracket instances which are valid for the dimensioning profile type and dimension of material grade A are found with the statement given in line 10. The next larger bracket is retrieved, line 11.

If the conditions are fulfilled, the consequence is executed. According to the specified standard, the larger bracket is a feasible design solution. The bracket \textit{bracketSM} is therefore marked as invalid. It is not a standards-compliant design solution. The next larger bracket \textit{bracket} is a candidate. The design state is set to plausible.

If a bracket is designed in an area of restricted space, flanged solutions are preferable. The required installation height can hence be reduced. Unflanged solutions are not taken into consideration. The design state of such brackets is marked as invalid. As rule this can be expressed as follows:

```plaintext
  rule "Restricted space requirement given"
  agenda-group "Bracket Design"
  no-loop true
  when
    profileA : KModelProfile (designRole == DesignRole.Active) 
    profileB : KModelProfile (this != profileA, 
      designRole == DesignRole.Active) 
    SpaceManager . isRestricted (profileA , profileB) 
    bracket : KStdGenericBracket (flange == false)
  then
```

In line 5 and 6 it is tested if non-standard steel is used. If this is the case, the dimensioning profile type is retrieved from the working memory, line 7. The shape representation of the dimensioning profile \textit{p}, as defined in the model, is added as variable with rule scope, see line 8. The bracket instances which are valid for the dimensioning profile type and dimension of material grade A are found with the statement given in line 10. The next larger bracket is retrieved, line 11.

If the conditions are fulfilled, the consequence is executed. According to the specified standard, the larger bracket is a feasible design solution. The bracket \textit{bracketSM} is therefore marked as invalid. It is not a standards-compliant design solution. The next larger bracket \textit{bracket} is a candidate. The design state is set to plausible.

If a bracket is designed in an area of restricted space, flanged solutions are preferable. The required installation height can hence be reduced. Unflanged solutions are not taken into consideration. The design state of such brackets is marked as invalid. As rule this can be expressed as follows:
As presented in the introduction to chapter 7, constraints regarding installation space require access to third-party knowledge not given in the model. Therefore, a manager application called \textit{SpaceManager} is used. These components are applied wherever the access to third-party knowledge available from an external data source needs to be encapsulated and decoupled from the knowledge models that are present as part of the working memory. Hence, the SpaceManager component provides an interface to retrieve information about room designations, space constraints etc. Currently, a hand-crafted knowledge model is used as part of the component. In case of a missing space designation, the user is asked for manual data input as backup solution. In further development steps, this component can be transparently replaced by an automatic solution.

In the conditional part, both selected profiles are retrieved from the working memory, see line 4 and 5. The \textit{SpaceManager} component is queried. If a situation of restricted space is given for the active profiles, line 7 returns \textit{true}. Any instance of an unflanged bracket type can not be used, see line 9.

If no condition of restricted space is given, the opposite approach is used. This is shown in the following rule. Similar approaches could be used to adhere to additional constraints. E.g., if high loads are given, flanged solutions could be preferred. The implementation of such rules is not shown.

\begin{verbatim}
    rule "Restricted space requirement not given"
    agenda-group "Bracket Design"
    no-loop true
    when
        profileA : KModelProfile (designRole == DesignRole.Active)
        profileB : KModelProfile (this !== profileA,
                                  designRole == DesignRole.Active)
        not SpaceManager.isRestricted (profileA, profileB)
    then
        bracket : KStdGenericBracket (flange == true)
        bracket.setDesignState (DesignState.Invalid);
        update (bracket);
    end
\end{verbatim}

\textbf{Construct Design Solution} For bracket design, only hard constraints are given. I.e. for each condition a clear result is obtained. Fuzzy reasoning procedures are not to be expected. The result of the previous rules therefore determines a set of valid and feasible brackets, i.e. any bracket that has a design state different from \textit{DesignRole.Invalid} is a valid solution. Furthermore, the standard is formulated explicitly. For each given problem and considering the constraints explained above, only one valid and feasible bracket instance is given. A solution has hence been found.

\begin{verbatim}
    rule "Construct bracket solution"
    agenda-group "Bracket Design"
    salience -50
    when
        not KDesignBracketSolution()
        bracket : KStdGenericBracket (designState !== DesignState.Invalid)
        profileType : KStockGenericProfile()
        profileA : KModelProfile (designRole == DesignRole.Active,
                                  profileType == profileType)
        profileB : KModelProfile (this !== profileA,
                                  designRole == DesignRole.Active)
    then
        KDesignBracketSolution (bracket, profileType, profileA, profileB, designRole)
    end
\end{verbatim}
A computational representation of the solution is constructed. A rule of a lower salience, line 3, is defined. The reduced importance guarantees that this rule is executed only if all selection rules introduced above are processed. The condition in line 5 aborts rule execution, if a bracket solution is already present in the working memory. It is ensured that only a single valid solution is created. Alternatively, the no-loop statement presented in previous rules could be applied.

Using the active profiles, line 8 to 11, and the single bracket not marked as invalid, a bracket solution is defined. A so-called KDesignBracketSolution Object is created, see line 14. Using a port-based approach towards the representation of connectivity as developed by Liang [151], topological relationships are defined, see lines 15 and 16. Here, an implicit assumption regarding connectivity is made in so far as bracket connectivity is defined, see figure 7.6. A bracket is assumed to be connected to the larger selected profile via the setConnectedA statement and vice versa. Finally, the solution is inserted into the working memory and hence made available for further processing.

![Figure 7.6.: A Simple Ports Model for the Topology of Bracket Placement](image)

Depending on the height of the larger profile, a certain offset is used to install the bracket, see figure 7.7. The offset defines the distance of the outer plane of the bracket in relation to the flat side of the profile.

For profiles with a height larger than 160 mm, an offset of 10 mm is defined in the design standard. As rule, this is formulated as follows:

```
1 rule "Define installation offset"
2 agenda-group "Bracket Design"
3 when
4   bs : KDesignBracketSolution(profileA : connectedA)
5     profileA ( height > 160)
6 then
7     bs.setOffset(10);
8     update(bs);
9 end
```
The largest profile, see the connectedA property, is retrieved from the design solution in line 4 and assigned to the local variable profileA. The comparison regarding profile height is performed in line 5. For profiles of a height larger than 160 mm, the offset is set to 10 mm in the action part of the rule. Similarly, the use of an offset of 8 mm for smaller profiles can be defined using a second rule formulation.

**Process Results**  
With the solution prepared the result needs to be processed. A lower salience guarantees that the rule is executed after any additional updates to the bracket solution object have been performed. Iterative calls to this rule are prevented by the *no-loop* statement.

```plaintext
1 rule "Process results"
2 agenda-group "Bracket Design"
3 salience -75
4 no-loop true
5 when
6 bs: KDesignBracketSolution()
7 then
8 ... (process results)
9 end
```

As presented in this thesis, the reuse of results within a CAD or PDM model is not considered, see section 6.1.1. The results are only shown to the user; an interaction of CAD model and rule system does not exist.

**Cleanup**  
If the working memory is to be reused for subsequent reasonings, the initial state needs to be restored. Temporary variables and the design solution objects need to be removed from the working memory. For all objects, the design state and design role need to be set to a default state. As examples, the rule formulation for the removal of the temporary object denoting the profile type is shown below. The design state of bracket instances is reset as presented in the second rule.

```plaintext
1 rule "Cleanup profiles"
2 agenda-group "Bracket Design"
3 salience -100
4 no-loop true
5 when
6 profile : KStockGenericProfile()
7 then
8 retract(profile)
9 end
```
7.1.5. Design Results

For the given test case, see figure 7.2, different combinations of activated elements are feasible. Some produce valid results while for other configurations the design activity of bracket design aborts with an error. As a result, an engineer operating the design algorithm and selecting each feasible combination of profiles successively, followed by the execution of the rule-based design activity, can reach a valid and complete result for bracket design. For the test case, therefore, this leads to a result as shown in figure 7.8.

In total, two brackets are defined for the inner two pairs of stiffeners. For the outer pair, the vertical stiffener acts as buckling stiffener only. Hence, no bracket is required; the algorithm aborts. For the pair of stiffeners located towards midship, an unflanged bracket of type KL 160 A is chosen, i.e. the high tensile steel used for this vertical stiffener and the hence required higher dimension of the bracket are taken into account. As the two connected profiles have a different orientation, the installation offset is defined such that welding as well as load transfer is given.
For the middle pair of stiffeners, each of type \( HP\ 140\times7\ A \), a flanged solution has been chosen to accommodate the restricted space constraint given, see section 7.1.2. A bracket of type \( KLK\ 140\ A \) is given. The flange is oriented outwards as stated within the design standard. The offset for the installation of the bracket is set to 8 mm.

### 7.2. Notch Selection and Definition

As presented in section 5.5.2, notches are placed on edges and in corners of plate-like structures, girders, profiles and sometimes of brackets. Often, these notches are defined to improve weldability, to avoid high corner stresses or as water culvert. Based on the given design standard, the knowledge-based automatic selection, design and placement of corner cutouts is presented in the following. Here notches that are located within an edge of a plate-like structure are not considered.

#### 7.2.1. The Design Standard

For notches, a concise set of standards is given within the detailed design standard. The notch types and their instances, i.e. the possible dimensions for a certain notch type, are clearly defined. Different use cases are identified in text form where relevant aspects for the selection of applicable notch types and shapes are described for each use case.

For notches placed on corners, four different notch types labeled \( A \) to \( D \) are given as shown in figure 7.9. In total, governing dimensions are defined for 122 different notch configurations. For notches of type \( A \), only a single instance is defined, i.e. the size and contour is fully defined if the required type is known. For notch types \( B \) to \( D \), the radius of the notch is dependent on the thickness of the plate the notch is placed in. Also, for type \( D \) the width of the notch is defined as function of the distance between weld and adjacent vertical wall.

![Figure 7.9.: Notch Types for Corner Cutouts](image)

From a functional perspective, four different use cases for the application of notches can be identified, namely:

- watertight corner notch,
- notch as culvert,
- notch as stop-weld,
- space for continuous welding.
A watertight solution as represented by notch type A is used, if the plate the notch is placed on, needs to provide a fluid-tight barrier. Here, the contour of the notch is designed such that sufficient clearance for the fillet weld between the adjacent plates is provided.

Notch type B is used for non-watertight plate structures. For situations of high dynamic loads, type C should be used instead. In both cases, a water culvert is provided. In addition, this notch type is applied for the following scenarios:

- stop-weld
- weld clearance

If one of the plates adjacent to the plate with the notch represents a tank wall, a stop-weld is required, so that fluid leakage between the fillet welds is prevented. If the weld between bottom and side plate is applied at a later stage in the assembly process, sufficient clearance for a continuous welding operation needs to be provided. This can be done using notch types B and C. In case of an existing weld in the bottom plate nearby, type D is used as shown in figure 7.9 right.

If a watertight design is required and a weld on the bottom plate is given, the standard solutions are not applicable for the design scenario. No feasible and valid design can be found. Either a design error introduced by a previous design activity is given or - according to the design standard used as reference - a non-standard solution is required. In both cases, no automatic solution can be obtained. The algorithm hence is designed to abort and the user is informed about the problem encountered.

7.2.2. An Extended Test Case

For the verification of the rule-based solution, the test case presented in section 7.1.2 is extended, see figure 7.10. In addition to the transverse wall and deck structure with longitudinal and vertical stiffeners, a transverse girder as well as two longitudinal walls are defined. Here, for the design of corner cutouts both transverse structural members, i.e. the transverse wall and the girder, are regarded.

The midship part of the transverse wall (1) shown on the left is defined as tank wall where the tank is located. Any notch located in this plate therefore needs to be fluid-tight. The transverse girder (2) is located outside the tank. Here, no requirements regarding fluid-tightness are given. As this girder is designed for minimum height, it is assumed that a situation of high dynamic stresses is present towards the shell, i.e. on the right end of the girder. These need to be considered during the selection of valid notch designs. In the horizontal deck structure next to the inner wall, a longitudinal weld seam (3) is defined. The weld is located at a distance of approximately 100 mm from the inner longitudinal wall (4) and runs over the aft part of the considered deck structure. On the outer side of the right longitudinal wall (5), a tank is present.

7.2.3. The Data Model

For the definition of standards, a data model similar to the one used for bracket design shown in figure 7.4 is used. For the sake of brevity, this model is not shown in detail. As part of the model, the relevant notch types and their respective instances with governing dimensions are
defined. For each notch representation, the corresponding field of applicability is given. For this purpose, a validFor object property is used to reference the characteristics of suitable stock plates the notch can be used for. Based on, e.g., the thickness of the plate, the selection of applicable notch types or notch dimensions is thus made feasible as shown in the following rule formulations.

For each notch type and the corresponding instances, so-called Functional Attributes are given where these attributes are used to define functional roles a notch can fulfill. If a certain function is required in a design problem, yet the relevant property is not set for a notch instance, this notch is hence not a solution candidate for the design problem.

For the definition of functional roles, a hierarchy of sets of keywords has been defined in an ontology named kfunction. A hierarchical classification is used, i.e. a taxonomy is given. E.g., strength-related information regarding functionality is defined as sub-elements of the main functional category kfunction:GenericStrength. Aspects regarding manufacturing are given as part of the group kfunction:GenericManufacturing.

The ship structure is imported from a TXHBD description. The information provided is converted to an OWL representation. As the TXHBD description does not provide suitable constructs, topological information is entered manually. Functional aspects pertaining to the ship structure are currently not stored as part of the PDM imported from the CAD system. The data is added before the KBE algorithms are executed. For reuse as part of the knowledge representation, this information is stored externally as meta-information as
shown in section 6.3.1.

To locate welds and to calculate distances, e.g., from the location of a corner notch, geometric dimensions are of importance. Geometric algorithms are therefore required which can operate on the topology and shape of the ship steel structure. For this purpose, a geometric kernel could be applied. Such a kernel is a fundamental and complex part of any CAD system. Also, an interface to access the geometric functionality of the system could provide the needed functionality, see section 6.3.2. Due to the complexity involved, a so-called `GeometryManager` component has been introduced for encapsulation, abstraction and simplification of geometric operations. This component offers solutions for the scenarios defined by the test case only. More advanced geometric operations are currently not supported.

### 7.2.4. Rule-Based Solution

In the previous example, the working memory was populated by all standardized bracket instances as defined by the design standards. During execution, rules were used to remove invalid brackets, i.e. brackets that do not fulfill the requirements and constraints. The approach can hence be characterized by a subsequent culling process.

For the design activity of notch design, an alternative approach is applied where an intermediate persistent, object-oriented database as introduced in section 6.3.1 is used. With this approach, more elegant and powerful formulations of algorithms are feasible. Yet, due to the intermediate database, additional requirements regarding the applied software components are given. Therefore, these formulations are not usable in certain cases where such intermediate knowledge models cannot be applied.

As multiple reasoning steps are performed within the KBE process applied towards notch design, rule partitioning, i.e. the logical separation of rule sets with different scope, is introduced. For this purpose, multiple agenda groups are defined to realize a clean separation of the different solution phases.

The object-oriented database `Db4o` [135] which is used in this test case, provides multiple mechanisms for information retrieval. In addition to a direct retrieval by name or identifier, various query methods are supported. Here, the so-called `Query by Example` mechanism, i.e. a pattern-matching approach, is applied. Based on a so-called prototype object labeled `PO`, all objects in the database are retrieved that are of the correct class or subclass. If attributes are defined for the prototype object, the query only returns objects that have a corresponding signature. Matching instances in the database have values identical to the values of the attributes that are set as part of the PO. E.g., a prototype object defined as:

```plaintext
1    po : KStdGenericNotch
2    hasFunction contains Function.Watertight ;
3    highStress = false ;
```

returns all notch instances, where `hasFunction` lists `Function.Watertight` as functional property and that is not suitable for application in high stress situations.

The main workflow as implemented for notch design is shown in figure 7.11. Here, four different stages as used for an automatic design of notches are shown. Shown in white, direct interactions with the database model as provided by a `Db4o Instance` occur. E.g., in the first stage, initially, the ship structural model is loaded into the working memory. In stages shown in gray, rule execution is performed by the `Drools Rule Engine`. 

During the first stage of rule execution, mandatory constraints as formulated by the design standard are evaluated. A prototype object is defined. The characteristics defined by the requirements are added to the prototype object. A query is performed using Query by Example [152], see the third solution stage. Plausible solutions are loaded into the working memory. In the last step, further evaluations of all plausible candidate solutions obtained are performed. A design result is configured.

7.2.4.1. Model Import

Within the first step of the design activity, the KBE system needs to be configured. In contrast to the test case of bracket design, here, a twofold approach is taken. On the one hand, the design problem, i.e. all relevant information regarding the steel structure etc., is read from a TXHBD steel description and is hence made available for direct evaluation by all rules. On the other hand, all relevant design standards are stored within an intermediate, Db40-based database as presented in section 6.3.1. These are not directly imported into the rule engine before rule execution.

In this way, the design problem can be evaluated using a rule-based approach. Yet, the working memory is not cluttered with additional information not needed during this phase. In a later step, see the explanations in the following section, only possibly suitable standards are then loaded into the system for further processing.

7.2.4.2. Query Preparation and Population of Working Memory

After model import, no information regarding suitable notch types and instances is given as part of the working memory of the rule engine. Therefore, for further processing, suitable solution candidates need to be loaded into the rule engine and are hence made available for further evaluation. To load these objects, a Query by Example method is used.

For an example-based query to be executed, a prototype object is needed. As part of the design scenario presented, this is created with the following rule.

```java
rule "Create prototype object"
agenda-group "Corner Notch – Prototype Preparation"
when
not KStdGenericNotch (designRole == DesignRole.QueryPrototype)
then
KStdGenericNotch notch = new KStdGenericNotch();
notch.setDesignRole(DesignRole.QueryPrototype);
notch.addAllowedLocation(Location.OnCorner);
insert(notch);
end
```
As extension to the design roles introduced in section 7.1, a design role designated *QueryPrototype* is introduced. Any object marked as prototypical is used only for queries. The object is therefore excluded from the actual design process.

This rule fires only if no *KStdGenericNotch* object with a prototype design role is present in the working memory. Multiple execution of the rule is therefore prevented by the statement given on line 4. In the action part of the rule, a new notch object is created, line 6, and inserted into the working memory, see line 9. The design role is set to *DesignRole.QueryPrototype*.

The test case is focused on the definition of notches placed on corners of plate structures. Other use cases are not considered. A constraint regarding the placement of the notch is added. Modeled as a list, the property *allowedLocation* can define one or multiple feasible locations the notch can be placed in. With the statement on line 8, only cutouts that list *Location.OnCorner* as one of possibly multiple allowed locations are regarded.

For the plate the corner notch is placed on two distinct functional constraints can be given that require special consideration during notch design. On the one hand, the plate may provide a watertight compartmentation. A rule formulation as shown in the following can be used.

```
1 rule "Located on watertight plate"
2 agenda-group "Corner Notch – Prototype Preparation"
3 no-loop true
4 when
5   notch : KStdGenericNotch (designRole = DesignRole.QueryPrototype)
6   plate : KModelGenericPlate (designState = DesignState.Active,
7     functions contains Function.Watertight)
8 then
9   notch.addFunction (Function.Watertight);
10 update (notch);
11 end
```

The prototype notch object is retrieved in line 5. Therefore, this rule is only activated if such an object exists, i.e. after the previous rule has been called. A *no-loop* statement is given to prevent multiple calls to the same rule. The plate the corner cutout is placed on, is retrieved in line 6. It is ensured that it has an active design role, i.e. the plate needs to be selected. The plate needs to be watertight, see line 7.

If the constraints are met, a requirement for a watertight solution is added to the prototype definition of the notch. As functional constraint, any plausible solution needs to have a function of *Function.Watertight*. Also, high dynamic loads may be present. The notch may act as water culvert etc. Similar formulations can be applied for this purpose.

On the other hand, a stop-weld may be needed. This is the case if a selected edge of the plate on which the cutout is defined connects to a tank wall.

```
1 rule "Connected to watertight plate"
2 agenda-group "Corner Notch – Prototype Preparation"
3 when
4   notch : KStdGenericNotch (designRole = DesignRole.QueryPrototype)
5   plate : KModelGenericPlate (designState = DesignState.Active,
6     edge from edges)
7   edge (designState = DesignState.Active,
8     plateConnected : neighbors != plate)
9   plateConnected (functions contains Function.Watertight)
10 then
11   notch.addFunction (Function.StopWeld);
12 update (notch);
13 end
```
In line 5 and 6, the selected plate is retrieved from the working memory and assigned to the local variable `plate` with rule scope. Using the topological information given in the model, one edge is retrieved from the list of edges of the plate. The edge is stored as local variable `edge`. The statement in line 7 requires that the retrieved edge needs to have an active design state. The edge is selected. The neighboring plate which is not the active and selected plate is chosen. This is stored as `plateConnected`. It is tested whether the neighboring plate `plateConnected` has a watertight requirement, line 10.

Multiple edges are defined for a plate. During execution, the rule engine iterates over all combinations in line 6 until the requirement regarding the edge as defined in line 7 is fulfilled. This approach allows to successively restrict the feasible domain. If all conditions are met, the neighboring plate is watertight. A stop-weld definition is hence required and the corresponding functional requirement is set on the prototype object. The working memory is updated accordingly.

Nearby welds need to be considered. Plates connected to the activated edges are of importance. The distance from the welds on one of these plates to the corner needs to be determined. A distance of less than 150 mm leads to a different design solution, see the discussion of the design standard in section 7.2.1. In this case, a notch of notch type D should be used.

```plaintext
1 rule "With weld nearby"
2 agenda-group "Corner Notch - Prototype Preparation"
3 when
4  notch : KStdGenericNotch(designRole == DesignRole.QueryPrototype)
5  plate : KModelGenericPlate(designState == DesignState.Active,
6      edge1 from edges,
7      edge2 from edges)
8  edge1(designState == DesignState.Active)
9  edge2(designState == DesignState.Active,
10     this != edge1)
11 GeometryMgr.weldCrossing(plate, edge1, edge2, 150)
12 then
13  notch.addFunction(Function.WeldCrossing);
14  update(notch);
15 end
```

The plate as well as two edges are retrieved from the working memory, see line 5 ff. Both edges need to be selected. Different edges are required. As the geometric interpretation of the topological model and the geometric data is not solved within the scope of this thesis, a manager component is introduced. For commercial deployment a more robust solution could query the PDM model of the CAD system.

The function call `weldCrossing` returns true, if there is a weld on one of the plates connected to the edges within a distance lower than the limit given. If this is the case, the corresponding requirement is set for the prototype corner cutout object.

As a result, a fully configured prototype object for the retrieval of plausible notch designs from the standards database is given. With this prototype, all hard constraints regarding notch design and under consideration of the design context of the current design problem are fulfilled as defined by the configuration rules.

### 7.2.4.3. Query Execution

The actions shown in the previous rules configured the prototype object. Once all hard constraints are taken into account, the prototype object is used to query the existing standards
database for suitable objects. A list of plausible results is returned by the Query By Example mechanism provided by the database Db4o and these results are added to the working memory for further evaluation.

```
1 rule "Retrieve candidates"
2 agenda-group "Corner Notch – Prototype Preparation"
3 salience -50
4 when
5  notch : KStdGenericNotch(designRole == DesignRole.QueryPrototype)
6 then
7  queryAndImport(notch)
8 end
```

For this purpose a rule of a lower level of importance is defined. The configuration rules for the prototype object thus have precedence over this rule. In line 5, the prototype object is retrieved. The action part consists of a call to a global function defined as part of the rule base. This eases maintenance and development as the same functionality can be used for different design problems and in multiple rules. The prototype object is given as argument.

```
1 function queryAndImport(Object obj) {
2  List<obj.class> results = db.query(obj);
3  for (result : results) {
4    result.setDesignState(DesignState.Plausible);
5    insert(result);
6  }
```

The global function queries the given Db4o database instance. For this purpose, the prototype object `obj` is passed as argument. The results are stored in a list. The list may contain 0...n elements. For type safety, Java Generics are used [153]. As all hard constraints are explicitly fulfilled by the prototype object, for each element the design state of the retrieved notch instance is set to `DesignState.Plausible`. One or multiple candidate solutions for the design problem have been found that are now inserted into the working memory.

If no results are found, the design scenario is not standards-compliant. The rule engine aborts. A warning is shown. If any results are found, the first reasoning step is complete. Further evaluation of such custom configurations needs to be performed.

Within this test case, for ease of maintenance, the so-called rule partitioning as introduced in section 6.2 is used and separate agenda groups are given hence separating the different solution steps.

```
1 rule "Agenda group transition"
2 agenda-group "Corner Notch – Prototype Preparation"
3 when
4  KStdGenericNotch(designRole != DesignRole.QueryPrototype)
5 then
6  retract(notch);
7  drools.setFocus("Corner Notch – Results");
8 end
```

Line 4 tests for the existence of results. The prototype object is excluded from the examination. In line 5, the prototype is retrieved and assigned as local variable `notch`. For the handling of additional configuration aspects it is no longer needed and is retracted from the working memory, see line 7. Finally, on line 8, the agenda group which defines the second solution step is activated. A transition to the next reasoning step defined as separate agenda group is performed. With the second agenda group selected, all rules defined as part of the first agenda group Prototype Generation are made irrelevant.
7.2.4.4. Further Criteria and Result Configuration

With the results of the query imported into the working memory, a list of plausible design solutions is given. Optional requirements could be of importance. As such requirements are not stated explicitly in the analyzed design standard, they are not regarded as part of this test case. Yet, an optional approach is presented as part of the use case for collar plates and cutouts, see section 7.3.

Depending on the configuration of the prototype object used within the previous solution stages, further criteria may exist for the final design solution. As an example, here, the configuration of the notch radius for notches of notch type C is shown. Following the design standard and using the thickness of the plate the notch is placed on, as input, the notch radius is calculated as follows:

\[ R = 2 \cdot t_{\text{Plate}} \quad \text{with} \quad R \geq 35 \text{mm} \quad (7.1) \]

Two different cases need to be distinguished. For a plate thickness of less than 17.5 mm, the corner radius is set to 35 mm. For thicker plates, the radius is calculated as function of the plate thickness. Using a rule-based formulation, this second case can be expressed as follows:

```plaintext
1 rule "Radius for high stress notches"
2 agenda-group "Corner Notch - Results"
3 no-loop true
4 when
5   notch : KStdHighStressNotch (designState == DesignState.Plausible)
6   plate : KModelGenericPlate (designState == DesignState.Active,
7     t : plateType.thickness > 17.5)
8 then
9   notch.setRadius(2*t);
10  update(notch);
11 end
```

In line 5, all candidate solutions of type KStdHighStressNotch, i.e. of type C, are selected. Instances of other notch types are ignored. Inheritance is exploited. In line 6 f., the plate thickness of the selected plate is tested. A minimum plate thickness of 17.5 mm is required. In the action part, the actual notch radius is calculated. The design element is specifically configured for the design problem at hand.

With additional criteria processed, results can be constructed as shown for bracket design, see section 7.1. In most cases, a single candidate solution is obtained for the given design standard. If not, plausible solutions are presented to the user. This is currently realized in list form shown within a separate log window. It is then the user’s responsibility to select and implement an optimal solution. Also, finally, cleanup operations are performed.

7.2.5. Design Results

For notch design, the test case presents 5 different design problems that need to be handled correctly by the design algorithm. Using manual selection and activation, the complete set of rules lead to the design results as shown in figure 7.12.

In position (1), the weld seam located approx. 100 mm next to the longitudinal wall midships to be considered. Here, a notch of type D is defined. Due to high dynamic stress levels, a notch of type C is applied on the other end of the transverse girder, see position (2). For the
inner edge of the tank wall, a watertight solution is required. Therefore, a notch of type A is applied. In addition, for the two longitudinal stiffeners that penetrate the tank wall, weld stop notches are also required. Finally, a notch of type B is defined for the outer edge of the transverse wall. Here, the default case, i.e. non-watertight and no special requirements with respect to dynamic loads, is given.

7.3. Collar Plates and Cutouts as Complex Parts

In detailed ship structural design, cutouts are used to define an opening in a plate or girder to provide space for an intersecting profile. Hence, cutouts are feature definitions that operate on an existing plate part. Collar plates are used to physically connect the intersected plate or girder with the profile. These are defined as physical parts. Together, the design of cutouts and collar plates can be classified as a compound design activity of a complex part. In this section, the rule-based problem and solution formulation for this complex design problem is presented.

7.3.1. The Design Standard

As part of the evaluated design standard, detailed information about the standardized design solutions for cutouts and collar plates is given. A set of types of cutouts and collar plates is given. For each type of cutout and collar plate, a set of instances with dimensions is defined. With respect to the dimensions of the profile, the field of applicability is given for each instance. As certain types of collar plates can only be used for specific cutout types, a correlation of collar plates and cutouts is defined.
Depending on the design context, different requirements regarding the function and contour of the opening as defined by a cutout definition are present, see the following paragraphs. Also, collar plates may be required to fulfill different functional requirements. Within the evaluated shipyard design standard an explicit definition of such functional aspects is not given, i.e. this is considered as basic knowledge an engineer is required to possess. As automatic or semi-automatic KBE algorithms for the design of collar plates and cutouts require a structured representation of all relevant requirements and functional relations, such a categorization has been developed in close cooperation with the engineers at the shipyard as part of the work presented. The main concepts derived are introduced in the following.

**Cutouts** Within the design standard analyzed, a total of 14 different types of cutouts is defined. For each cutout type, up to 30 instances are given where each cutout is defined as to be compatible with a single or multiple intersecting profiles. Focusing on cutout types applicable for the intersection of bulb profiles with plate-like structures only, 11 out of these 14 types can be used. As an efficient application of knowledge-based engineering algorithms is only possible if high numbers are present for a given problem, only common solutions are regarded in the following. Using the results from the quantitative analysis presented in section 5.4, for generic profile-plate intersections, four main cutout types can be identified. These are shown in figure 7.13.

![Figure 7.13.: Main Cutout Types](image)

In addition to the clearance which a cutout provides for the installation of a profile, the design of the cutout contour is governed by the following factors:

- load transfer,
- order of assembly,
- weld clearance.

With the ship structure being assembled out of structural elements like girders, profiles and plates, local and global loads need to be distributed within the ship structure. In case of an intersection of profiles and plate-like structures, some kind of direct connection between plate and intersecting profile is therefore required. As governing dimensions here, the total connection length between profile and plate is of importance. As the total connection length determines the maximum load the solution can tolerate, therefore, requirements for this measure are stated within class rules.

If load transfer is required, cutouts of type 900, 910 and 940 can be applied. Depending on the size and type of the load, the required level of connectivity may vary. For higher requirements more complex and costly solutions need to be chosen which provide a longer connection length. If load transfer is not mandatory, a connection between plate and profile can be seen as optional. Therefore, a cutout of type 950 can be used which provides a basic and hence less cost-intensive solution.
For assembly, two different manufacturing techniques can be applied as shown in figure 7.14. These are optimized to the manufacturing process of the shipyard, the block structure of the vessel as well as the general order of assembly. On the one hand, a plate structure with installed profiles is used. A second plate is lowered orthogonally onto this panel. In this case, cutouts need to be selected such that sufficient clearance is given to lower the second plate from above. Here, for bulb profiles, the bulb needs to be taken into account. In a not that common approach towards manufacturing, on the other hand, both plates are joined first. In a second step, the profiles on the plate are installed, i.e. they are slid into position. For such a slotted assembly, the profiles are mounted and welded onto the plate after the installation of the second plate.

![Figure 7.14.: Order of Assembly as Relevant for Cutout Design](image)

Finally, in case of weld operations or to act as water culvert, a clearance at the connection of profile and plane might be required as provided by cutouts of type 910.

**Collar Plates** In ship structural design, collar plates serve as additional connection between plate-like structure and intersecting profile. An increased connection length is achieved. Within the analyzed design standard, 7 different types of collar plates are defined. Taking into account only collar plates that are compatible with the selected major cutout types as shown in the previous section, only five standardized solutions named 010, 020, 070, 140 and 170 need to be considered, see figure 7.15. For each type, up to 16 instances with dimensions that are compatible with the corresponding cutouts are defined, i.e. a compatibility matrix of collar plates, cutouts and profiles exists.

![Figure 7.15.: Main Collar Plate Types](image)

For the installation of collar plates, two different functional requirements can be identified, namely:

- load transfer,
- watertight compartmentation.

Depending on the cutout type used, load transfer can be realized by a direct connection of profile and plate-like structure via a cutout of type 900. In contrast, if there is no direct connection, as is the case, e.g., if a cutout of type 950 is used, collar plates are applied. In case of high load levels, the connection length of a single-sided connection might be insufficient. Here, an additional collar plate can be installed hence satisfying the requirements as mandated by class regulations. To facilitate load transfer, the design standard analyzed defined three types of collar plates, namely type 010, 020 and 070 as shown in figure 7.15.

If the intersected plate needs to provide a watertight compartmentation, collar plates acting as sealing plates are required. For this purpose, the collar plate types 140 and 170 can be applied. For cutouts providing a direct profile-plate connection on a single side, the types 070 and 170 can be used. If the cutout provides clearance on both sides of the profile, i.e. for cutouts of type 950, a sealing plate consisting of two elements is used, see the cutout type 140.

For the selection of the optimal combination of cutout and matching collar plate type, the given functional requirements need to be met. This is mandatory. Due to the costs associated with welding operations, the minimization of the weld length required is of importance. Therefore, valid solutions with a reduced connection length are preferred, i.e. solutions with a cutout of type 900 to 940 and a single additional collar plate of type 010 or 20, if required, are preferred over design solutions with collar plates of type 140.

### 7.3.2. The Test Case

For the validation of the KBE algorithms developed, the test case presented in the previous examples is used and extended. As part of this test case, requirements regarding strength and watertightness are already given, see figures 7.2 and 7.9.

In addition, for the test case an order of assembly as shown in figure 7.16 is used for profiles, walls and transverse girders. As it is assumed that the section is built upside down, the transverse wall is installed on the deck followed by the longitudinal profiles on the deck. The profiles are hence installed slotted. In a third step, the transverse girder is installed by lowering it onto the deck that is equipped with profiles.

![Figure 7.16.: Assembly of the Test Case for Cutout and Collar Plate Design](image)

The aft section of the innermost profile installed on deck has a different orientation. Here, the profile is oriented with the bulb facing the center line whereas the outer two profiles have
a bulb facing outwards. While not being a common design scenario, this border case places special requirements on the design algorithms regarding the selection of applicable cutout contours. Hence it has been chosen to provide a means for verification and is used for the validation of the design algorithms developed only.

7.3.3. The Data Model

For standardized cutout and collar plate types the modeling approach chosen is similar to the previous two examples. An OWL ontology is used to define relevant concepts and corresponding instance data as given by the design standard. The major new aspects of the data model are shown in figure 7.17. As part of the data model, functional aspects are regarded. Also, the field of applicability needs to be given for cutout and collar plate instances. For this purpose, kpart:validFor object properties are used to hence link potentially feasible combinations of collar plates, cutouts and adequate profiles. As a result, such properties are used to define a list of applicable stock profile types a cutout is applicable for. Also, for collar plates the range of applicability with respect to cutouts can be specified.

![Figure 7.17.: Data Model for Cutouts and Collar Plates](image)

To represent the ship structure, a direct import into the rule engine as introduced in section 6.3.2 is used. As input, an XML representation is used. As topology and connectivity of ship structural elements play an important role in the design of cutouts and clips, the expressibility of the TXHBD exchange file format as defined by Aveva has been extended. Using the topological model presented in section 7.1.3 as reference, see figure 7.5, the XSD schema definition for TXHBD has been extended with the corresponding XML constructs. Hence, elements for the definition of geometric primitives like planes or normals and also for the representation of topological relationships between parts of the steel structure are available. In addition, the file format is extended as to also allow the representation of functional aspects. Hence, functional attributes can be assigned for the parts defined within the data model. As a result, design decisions based on functional properties of given elements of the ship structure are made feasible.

In general, two different data sources are used for data manipulation and storage. On the one hand, all standardized design standards for this test case are developed as part of an ontology which is loaded into the working memory upon rule-engine execution. On the other hand, the ship structural model is exported from Tribon to the extended TXHBD XML-based data format, where topology etc. is added manually. In a second step, for each individual design problem, the relevant data is then directly and automatically loaded from this intermediate
database into the KBE environment. Where required, transformation operations might be performed.

For the import of the relevant structural data, the so-called Smooks Data Loader [146] is used. Data defined in the TXHBD compliant XML file which represents the steel structure of the selected design problem is hereby mapped into Java objects. A Java class hierarchy is created and populated with the imported instances.

During the transformation process, the XML model is read and mapping operations are performed, if defined. For this purpose, the data loader uses a pattern-matching approach. Similar to the rule-formulations used throughout this thesis, hence, transformation rules can be defined. If a certain input configuration as defined in a transformation configuration is found, the corresponding action is executed [154].

If, e.g., a definition of a plate instance given as part of the TXHBD data model may be transformed into a corresponding Java instance of class KModelPlate, this transformation may be expressed as follows:

```
1 <resource-config selector="plate-entity"/>
2 <resource>org.milyn.BeanPopulator</resource>
3 <param name="beanClass">org.uro.konsens.kmodel.KModelPlate</param>
4 <param name="bindings">
5 <binding property="id" type="String" selector="plate-entity/ID"/>
6 ....
7 </param>
8 <resource-config>
```

Within a single transformation configuration, the pattern to be matched is given as part of the transformation container, see the selector attribute in line 1. For each XML element of type plate-entity, this pattern matches and the parameter mappings, i.e. the so called Bindings as shown in line 4 ff., are executed. In this example, a single binding definition is given. Each ID assignment given as part of the XML data is defined as attribute id of the generated instance of type KModelPlate. Relevant attributes of the plate definition are hence mapped to the class instance. In addition, more elaborate transformation configurations are used to preserve links between objects.

For the design scenario considered, it is assumed that the design context is fully known. Third-party information not present in the data model is abstracted into manager components as introduced in the previous test cases. The profile and plate, where cutout and possibly collar plates should be defined, are manually selected and hence designated via a design role statement. The design role is set to DesignRole.Active. For the selection of a suitable cutout type, the orientation of neighboring profiles is of importance. Therefore, these neighboring profiles are involved in the design process. To represent this situation, an additional design role named DesignRole.Involved is introduced.

In the previous examples, an unambiguous design state is given, i.e. at any point in the reasoning process, the design state is fully defined. A standard solution can therefore be either plausible, valid or invalid. Intermediate states are not allowed. For standards resulting in a single valid solution for every possible and allowed design problem, this is a viable approach.

If multiple valid design solutions are possible for a certain design problem, yet an automatic selection of the best solution should be achieved, a different approach is required. To find a valid and optimal solution, a qualitative assessment of the solutions needs to be performed. Therefore, to represent the design state, a more advanced modeling approach has been chosen.
The concept of \textit{Total Quality} is used to denote the level of fitness of a solution. As multiple criteria can influence the determination of the total quality, the concept of design state is extended as shown in figure 7.18.

Here, the handling of quality aspects for standardized parts is performed within the class \textit{DesignState} where this class acts as container of all qualitative considerations. With this class providing the interface methods for a convenient handling of qualitative aspects, object properties of type \textit{hasQuality} are used to reference the design state object from an instance of a standardized type, i.e. to attach such a design state representation to an arbitrary object like a cutout type etc.

As a result, the total quality of a design solution can be calculated. Quality measurements of multiple parts or features can be merged. Following the approach presented by [155], a weighted and normalized design quality can be calculated. The design quality of a solution, i.e. the suitability of a given standardized design element for a given design problem, can be judged according to various \textit{Design Aspects}. Hence, within the data model these different aspects are defined by so-called \textit{StateAspects} and are added to the corresponding \textit{DesignState} representation. Each \textit{StateAspect} instance is responsible to represent a qualitative measurement with respect to a specific \textit{aspectRole} like cost or weight of the solution etc. For the classification of aspect roles, a descriptive name is currently used.

For the design state of standardized parts, two different types of aspects need to be considered, namely:

- soft design aspects,
- hard design constraints.

\textit{Soft Design Aspects} represent the quality of a design solution with respect to given design aspects. As aspects, e. g., functional properties can be referenced via the \textit{aspectRole} definition. Hence, cost effects or manufacturability can be considered.

With the objective of calculating the overall quality of a design element, standards instance or design state object, the quality \( q_i \) of a single design state aspect \( i \) is defined by the \textit{aspectQuality} property. For the definition of the aspect quality, normalization is used, i.e. it is: \( q_i = 0 \ldots 1 \). In addition, the contribution of a single design state aspect to the overall quality can be influenced by a so-called weight \( w_i \), see the \textit{aspectWeight} property. Then, the total quality \( Q_T \) of the design element the design state object is attached to can be calculated as averaged sum over all qualitative aspects considered.

\[
Q_T = \sum_{i=0}^{n} \frac{w_i \cdot q_i}{n} \quad \forall q_i \neq -1 \quad (7.2)
\]

As the design solution process applied is based on a subsequent culling process, invalid designs violate so-called \textit{Hard Constraints} and should be excluded from further processing.
by the KBE algorithms. Hence, any standard solution which does not satisfy a certain hard
constraint, should be removed from the set of plausible results, i.e. the constraint should act
as criterion for exclusion. For this purpose, an aspect quality of \( q_i = -1 \) can be set for the
design aspect violated. The total quality calculates to \( Q_T = -1 \).

\[
Q_T = -1 \quad \exists \quad q_i = -1 : \quad i = 0 \ldots n
\]  

(7.3)

As result, a quality in the range \( 0 \leq Q_T \leq 1 \) is derived for feasible design proposals. A
quality of \( Q_T = -1 \) denotes an invalid design.

7.3.4. Rule-based Solution

Similar to the test case of bracket design, see section 7.1, for the design of cutouts and clips
the rule engine is acting on a populated working memory, i.e. all relevant design standards
as well as the structural model that represents the design problem are loaded. As part of the
design activity given, two consecutive design stages can be identified, namely the selection of

- cutouts,
- collar plates.

In the first stage, standardized cutouts are analyzed based on the known design context.
Invalid cutouts are marked as invalid. For valid cutout instances, the design quality is
calculated and candidate design solutions are created as a result. In a second step, if required,
collar plates are selected for the intermediate results obtained. Again, quality aspects are
regarded. For eased maintenance, rule partitioning is used to separate these two design
stages. For this purpose, agenda groups are defined accordingly. In the following, selected
rules are presented so that major aspects of the approach taken can be shown. As this thesis
concentrates on the development of approaches for rule-based problem solving methods the
solution outline is presented only. Not all rules relevant for a complete solution are shown.

7.3.4.1. Cutouts

As shown in section 7.3.1, the order of assembly plays an important role for the selection of
feasible cutout types and instances. For this case, the cutout types that can only be used
for the assembly sequence of plate first, profiles later, do not provide sufficient clearance.
Therefore, a hard constraint can be formulated in so far as cutouts need to provide sufficient
clearance, if the intersected plate is installed last. Expressed as rule, this is defined as follows:

1 rule "Plate installed after profiles - Clearance"
2 agenda-group "Cutouts"
3 when
4 plate : KModelGenericPlate (designRole = DesignRole.Active,
5 assemblyOrder = AssemblyOrder.ProfilesFirst)
6 cutout : KStdGenericCutout (assemblyType not contains AssemblyType.Lowered)
7 then
8 cutout.setQuality (Quality.Invalid);
9 update (cutout);
10 end

In line 4 and 5, the order of assembly of the selected plate is analyzed. It is required
that the plate is installed after the profiles as defined by the AssemblyOrder.ProfilesFirst
statement. Cutouts which are not usable for this order of assembly are retrieved in line 6. As a consequence, matching cutouts are marked as invalid, see the first line of the action part of the rule. Therefore, the convenience method `setQuality` is used to set the corresponding quality factors. Finally, the working memory is updated to accommodate to the changed information base and to trigger a reassessment of the agenda.

Cutout types with a direct connection of the plate to the profile can per se be used for the plate-after-profile assembly procedure. Yet, if multiple asymmetric profiles like bulb profiles with different orientations are used on a single edge of a plate, the clearance provided by such types is insufficient.

```plaintext
1 rule "Plate installed after profiles – different profile orientations"
2 agenda-group "Cutouts"
3 no-loop true
4 when
5   plate : KModelGenericPlate (designRole == DesignRole.Active,
6                               assemblyOrder = AssemblyOrder.ProfilesFirst)
7   KModelGenericProfile (designRole == DesignRole.Active,
8                      orientationA : orientation)
9   KModelGenericProfile (designRole == DesignRole.Involved,
10                      orientation != orientationA)
11   cutout : KStdGenericCutout (functions contains LoadTransfer.LoadTransferDirect)
12 then
13   cutout . setQuality (Quality . Invalid);
14   update (cutout);
15 end
```

The assembly order of the plate is evaluated in line 5 and 6. The plate is installed after the profiles as given by the `AssemblyOrder.ProfilesFirst` designation. The active profile is retrieved in line 7. For this profile, the orientation is stored as local variable `orientationA`, see line 8. In the following two lines, a second profile with a different orientation is searched for. As final conditional clause, a cutout that lists a function of `LoadTransferDirect` is queried for. The cutout is assigned to the variable `cutout` with rule scope.

If all conditions are met, an infeasible solution has been found for the design problem given. On a common edge, profiles of different orientation are present. A cutout with a direct connection of profile and plate is retrieved. Thus, in the action part, the cutout is marked as invalid.

```plaintext
1 rule "Ignore cutouts with LoadTransferDirect if no load transfer is required"
2 agenda-group "Cutouts"
3 when
4   plate : KModelGenericPlate (designRole == DesignRole.Active)
5   profile : KModelGenericProfile (designRole == DesignRole.Active)
6   not StrengthManager . requiresConnection (plate , profile)
7   cutout : KStdGenericCutout (functions contains LoadTransfer.LoadTransferDirect)
8 then
9   cutout . setQuality (Quality . Invalid);
10  update (cutout);
11 end
```

If load transfer is not defined as a requirement, a connection of profile and plate is not mandatory. In the rule formulation above, this is tested via an external manager component `StrengthManager` for each design problem as stated on line 6. If no connection is required, all cutouts that provide such a direct connection of plate and profile are retrieved, see line 7, and are removed from further reasoning. They are marked as invalid. Based on an interpretation of the design standard, in this test case, therefore, the requirement for `No Connection` is interpreted as a hard constraint, i.e. no cutout definition with a connection of plate and profile is assumed to be a valid candidate solution if such a connection is not required.
In contrast, if load transfer is required, either a single- or a two-sided connection can be used. For a single-sided connection, a direct connection or a connection via a collar plate or clips can be chosen.

Mainly due to concerns regarding cost, a direct connection of profile and plate is preferable as the number of parts required and manufacturing time needed can hence be reduced. Therefore, cutouts applicable for direct load transfer are preferred, see line 9. For such cutouts, a high qualitative rating regarding cost is assigned. In a similar way, the quality of cutouts which mandatorily require collar plates can be degraded as follows:

If profiles are installed after the plate, an improved weldability is given in case of clearance provided on both sides of the profile. As a result, a higher built quality is assigned to cutouts of type 910. For the functional aspects Manufacturability and Cost a positive quality ratio is given. Similarly, missing weld clearances may lead to a decrease of said aspects.

With the configuration and evaluation of cutout instances complete by a set of rules as shown in excerpt above, all cutout instances that are not applicable for the current design problem and within the given design context are marked as such. As a result, for the remainder a series of so-called intermediate result objects can be created. These result objects serve as prototype for the final solution where each result contains a preliminary definition of a design solution. The profile and plate concerned are referenced. A feasible cutout is given. Quality aspects are defined for the cutout.

In the conditional clause, the selected plate and profile are retrieved, see line 6 and 7. Any cutout not marked as invalid is used, line 8. For each combination of plate, profile and cutout
an intermediate solution prototype is created in the action part of the rule. References to 
the design objects selected are created. The object is inserted into the working memory. 
The design solution of the object created is marked as DesignState.IntermediatePrototype. 
The result therefore is not a final design. It is a prototype, i.e., further configuration steps 
may be necessary to reach a final solution. Depending on feasible configurations for the 
collar plates, more than one candidate solution may be created using a single intermediate 
result prototype.

Finally, as shown in the example regarding notch definition in section 7.2, the next design 
step is activated. The focus of the rule engine is set on to the following agenda group named 
CollarPlates.

### 7.3.4.2. Collar Plates

For a given design problem, different types of collar plates can be used. For each type, 
multiple instances with differing dimensions are given. For each of these instances, the 
field of applicability is restricted to specific cutout dimensions as defined in the standard. 
Therefore, in a first step, any cutout that is not compatible with the remaining plausible 
cutout definition is removed from further processing.

```plaintext
1 rule "Retract invalid collar plate instances"
2 agenda-group "CollarPlates"
3 when
4   cPlate : KStdGenericCPlate()
5   not exists KStdGenericCutout(designState not DesignState.Invalid, 
6     validFor contains cPlate)
7 then
8   retract (cPlate);
9 end
```

Collar plate instances are retrieved from the working memory in line 4. For each collar 
plate instance, the rule is executed. The existential quantifier exists is used in the following 
statement. The quantifier returns true if at least a single object fulfills the criteria given. 
In this case, in line 5, the negated version of this quantifier is used. It is tested if there is 
no single cutout object of a feasible design state which is valid for the collar plate instance 
assigned in the previous statement.

If this is true, the collar plate instance is not applicable to the design problem at hand. With 
the objective to show different approaches towards rule formulation, a different modeling 
approach is used in contrast to the previous examples. Here, invalid collar plate objects are 
removed from the working memory. They are retracted, see line 8, and are thus not available 
for further reasoning steps.

Similarly, any non-watertight collar plate provides an infeasible solution for the design prob-
lem if a watertight intersection of plate and profile is required. Hence, they are retracted 
from the working memory by a corresponding rule, too. Vice versa, if a non-watertight solu-
tion is explicitly required, any collar plate instance that leads to a watertight result is also removed.

**Incomplete Information** In reality, the information base the design process acts on is incom-
plete. Not every relevant aspect of the design context is known and defined in the product
data model at the time when a design activity takes place. Therefore, for any piece of information present as part of the design, in general, three states can be distinguished, namely true, false and unknown. For the aspect of loads as given in a planned cutout location, this translates to:

- high loads
- normal or no loads
- unknown

Closed-world reasoning, as applied exclusively so far, assumes that any statement which is not known to be true is regarded as false. An unknown fact is also set to false. In case of incomplete information, this is obviously not always valid. E.g. under closed-world reasoning and in case of missing information regarding the load level present in the location of a cutout connection, any test for the default situation defaultLoads returns false, hence a high strength solution is incorrectly suggested by the design algorithm.

In contrast to such closed-world reasoning, under the so-called Open World Assumption (OWA) the truth value of a statement is independent of whether the fact is known or not. It is assumed that an unknown fact can be true or false. Under the OWA, therefore, each fact or statement is therefore modeled as tristate [35] and hence fulfills these three different states. Any comparison with such an attribute returns a truth value as given in table 7.2. As an unknown value of $b$ can take arbitrary values, therefore, a return value of true is generated in case of an unknown parameter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Closed World</th>
<th>Open World</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$a == b$</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a != b$</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b$ unknown</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.2.: Comparison of Closed-World and Open-World Scenarios

In case of optional parameters which need to be considered as part of a design algorithm, closed-world-reasoning requires at least two individual rule formulations as follows to handle the default case correctly:

```
rule "Optional Parameter missing"
when
KModelGenericPlate( hasLoad = null )
then
  ... (default action)
end

rule "Optional Parameter set to Default Value"
when
KModelGenericPlate( hasLoad = Loads.defaultLoads )
then
  ... (default action)
end
```

For the example of loads acting at the location of a cutout design problem, here, the first rule is defined which is executed in case of the optional parameter hasLoad missing. In this case, the default design decision is taken. For the second rule, the conditional part matches
if this optional parameter is given and if it is set to the default value. Again, a design default is chosen.

Using the open-world assumption, these two rules can be merged. Hence supplementary rules for the case of unknown data are not required if open-world reasoning can be applied. For this purpose, a custom operator has been added to the rule engine, see section B in the appendix for implementation details. A comparison according to open-world rules has been implemented. The Equal Or Null (EON) operator compares two objects as shown in table 7.2. If the right-hand side object is null, the comparison returns true independent of the value of the left-hand side. As a result, both rules shown above can be merged into a single expression.

Applied to the problem of cutout design, a not highly stressed solution can be considered as the common or default solution. If no requirement regarding loads is given, thus, no special requirements regarding connection length are given. Using the custom operator EON, this can be expressed as follows:

```plaintext
1 rule "Default Loads as Default (EON)"
2 agenda-group "CollarPlates"
3 when
4  KModelGenericPlate (designState == DesignState.Active,
5         pLoads: hasLoads)
6  Function.NormalLoads eon p Loads
7  cutout : KStdGenericCutout (functions not contains Function.HighLoads)
8 then
9    cutout.setQuality (Quality.Invalid);
10   update (cutout);
11 end
```

The functional requirement of the plate regarding loads is assigned to a local variable `pLoads` in line 4 and 5. A convenience function is used to extract the relevant functional aspect from the list of functions. In line 6, the eon operator is used to evaluate whether a standard configuration `Function.NormalLoads` is required. Due to the definition of the operator, the functional requirement of the plate has to be given on the right-hand side of the comparison. If the first two statements of the conditional part of the rule are satisfied, a standard solution is aimed for. Any cutout plate is marked as invalid and is hence excluded from further processing, see line 7 and 9 that is primarily targeted towards situations where high loads are given.

Using this approach, additional optional parameters as required for the selection of adequate standardized collar plates are evaluated. In addition, the remaining solutions can be further evaluated with respect to additional criteria. For this purpose, rule formulations under a closed-world-assumption are applied.

### 7.3.4.3. Results Generation

In the previous two sections, concepts for the evaluation of collar plate and cutout instances have been presented. In addition, the concept and configuration of so-called prototype design solutions, which are in this case based on valid cutout instances, have been introduced.

As a result, preliminary results are defined for valid cutouts. Yet, valid collar plates and the respective feasible combinations of valid cutouts and collar plates are so far not considered. For the design activity to be finished, therefore, the information presented as part of the solution prototypes needs to be augmented. As shown in figure 7.19, further information
regarding the installation of collar plates, if required, needs to be added. As a result, a set
of feasible design candidates is to be created. Finally, these candidates are evaluated; an
optimal result needs to be found.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 7.19.: From Solution Prototype to Design Candidate

For each possible configuration of prototype result and collar plate available, a so-called
Candidate Solution is created. As an example, candidate solutions are created as shown
below. It is assumed that collar plates are installed single-sided, only.

```plaintext
rule "Construct candidate solution – collar plates single sided"
agenda-group "Cutout CPLate Results"

when
  resultProto : KDesignCutoutCPLateSolution (designState == DesignState.IntermediatePrototype,
cutout : hasCutout)
cPlate : KStdGenericCPlate (isValidFor contains cutout)
then
  result = resultProto.clone();
  result.setDesignState (DesignState.Candidate);
  result.setCPlate (cPlate, Installation.SingleSided);
  insert (result);
end
```

As part of the conditional part of the rule, the prototype solution is retrieved in line 4.
Also, any collar plate present in the working memory, i.e. that was not retracted during the
execution of the previous agenda-group, is found, see line 7. Compatibility is considered in
so far as the collar plate retrieved needs to be applicable to the cutout instance defined as
part of the prototype result resultProto.

Once a result prototype has been found, a so-called design candidate solution can be created.
For this purpose, the prototype object is cloned in the first statement of the action part, see
line 9, i.e. a copy of the prototype object is created which contains all characteristics already
defined in the prototype. The design state is set to `DesignState.Candidate`. The selected
collar plate instance is assigned to the result and the installation type is given as additional
argument.

In addition to the rule formulation above, no valid collar plate is found if no direct connection
of plate and profile is required. Hence, further rules are required to define candidate design
solutions for double-sided collar plates. For this purpose, it needs to be tested whether the
referenced cutout in the prototype supports a single- or double-sided installation of collar
plates and corresponding actions may need to be defined.

For all design candidates generated, additional constraints may be given or further config-
uration steps may be needed. E.g., with regard to load transfer, two different requirements
and constraints can be identified, namely:

- the length of the connection needs to be sufficient,
- a single-sided connection is preferable.
Depending on the load level, the class rules define a minimal required connection length between profile and plate. For high loads, a two-sided connection may be required. The relevant regulations thus define a hard requirement. From the point of view of manufacturability and cost, a one-sided connection is preferable. As part of the rule formulations used, therefore, a soft constraint should be used to assign a higher level of design fitness for single-sided connections.

To evaluate these requirements, the complete design proposal needs to be evaluated. Two rules are required that act on these proposals. Both aspects mentioned above can be expressed using the rule formulation concepts introduced. If a design candidate violates the hard constraint regarding connection length, the design state of the candidate is either marked as DesignState.Invalid or the object can be retracted from the working memory.

With the configuration and evaluation complete, a set of feasible results is given. These results fulfill the hard requirements given by the design context and the information defined in the standards database. Quality criteria are given and the global fitness of the solution candidates can hence be calculated. If an optimal solution needs to be found this can be expressed as follows:

```
1 rule "Find optimal solution"
2 agenda-group "Cutout CPlate Results"
3 when
4   solution : KDesignCutoutCPlatesSolution (designState == DesignState.Candidate, 
5     sq : quality)
6   not exist KDesignCutoutCPlatesSolution (designState == DesignState.Candidate, 
7     quality > sq)
8 then
9   solution.setDesignState(DesignState.Optimal);
10 update(solution);
11 end
```

A solution is retrieved and assigned to the local variable solution, line 4 and 5. The overall design quality of the candidate result is assigned to the local variable sq. The second conditional statement in line 6 f. tests for any solution of a higher quality compared to solution. If this is not the case, the solution found via the first statement is an optimal solution. The design state of the solution is changed to DesignState.Optimal.

```
1 rule "Process optimal solution"
2 agenda-group "Cutout CPlate Results"
3 when
4   solution : KDesignCutoutCPlatesSolution (designState == DesignState.Optimal)
5 then
6   ...
7 end
```

With an optimal solution found, the generated result can be processed. The user is informed about the result achieved. The product data model may need to be updated accordingly. If realized, the changes can be incorporated into the CAD system. Here, collar plates and cutouts with additional meta-data can be defined according to the optimal result. Topology information can be updated.

### 7.3.5. Design Results

Manual execution of the design activity presented leads to a single design result. Operated iteratively, all required steps towards a feature complete design with respect to cutouts and clips can be performed. For the given test case and the given order of assembly, see figure
7.16, a result as shown in figure 7.20 can hence be obtained. Here, the location of collar plates is drawn as identical with the location of brackets which may lead to interferences of these two different types of design elements. As part of the model, the opposite is true. Collar plates are always located facing forward for the forward part of the vessel. Here, this arrangement has been chosen purely for an improved visualization.

As part of the design activity for cutouts and collar plates, in total, 6 locations need to be considered. As the innermost deck stiffener has a differing orientation compared with the outer two deck stiffeners, in location (1) and (6), therefore, cutouts of type 950 are installed. For the girder, the connection of girder and profile is realized by a clip of type 020. In contrast, the tank wall requires a fluid-tight solution. Hence a collar plate of type 140 is required. In position (2) the default case is given, i.e. a single-sided connection of plate and profile is provided by the cutout of type 900. No collar plate is used. For the adjacent HP profile of type HP 140x7 A36, see position (3), high stress levels require a double-sided connection. Hence, a cutout from the 900s series is used in conjunction with a collar plate of type 020. For location (4), a situation identical with (2) is given. Finally, the connection of center deck profile and tank wall, see location (5) needs to be fluid-tight. A default cutout of type 900 is hence sealed with a collar plate of type 070.
8. Complex Design Patterns

In detailed ship structural design, the definition of the details of the ship structure is of prime importance. As part of this design stage, a large number of individual design solutions needs to be determined. For the definition of each detail, as presented in the previous chapter, a design problem needs to be solved via an atomic design activity. As interdependencies between the designed details may exist, existing solutions may have an effect on the design process for further design problems.

For each single design activity, three major consecutive decisions have to be taken before the actual KBE-based design algorithm can be executed. These can be identified as follows:

- **Location**: Where should the design activity act on?
- **Task**: What should be designed?
- **Mode of Operation**: How is the design activity executed?

For the execution of an identified design activity, the *Location(s)* to operate on needs to be given, i.e. active or involved elements are needed as input knowledge so that the actual design activity can be carried out with a known set of input data. For a plate named A4500, e.g., a single design activity may be performed to define a bracket which connects, e.g., a profile with the ID A4500-P1238 of type HP140x7 with a second profile named A4500-P3369 of type HP120x6. For each design activity, the selection of active or involved design elements can be within the responsibility of the engineer, see the previous chapter, or can be performed automatically by some knowledge-based algorithms.

Also, any design process requires that the *Task* to be performed, is known, i.e. the design activity to be executed needs to be given. It should be clear what kind of action is to be taken. As an example, for the given panel of the steel structure named A4500, brackets are required. The design task to be executed hence is *Bracket Design*.

Finally, some information regarding the *Mode of Operation* is required. Design activities may operate interactively or automatically. In the previous chapter, the implementation of design activities as rule-based algorithms is shown. The focus is placed on the actual design activity. Steps needed to infer a valid solution from a set of input requirements and constraints are explained.

In this chapter, the consecutive execution of multiple design activities is examined. Means for a fully automatic, consecutive mode of operation are developed. In section 8.1, the identification and activation of design elements for a known design task are evaluated, i.e. the location this design activity acts on is determined. E.g., to design a profile-plate intersection the plates and profiles to operate on need to be found. Extending this approach, the independent and automatic execution of multiple design activities with a given task or objective like, e.g., the design of multiple brackets in a single session, is presented in section 8.2. Finally, the concept of design workflows is introduced in section 8.3. The execution of a set of design tasks in a controlled, rule-determined order is presented. It is shown how to
control the design process and which action should be taken for what kind of problem.

### 8.1. Activation of Design Problems

For any design activity to take place, the design context needs to be known. Or to put it more simply: "If you don’t know, where to work, nothing gets done.” For this purpose, the concept of activation has been introduced in the previous chapter where an activated design element denotes an element of the product data model that takes part in the design activity. For the test cases of bracket design in section 7.1, e.g., two connecting profiles are selected and hence activated by the engineer in a manual mode of operation.

Activation is therefore a mandatory step before the execution of any problem solving method. Without activated or selected parts and features, the data provided as input to the problem solving method is incomplete and hence insufficient. The design context is not defined in a sufficient level of detail.

For an automated design of details in ship structural design, automatic methods for the determination of the design context are therefore required. With a focus placed on the automatic design of standardized solutions, the process of element selection and activation needs to be performed without human intervention. For this purpose, the product data model representing the ship structure needs to be analyzed. A rule-based approach towards activation as shown in figure 8.1 has been developed. This workflow is executed each time the design context, i.e. the activated elements of a design activity, needs to be determined.

![Figure 8.1: Automatic Selection and Activation of Design Candidates](image)
In a first step, similar to the approach presented for the profile-plate intersection, see section 7.3, the rule engine is used to generate sets of candidates for activation and further evaluation. This is an iterative process, i.e. all feasible combinations are tested consecutively. E.g. for the test case of bracket design as shown in figure 8.2, the profiles No. 1 and No. 6 might be selected as candidates by the rule-engine in a single step. This represents an invalid activation.

The validity of such a set of selected elements is then analyzed. The set is discarded, if there already exists a solution for the design activity of choice. A pre-existing solution is hence a criterion for exclusion from further processing. For bracket design, this would be the case if the profiles No. 1 and No. 3 are already connected by a bracket. In a second step of verification, the design context is evaluated. The activation generated needs to be valid and standards-compliant. For bracket design, e.g., the type and dimensions of the selected profiles need to be compatible with the shipyard standard. Also, the orientation of the profiles needs to be as defined by the detailed design standard. In case of an unknown profile type or an incorrect dimension, the selection is rejected. A new iteration is started and a new candidate activation is generated.

With a valid activation found, additional design elements that play an integral part in the design activity are determined if required. These are marked as involved. After the process of activation has terminated, finally, the actual design activity is executed as presented in chapter 7.

Candidate Selection and Evaluation  Candidates for design activities denote potential constellations of design elements like profiles, plates etc. where a design activity can act on. To explain the process of candidate selection, the test case as presented in section 7.3 is used in the following. Hence, as design objective, the automatic design of cutouts and collar plates is given. For this purpose, two connected plates and an intersecting profile need to be found. This selection defines the primary design context valid for the consequent design activity of cutout design. Feasible candidates can be determined for this case as follows:
For the rule definition, a ruleflow-group statement is used. Similar to the concept of agenda-groups, a ruleflow group can be used for rule partitioning. Agenda groups are controlled by consequences of rules, i.e. within the rule definition. Ruleflow allows to define the order in which rule sets are evaluated graphically using a flow chart. A representation similar to the one shown in figure 8.1 is used. It can be defined which rule sets should be evaluated in sequence or in parallel.

In the conditional clause, an arbitrary combination of a profile and a plate are selected for evaluation, see line 4 f. As no plate with an active design state should be present in the data model, see line 4, it can be guaranteed that this rule is executed only once for each valid selection. The rule aborts having reached a candidate activation. Hence, the generation of multiple activations in parallel is prevented. An intersection of plate and profile needs to be given for a valid design problem. For this purpose, an external manager component is executed, see line 6, which evaluates the topological relation of the selected plate and profile. If no connection is given, the current selection is rejected and further combinations are tested by the rule engine. Also, the plate the profile is located on, needs to have a direct connection with the other plate, see line 7.

In line 8, a test for an existing cutout for the selected plate and profile is performed. For this purpose, topological relations are explored, i.e. the connectedTo statement is evaluated. If there is no cutout which is connected to both the selected plate and profile, a probable candidate activation has been found. As a consequence, a possible design problem has been identified, so that the design state of the selected plate and profile can be set to active. A cutout definition located at the intersection of plate and profile can then be generated by the following design activity as presented in section 7.3.

Design Elements with a Role DesignState.Involved For the test cases of cutout design, the selection of suitable cutout types and instances is governed by the design context. Here, the orientation of the selected profile with respect to the neighboring profiles needs to be considered.
In line 6, the activated profile is found. The topological entity the profile is mounted on, i.e. the plate, is assigned to the local variable `profOn`. In line 8 f., a second profile `p` is chosen. This profile `p` needs to be mounted on the same topological entity with the active profile `prof`. The profiles share a common edge of the plate. Therefore, an intersection of the selected, inactive profile and the selected plate needs to be given, see line 10.

If these conditions are met, the profile is designated as involved in the design process and the design state is set accordingly. As the rule shown above is called for each profile given in the product model, all profiles that have an influence on the design process can be determined. Hence, cutout and clips design can be performed while taking the relevant design context as introduced in figure 7.16 in section 7.3.2 into account.

With a candidate activation given, validation steps can be performed and standards compliance of the proposal can be evaluated. Costs associated with the selected configuration in comparison to other candidate activations may be explored. Relevant aspects can either be used in the generation of activations or during the validation step. A thorough evaluation of the different formulations possible should be performed.

For bracket design as shown in section 7.1, as validation the location of brackets could be evaluated. Under the assumption that brackets should only be defined for every second profile on an edge, a rule formulation as follows could be used.

```plaintext
1 rule "Brackets on every second profile"
2 ruleflow -group "Bracket Validation"
3 no-loop true
4 when
5  pl : KModelGenericPlate (designState == DesignState.Active)
6  p : KModelGenericProfile (designState == DesignState.Active)
7  pNeighbour : KModelGenericProfile (designState != DesignState.Active)
8  GeometryMgr.isNeighbour (profile, profileN)
9  bracket : KModelGenericBracket (connectedTo contains (pl and pNeighbour)),
10 then
11   profile.setDesignState (DesignState.Unknown);
12   update (profile);
13   plate.setDesignState (DesignState.Unknown);
14   update (plate);
15   dummyBracket = KModelDummyBracket (profile, plate);
16   insert (dummyBracket);
17 end
```

The proposed active plate and profile are assigned to the local variables `pl` and `p` respectively in line 5 and 6. An unselected profile is searched for, see line 7. In the following statement it is tested whether the second profile is a direct neighbor of the active profile. For this purpose, the external manager component `GeometryMgr` is used. In line 9, an already existing bracket definition defined on the neighboring profile is sought. The bracket definition references the active plate and the neighboring profile. It it connected to these parts.

The rule is executed for each profile available in the data model. If all statements evaluate to true, a bracket definition is given for a neighboring profile. No bracket should be designed for the selected profile and plate. The design state of profile and plate is reset to the default value `DesignState.Unknown`. The working memory is updated accordingly.

To prevent multiple evaluation of an identical candidate proposal a so-called `KModelDummyBracket` design solution is created and inserted into the working memory, see line 16 f.
With this dummy object, the information present in the product data model is enriched. It is marked that no bracket should be defined in this location. In case of subsequent executions of any rules which search for feasible bracket locations, this placeholder object prevents the subsequent activation of the profile and plate configuration referenced. Hence, no bracket is defined here.

8.2. Multiple Design Activities as One Design Task

Commonly, a design activity for a given type of design problem is executed multiple times. Hence, a so-called design task is given.

**Definition 12.** In detailed ship structural design, a design task consists of individual yet similar design activities. In each design activity, a design solution for a given type of design problem is determined.

Therefore, a design task like, e.g., Bracket Design consists of multiple design activities for the definition of a single bracket. Each design activity operates on a different design problem instance. Using the methods for activation introduced in the previous section, for each design activity all constraints and requirements required for the actual design process are known, i.e. the design context is fully determined. Defined as separate ruleflow group, the design activity can be executed as presented in the previous chapter.

A KBE-based execution of multiple similar design activities, hence, requires an automatic selection of the corresponding design contexts, each followed by the execution of the actual design activity. For the design of cutouts and collar plates, therefore, an approach towards automatic design as shown in figure 8.3 can be used.

![Figure 8.3.: Knowledge-Based Definition of Multiple Cutouts and Collar Plates](image)

Based on a populated working memory, the process of design activation, see the Select Design Problem process in figure 8.3, is repeatedly executed to determine the design problem to act on. Once a design problem is determined and evaluated as valid, the actual design activity of cutout and clips design is performed as presented in section 7.2. Based on the standards catalog present as part of the working memory, here, valid cutouts and collar plates are identified and defined. As a result, a solution for the selected problem is determined and added to the product model. Finally, a Reset stage is used to clear the working memory from temporary data and to prepare the rule system for another iteration, i.e. for the next design problem.

As a result, for each feasible combination of profile and plate, the corresponding cutouts and clips are designed leading to a design situation as already shown in figure 7.20. In contrast
to the manual approach presented in chapter 7, here, the design pattern can be applied to
obtain said results fully automatically. The complete design task terminates, if no further
activations can be generated, i.e. if no design candidates can be found.

As part of the rule formulations used, so-called ruleflow groups are used to logically partition
these three distinct set of rules. E.g., for the activity of the actual cutout and clips design,
see the Cutout Clips Design stage in figure 8.3, a ruleflow group named Design is used, which
consists of multiple agenda-groups that are used to distinguish and hence separate different
stages of the design activity, see section 7.2. Similarly, the activation process and the reset
stage are encapsulated as separate ruleflow-groups Activation and Reset respectively.

At runtime, these three different ruleflow-groups need to be alternatively selected for further
processing by the rule-engine. The selection stage may terminate once two elements of the
design problem are marked as DesignState.Active. As a consequence, the following ruleflow-
group needs to be selected. This can be performed via the switchRuleflowGroup-statement
as follows:

```
 1 rule "Activation found; Switch to Design Stage"
 2 ruleflow-group "Cutout Activation"
 3  salience =-50
 4 when
 5   plate : KModelGenericPlate (designState == DesignState.Active)
 6   prof : KModelGenericProfile(designState == DesignState.Active
 7   then
 8   switchRuleflowGroup ("Design")
 9 end
```

For this rule formulation, a lower level of importance is defined, see the salience statement on
line 3. This approach has been chosen to ensure that all rules defined as part of the activation
procedure are guaranteed to be executed before the transition to the following design stage
is performed. Otherwise, additional rules defining further tests on the generated activation
might not be called and hence, incorrect activations might be treated as design candidates.

For each ruleflow-group selected, the initial agenda group to be used within the ruleflow
group needs to be defined. A primitive rule without an agenda group can be used for this
purpose:

```
 1 rule "Cutout CPlate Definition – Set Focus"
 2 ruleflow-group "Cutout CPlate Execution"
 3 when
 4   eval(1==1)
 5 then
 6   setFocus("Cutouts");
 7 end
```

The evaluate statement on line 4 guarantees that the rule is always executed upon entering
the ruleflow group. As a consequence, the corresponding agenda group Cutouts is activated.

In a following step, a Reset ruleflow group is executed. Temporary variables or intermediate
objects are removed. Design states, i.e. the selection of elements, are set to a default state.
Where required, information is removed from the working memory. Information for reuse
may be stored as part of the external meta database. The process is repeated. For each
design problem identified by the first set of rules, a design solution is sought. The process
terminates if no more design problems are found by the activation task. Solutions for all
design problems that are part of the product model have been found.

With such an automated approach, a common rule set and the given ruleflow can be used
to determine multiple solutions at once. Design can be automated. A manual identification
of the design problems present is not required. For design problems where the standardized solutions are not applicable, the design pattern aborts and the user is informed accordingly. Here, a custom solution needs to be designed by the engineer. As non-standard design scenarios are identified, therefore, the approach presented can also be used for quality control and the design can be changed to increase the coverage of the design standard. Series effects can thus be increased.

8.3. Knowledge-Based Design Patterns

With the multiple execution of a single design activity, i.e. by an electronic definition of a specific design task, design solutions of a given type can be determined. If multiple design tasks with differing objectives are defined such that these are executed automatically using KBE algorithms, Knowledge-based Design Patterns are given:

Definition 13. Operating on a known general design problem, design patterns can be applied to define the execution of a sequence of design tasks. Therefore, for an unambiguous context and for a clearly identified design objective, workflows are used to define solution strategies.

Put more simply, design patterns are used to define a sequence of design tasks. Using the rule-based formulations for the definition of such tasks as building blocks, see the previous section, a formalized description of a specific part of the design process can hence be achieved. For the detailed design of the connection of a wall and a deck structure, as given as part of the test case in section 5.5.3, a design pattern as shown in figure 8.4 can be used. Here, the three design tasks of Bracket Design, Cutout and Clips Design and Notch Design are executed consecutively. For each design task, design elements are selected and activated as candidates, see section 8.1. For these candidates, the corresponding design activities as introduced in chapter 7 are executed and hence solutions are generated. In figure 8.5, the result after the execution of all three design tasks is shown. More detailed explanations about the result of each design task are given at the end of each respective section in chapter 7.

In this example, the execution order of the last two design tasks is not of importance. Alternatively, an inverse order, i.e., Notch Design followed by Cutout and Clips Design could be used. The design of brackets is defined as first design task, as thus the orientation can be freely chosen. Cutouts and clips are defined according to the context, i.e. for the placement, e.g., of a watertight collar plate, the orientation of the bracket is regarded so that no interference of these two parts occurs.

From a technical point of view, knowledge-based design patterns are defined graphically as independent ruleflow groups within the Drools rule engine, see [156]. Here, each design task calls the corresponding ruleflow definition for the task. Transitions between different tasks
are described where conditions for the transition can be defined. Following business modeling methods, complex scenarios can hence be represented. For the implementation, i.e., for the realization of these concepts by a rule-based approach, rule-formulations as presented in the previous chapters are used.

While the design of a wall-deck connection is focused on a straightforward design method, a more elaborate definition of a design process can, e.g., be used for the design of the structural details of floor plates. As shown in figure 8.6, two different types of floor plates can be identified. Full Floorplates do not have any major openings. Holes for pipe clearance might exist, though. They are used where water- or oil-tightness is required or to provide an improved strength with respect to shear and vertical loads. Light Floorplates are defined with an objective of weight reduction. A large opening is defined within the floor plate.

For the design of any floor plate, the major design tasks to be performed in detailed ship structural design as well as their order are known. Therefore, a knowledge-based design
pattern can be defined for the design of the details for such a floorplate structure as shown in figure 8.7.

Based on the basic steel structure, the information about strength and stress requirements as well as the knowledge about the function of the compartments bounded by the floor plates, different design tasks are given. Depending on the room configuration, either a full watertight floor plate structure or a lightweight structure with holes is defined. Also, shipyard and class society regulations need to be taken into account. E.g., a project-specific regulation that every third floor plate should be designed as full floor plate structure can be regarded.

As part of the design pattern, firstly, for each floor plate, cutouts are defined for intersecting stiffeners. For watertight tank walls, adequate collar plates are selected. The connection of the stiffeners to the plate structure is defined so that an adequate cross section for load transfer is given. Depending on the type of floorplate given, two different design activities follow. On the one hand, holes are defined for lightweight floor plate structures according to the shipyard standards. Here, rules are used to determine the distance from the edge of the hole to the edge of the plate. The corner radius is determined. On the other hand, for full floor plates, buckling stiffeners are defined on the plate, if required. Finally, for both types of floorplates, corner cutouts as well as cutouts for weld seams need to be defined. As a result, the detailed design of a floor plate structure for a standardized context can be performed automatically and rule-driven. Again, only standards-compliant cases are handled by the KBE system. In case of ambiguities, the expertise of the user is asked for.

As a result, using such design patterns, the standardized detailing of complete structures of a vessel can be performed automatically. Where possible, the design pattern generates the
relevant standardized solutions for brackets, cutouts etc. If a special situation is given and no standardized solution can be found, the user is informed accordingly. Using the generated structures as a starting point for further design work, the ship structure can be formalized or it can be adapted to issues not considered by the standard. E.g., piping might require additional openings in the floorplates etc.
9. Summary and Conclusions

The marine industry today is characterized by high requirements regarding built quality and a severe competition with respect to total cost of design and construction and - sometimes - with respect to time to delivery. In the field of detailed ship structural design, for this purpose, standardization is one means to ensure the rapid application of approved solutions of guaranteed high quality for clearly defined design problems.

Based on these general conditions, the work performed as part of this thesis was governed by the question, how an eased and improved application of design standards in the domain of detailed ship structural design could be achieved, see the research questions postulated as part of the introduction in chapter 1. For this purpose, the application of advanced knowledge-based algorithms for the automatic application of such design standards has been investigated. Taking an interdisciplinary approach, concepts from the domains of knowledge, logic and computer science are called upon. The major concepts and assumptions from these three fields are given as part of the theoretical groundwork, see chapters 2 and 3.

Based on a definition of knowledge that is compatible with the domain of engineering, core concepts regarding Knowledge Representations as needed in the following chapters are introduced and methods for an IT-based representation of said knowledge are discussed. The notion of Applied Problem Solving as a means of knowledge application is introduced. Here, three different approaches are presented, namely Heuristic-based Modeling, Case-based Reasoning and Rule-based Systems where only the latter can guarantee reproducibility and tractability, two key requirements for the automatic application of design standards in detailed ship structural design. With the introduction of the so-called Configuration Design, the objective of the thesis is further refined in so far as a concentration on the use of rule-based systems for the application of a fixed set of standardized parts to given problems is taken.

Taking an engineering perspective, design as a constructive and sometimes creative design task is defined. The notion of a Design Activity as a single so-called atomic design operation is given as a major concept used throughout the following work. Similar or identical design activities can be grouped into so-called Design Tasks where each individual design activity is determined by the Design Objective and operates in a specific Design Context.

With these rather theoretical basics in mind, a short summary of the design procedure as applied in ship design is used to introduce different views on the steel structure of a vessel. Also, a classification of ship structural elements based on geometric and functional properties is given and the role of standardization is characterized. Using three test cases, major characteristics of knowledge-based design in detailed ship structural design are captured, see chapter 5. Here, quantitative and qualitative evaluations are used and hence realistic, yet suitable cases are selected.

With the help of these test cases, requirements for an IT-based infrastructure for the automatic or semi-automatic application of knowledge-based algorithms in the domain of de-
tailed design are developed in chapter 6. Using the concepts introduced in the previous chapters, the rule-based system of choice **Drools** is introduced and its capabilities with respect to knowledge-based engineering algorithms are evaluated. Also, the integration of such a system into the complete design process is discussed; three different approaches for the interaction with **Tribon** as selected CAD-system are developed. Different means for a suitable knowledge representation are discussed. The core structure of the ontology-based knowledge models are introduced.

As all these approaches do not offer suitable means to access or manipulate the topology of the product data model, the focus of the work needs to be set on the development of KBE algorithms only. Hence, only preliminary solutions for the handling of topological aspects are used where manual intervention is required. Therefore, for an automatic interaction of KBE and CAD systems, a different, more advanced approach needs to be found. For this purpose, the application of a so-called Wrapper is discussed, yet, further development is needed to find suitable formulations. Here, a compromise of flexibility and complexity of the interfaces needs to be found. This can be problem dependent, so that a generic solution might not be an advisable option.

Also, the role of additional information not present in the CAD-system is evaluated. With KBE seen as the integration of information from different data sources, the handling of the so-called meta-information, i.e. of information not directly related to shape, topology and material, is identified as one important challenge for a successful application of IT-based design algorithms. In addition to the data models for the representation of design standards, a preliminary approach for the system-independent storage of this kind of information is developed. Yet, as the allocation of meta-data to objects in the data-model imported is currently based on an auto-generated ID, a full round-trip support is not guaranteed for certain cases. Also, the expressibility of the approach chosen is limited.

For the identified test cases as atomic design problems, context-sensitive rule-based solutions are developed as part of chapter 7 where different methods are introduced for each test case. For the simple case of bracket design, a direct selection process is introduced, where rules are formulated for the given requirements or constraints. Being a suitable approach for the handling of hard constraints, with this so-called culling process requirements can be handled individually and, if violated, lead to the exclusion of design standards from any further processing steps.

In contrast, for the test case of notch design a two-step approach is chosen. Here, in a first step, hard constraints as formulated by the design context are extracted and analyzed. With this context being known, so-called candidate solutions are fetched from an external database of permissible standardized design details in a second step and are then evaluated with respect to additional constraints. With this approach, a design activity can be split into a sequence of individual actions. Hence maintenance and the general understanding of the solution logic can be improved.

Finally, for complex parts that are made up of features and parts, the test case of collar and cutout design serves as example. For an improved readability of the chosen approach, here, a multi-step approach is developed by means of agenda groups. Rule partitioning is applied. In addition to the known handling of hard constraints, an approach for the handling of qualitative (soft) constraints is introduced so that a measure for the overall design quality of a final solution can be calculated. For this purpose, a class of weight factors is introduced
into the decision process. As a result, for the set of feasible design solutions a ranking of these solutions is given such that an optimal solution with respect to given design criteria can be determined automatically.

For the identification of quality criteria and for the determination of the corresponding weight factors, a thorough understanding of the design process is required. As multiple objectives are compiled into a single number designating the overall quality of the result, a compromise regarding cost, build quality, manufacturability etc. needs to be found. While this primarily depends on the engineer who is responsible for the development or maintenance of the KBE system, test cases can be used to explore the suitability of the chosen weight and quality definitions.

Taking the rule-based formulations of atomic design activities as building blocks, the knowledge-based engineering approach is extended in chapter 8. With the introduction of the so-called Design Patterns, the process of standards-compliant detailing can be executed fully automatically where the system uses a given workflow of design tasks like bracket design or notch design. For each design task, all relevant design problems are identified, i.e. the locations a design activity needs to be carried out are determined and the given design activity is executed. As a result, based on a preliminary design, a fully detailed design solution as shown in figure 8.5 on page 119 can be achieved automatically.

Rule-based systems offer a means to increase automatization and standards compliance within the design stage of detailed ship structural design. Hence, the workload of the engineer is eased such that more time can be spent on innovative work. Also, series effects can be explored and the design quality can be improved. The use of solutions with optimal performance can be achieved. In case of violations of the design standards, the user is informed accordingly. Therefore, this approach can not only be applied with the objective of a reduction of design time needed but can also be used for quality control.

With the application of a rule-based approach, the development of IT-based design algorithms does not require actual programming skills but is performed with the rule dialect presented. Hence, development complexity is reduced as only the logics describing the design standards and not a complete software architecture needs to be formulated. Therefore, rule-development might be performed by trained engineers, i.e. by the personnel which is directly involved in the design process and hence most familiar with the design problems and design standards. Also, the reuse of individual design activities at different levels of complexity is feasible due to the layered, bottom-up approach chosen. Hence, depending on the given design problem a suitable level of automation can be chosen.

Yet, knowledge acquisition and knowledge explication are difficult; often, existing yard standards or class regulations are not formulated clearly. Dependencies on the context are not always given. Therefore, a formulation of a standard that is suitable for the implementation of a rule-based system and which can be applied to a sufficiently large number of cases can be difficult to obtain. Also the transformation of this formulation into the corresponding rule-based representation can be further complicated as a naval engineer may lack the relevant understanding of such rule-based systems. The unambiguous definition of the design activities has proven to be a problem in real life, therefore. An adaptation of existing knowledge-based engineering standards to changing requirements on the shipyard is hence cost and time intensive so that the management of these electronic formulations is an important issue to consider.
For a successful application of knowledge-based design algorithms, a clearly defined design context is required next to sufficient numbers of occurrences of this standard. KBE algorithms therefore are only applicable for common design problems where the context can be clearly identified. In case of special purpose vessels, a major type of vessel to be built on German shipyards in the coming years, this is often not the case, as the steel structure is primarily not governed by strength or structural requirements but also by requirements mandated by equipment and accommodation design. In this case, the efficient use of automatization tools needs to be seen critically. This is in particular true for more complex approaches like the fully automatic execution of design patterns.

Finally, the use of the generated results within a naval CAD system has not been considered in detail as part of this thesis. Here, it is assumed that the presented rules are manually migrated to the CAD system used. For a successful application, though, a transparent and fully automatic solution for import and export of data is required. As the integration with existing CAD systems is complex and time intensive today, this is a significant task. Also, often different data sources like a global strength model, compartmentation plans etc. are not connected or are only available as plain drawings which are not analyzable electronically so that the common access to these diverse data sources is also required.

With a more integrative approach, an improved application of knowledge inherent in these information sources throughout the complete design process could be achieved and the application of knowledge-based design algorithms could be eased. Changes could hence automatically be propagated throughout the product model. As a result, the KBE algorithms presented could also be applied to automatically reevaluate all design problems with changing requirements or with a changed design context.
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Zusammenfassung


Da der Entwicklungsprozess im Schiffbau in erster Linie durch Wissen vorangetrieben wird, ist für die IT-basierte Abbildung derartiger Prozesse eine mit der ingenieurwissenschaftlichen Sichtweise verträgliche Herangehensweise, d. h. eine positivistische Sichtweise, erforderlich. Wissen wird somit als verifizierbar und allgemeingültig betrachtet. Aufbauend auf allgemein anerkannten Axiomen und grundlegenden Übereinkommen kann weiteres Wissen mit Hilfe von sog. Fakten und qualifizierten Relationen zwischen diesen Fakten definiert werden. Dieses Netzwerk aus Fakten und Relationen lässt sich elektronisch abbilden, so dass hiermit eine IT-basierte, elektronisch auswertbare Wissensrepräsentation erstellt werden kann.

Im Rahmen des Entwurfsprozesses im Schiffbau, d.h. während des Designs, wird Wissen zur Problemlösung herangezogen. Lösungen werden erarbeitet, bewertet und verworfen, modifiziert oder angewendet. Für den Einsatz in rechnerbasierten Systemen können hierfür generell drei verschiedene Verfahrensweisen zur Problemlösung identifiziert werden, nämlich Fallbasiertes Schließen, Statistische Methoden sowie Regelbasierte Verfahren. Da im Bereich der Detailkonstruktion, also in einem Bereich des schiffbaulichen Entwurfsprozesses, der sich nicht primär durch Innovation auszeichnet, Nachvollziehbarkeit und Reproduzierbarkeit zwingend erforderlich sind, sind hier regelbasierte Methoden klar zu bevorzugen. Unter Ver-
wendum von Begrifflichkeiten aus dem Gebiet der Variantenentwicklung kann die Zielsetzung der Arbeit somit so präzisiert werden, dass eine automatisierte Anwendung von Konstruktionssstandards sich primär mit der regelbasierten Auswahl und Platzierung bekannter Bauteile oder Lösungen in der stahlschiffbaulichen Struktur befasst. Es ist also ein Problem aus dem Bereich des sogenannten *Configuration Design* oder *Skeleton Design* zu lösen. Der Entwurfsprozess wird hierbei als konstruktive Suche nach Lösungen verstanden.


Für die Entwicklung benannter wissensbasierter Methoden kommen beispielhaft ausgewählte Testfälle zum Einsatz. Mit diesen Testfällen, die an häufig auftretende Konstellationen im stahlschiffbaulichen Detailkonstruktionsprozess angelehnt sind, werden übliche Anwendungsszenarien abgebildet, so dass vielfältige Aspekte der Entwicklung geeigneter Algorithmen untersucht werden können. Neben der Berücksichtigung wirtschaftlicher Aspekte, die oben, wurde die Auswahl unter anderem beeinflusst durch die am Prozess beteiligten Konstruktionselemente, durch die Komplexität der Designaktivität und durch die für die jeweilige Aufgabenstellung erforderliche Lösungsstrategie, so dass letztlich folgende drei Testfälle ausgewählt wurden:

- Knieblechverbindung zwischen zwei Profilen
- Eckradien (Corner Cutouts) in Platten
- Cutouts und Clips für Profilausschnitte

Für die Entwicklung wissensbasiert Lösungsalgorithmen sind, wie oben benannt, in erster Linie regelbasierte Methoden geeignet. Hierfür kommt eine Systemarchitektur wie in nachfolgender Abbildung gezeigt zum Einsatz.
Überblick über die Systemarchitektur


Für die Hinterlegung der Testfälle mit Informationen bezüglich der Standardisierung wie auch für die Entwicklung der wissensbasierten Algorithmen zur automatisierten Konstruktion der jeweils gewählten Stahlkonstruktionsdetails wurde der Bauteilkatalog eines Containerschiffes mit ca. 2500 TEU einer größeren deutschen Werft herangezogen und detailliert
analysiert. Somit konnte sichergestellt werden, dass die entwickelten Lösungen als praxisrelevant anzusehen sind. Weiterhin konnten durch die Auswahl der oben genannten drei Testfälle unterschiedliche Aspekte des wissensbasierten Entwurfes fokussiert werden.

Testfall No. 1, d.h. der Knieblechentwurf, zeichnet sich durch eine einfache Aufgabenstellung aus. Die Anwendung standardisierter Kniebleche ist hierbei durch einen einfachen Auswahlprozess möglich, wobei unabhängig von der Aufgabenstellung maximal eine gültige Lösung erzielt wird. Weiterhin ist der Designkontext für diesen Testfall einfach beschrieben insofern, als das ausschließlich die Geometrie der direkt beteiligten Profile sowie eventuelle Anforderungen hinsichtlich des Einbauraumes eine Rolle spielen. Auch dies erleichtert die Formulierung der Lösungsmethode mittels Regeln. Es kann ein direktes, eindeutiges Lösungsverfahren beschrieben werden.


Die Ausführung einer Entwurfsaktivität befasst sich mit der Ermittlung einer konstruktiven Lösung für eine bekannte Aufgabenstellung in einem eindeutig definierten Designkontext.


Entwurfsmuster für die Detailierung von Platten

Wird durch den Anwender eine vorhandene Bodenwrange ausgewählt, so wird mittels der beschriebenen Algorithmen die Detailierung vollautomatisiert wissensbasiert durchgeführt. Für die ausgewählten Testfälle ergibt sich hierbei ein Ergebnis wie folgt dargestellt.

Bei der Definition einer Abfolge der Entwurfsmuster ist es möglich, Bedingungen hinsichtlich der Ausführung bestimmter Muster zu definieren, so dass z. B. nur auf ungeraden Spannten leichte Bodenwrangen erzeugt werden. Nur in diesen Fall wird ein entsprechendes Entwurfsmuster ausgeführt. Der weitergehende Designkontext kann somit berücksichtigt werden.

Mit Hilfe wissensbasierter Entwurfsmethoden ist folglich eine Beschleunigung der Konstruktion möglich. Für jede Aufgabenstellung werden standardisierte, qualitativ hochwertige wie auch zugleich aus Fertigungssicht optimale Lösungen ermittelt. Werden Aufgabenstellungen identifiziert, für die keine geeigneten Baustandards vorliegen, so wird der Anwender entsprechend informiert. Der Standardisierungsgrad kann somit erhöht werden, wodurch durch die erzielten Serieneffekte ein Beitrag zur Qualitätssicherung wie auch zur Kostensenkung geleistet werden kann.

Die im Rahmen dieser Arbeit entwickelten Lösungen fokussierten in erster Linie auf die Entwicklung einer Softwarearchitektur zur wissensbasierten Problembeschreibung wie auch darauf aufbauend auf die Entwicklung und Evaluation geeigneter Algorithmen zur Problemformulierung. Im Gegensatz zur vorgestellten prototypischen Realisierung ist für eine vollständige Integration in den Konstruktionsprozess allerdings eine Verbesserung der Möglichkeit zur Integration externer Komponenten wie der hier eingesetzten Regelmaschine Drools in das eingesetzte CAD-System erforderlich. Nur mit derartigen Schnittstellen ist es möglich, Geometrie sowie Topologie der vorhandenen Stahlstruktur per Software allein, also ohne
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A. The Owl2Java Generator

Similar to alternative projects like Kazuki [192] or RdfReactor [193], for the handling of OWL instance data Owl2Java generates a Java API from a given ontology schema. This allows the native, programmatic use of existing information provided in an ontology. For an alternative approach based on annotated Java classes, see e.g. JenaBean [194]. Also, Owl2Java includes a generator to transform OWL ontologies into a db4o object database with the instance data given by the ontology. The automatic mapping of instance data is supported.

Based on Jena [131] the API allows for the seamless integration of OWL ontologies into applications and makes persistent data stored in an ontology available transparently. Native Java objects are used. These interact with the ontology via accessor methods like e.g. `person.setName("Homer Simpson")`. A direct manipulation of triples is not required. Methods of the API are directly translated into the corresponding triple constructs of OWL data. Using one of the local or remote database options of Jena distributed systems can be developed.

A.1. Application Design

Similar to RdfReactor Owl2Java uses an intermediate meta-model. With such an approach additional transformation steps can be applied to the meta model without changing the underlying ontology. The originating information is not changed.

The objective of the meta model is to capture all relevant information of the ontology as native Java objects. For this purpose the meta model (JModel) offers classes to handle packages (JPackage), classes (JClass), properties (JProperty) and property restrictions (JOnPropertyRestriction) as well as property representations (JPropertyRepresentation).

As Owl2Java generates an individual Java package for each namespace defined as part of an ontology, a JPackage contains all classes, properties and restrictions for a certain namespace. A JClass instance holds information about an OWL class like e.g. name, URI, it’s properties or any restrictions defined. JProperty instances are used to define the characteristics of a property like domain, range or URI. Restrictions for a property are captured with a JOnPropertyRestriction and link the restricted property with the corresponding class. A JPropertyRepresentation is the representation of a property in a certain class with all valid restrictions taken into account.

Using the enhanced graph features offered by Jena, generated classes are subclassed from IndividualImpl and are registered as BuiltInPersonality instances. Hence, an easy conversion of OWL data to Java classes is achieved.

The generation process can be summarized as follows:
• Read the model: The model is read from an URI and a Jena OntModel is created. All imports are processed.

• Analyze the model: As an intermediary step the model is analyzed. Namespaces are determined and additional prefixes for unprefixed namespaces are generated.

• Create the JModel: For each class and property in the ontology the corresponding JModel representation is created as JClass or JProperty and assigned to the relevant package. If needed, anonymous classes (union classes etc.) are converted to named classes. Restrictions are analyzed. Relevant JOnPropertyRestrictions are created. The hierarchy of properties and classes is stored as graphs.

• Prepare the JModel: An additional step is performed to prepare the JModel for export. Consistency checks are performed. For each class all relevant properties and restrictions are aggregated, i.e. properties of parent classes are copied to the class etc.

• Write to Disk: The final JModel is written to disk. The package structure is created. For each class the corresponding Java class and interface files are generated. For this purpose, the Velocity Template Engine [195] is used. Vocabulary and factory classes are written as part of a helper package.

### A.2. Classes and Properties

In contrast to Java OWL allows the definition of classes and properties independently. For both multiple language constructs are defined. The implications of these constructs for Owl2Java and the solutions developed needs to be taken into account. Accessor methods for OWL ontologies in Java need to bridge the gap in the semantics of the different languages. Next to Closed-World vs. Open-World and the Unique-Name-Assumption in OWL, the underlying understanding of inheritance in OWL and Java needs to be regarded.

In Java inheritance allows to modify and extend a parent object. E.g. additional attributes or methods are defined. Existing methods are overwritten and hence changed. In OWL a different approach is chosen. Here, subclasses are assumed to restrict the degrees of freedom of a parent class. Examples:

• A property with domain ClassA is disabled in a subclass ClassB via a restriction myProperty max 0.

• Using a reasoner, a Class MyClass intersectionOf(ClassA, ClassB) is classified as subclass of ClassA and ClassB. From a Java perspective MyClass as intersection should be modeled as parent class of ClassA and ClassB.

Therefore, not all concepts from OWL can be applied to native Java interfaces.

In the following, selected details about the relevant constructs of OWL Lite and OWL DL are presented. More information about the mapping approach can be found in [133]. For more information about the implementation, see [196].

**Classes** In Owl2Java for each OWL Class a Java interface and the implementing Java class is generated. Properties are defined as class attributes with accessor methods following the Java bean notation.
As Java does not support multiple inheritance, interfaces are used to define `rdfs:subClassOf` relationships. Using interface definitions, OWL class definitions like e.g. `Cls subClassOf ClassA` and `Class subClassOf ClassB` can be expressed as follows:

```java
1   interface ICls extends IClassA, IClassB {}
```

The corresponding Java class `Cls` then implements the interface `ICls` hereby inheriting all methods and properties defined in `IClassA` and `IClassB`.

**Properties** In OWL properties can be defined independently from OWL classes and without any definition of the type of the property. All unbound properties are assumed to have `Owl:Thing` as domain and a range of `Owl:Thing` for object properties or `XMLLiteral` for datatype properties.

In Owl2Java a base class and interface named `Thing` and `IThing` are defined in the base Java package. Here, all properties without a domain are defined. All defined classes in an ontology have the `IThing` interface as parent. For properties without a range the range is set to `IThing` for object properties or `java.lang.String` for data-type properties.

If a domain is defined for a property the property is added to the corresponding interface. According to the OWL standard, for properties with multiple domains the intersection of the domain classes should be used. In contrast to the technical recommendation, a property with multiple domains is added to each interface and class directly. Intersection classes are neither generated nor used as this approach presents a better fit with the Java semantics.

A range defines the types a property can have. For object properties the corresponding interface is used. For datatype properties the Jena data types or a custom mapping from XSD datatype to Java class can be used. For the latter, see the configuration options in `XsdUtils.Java`. Multiple ranges are handled as intersections for object properties. Union classes are generated.

A property can either be an Object Property or a Data-type Property. Object properties reference class instances while datatype properties contain values of a type according to XML Schema, see above.

Functional properties are properties that allow only a single instance of this property for a class instance, i.e. for an instance `MS Victory` the property `ownedBy` can only have a single Item. In Owl2Java for functional properties as accessor methods only `get-`, `set-` and `remove-methods` are generated. List-type Accessor methods are removed hence restricting the property instance count to one. For more information about more elaborate property types, see [196].

**Class Features and Axioms** In addition to the simple `rdfs:subClassOf` construct, OWL Lite and especially OWL DL allows more complex constructs to define classes, namely with `intersectionOf`, `unionOf`, `complementOf`, `disjointWith` and `oneOf`.

For the first two types a new class is generated as the union or intersection of two or more primitive classes. For e.g. if a class `MyClass` is an intersection of `ClassA` and `ClassB` in OWL this is expressed via an internal anonymous class as follows:

```java
1   AnonClass intersectionOf(ClassA, ClassB)
2   MyClass subClassOf AnonClass
```
The anonymous class does not have a valid URI and is thus not reference-able directly via a qualified name.

The Java implementation creates new classes and interfaces, marked as anonymous, to represent anonymous classes and uses these interfaces as parents. For the naming schema used see `NamingUtils.Java`. Identical anonymous class definitions in multiple OWL constructs are merged into a single Java class and interface representation. E.g. the following OWL definition:

```java
1 A1 unionOf(ClassA, ClassB)
2 MyClass subClassOf A1
3 A2 unionOf(ClassA, ClassB)
4 MyClass2 subClassOf A2
```

is defined in Java as:

```java
1 interface A1 extends ClassA, ClassB
2 interface MyClass extends A1
3 interface MyClass2 extends A1
```

A class defined as `unionOf` of two or more parent classes inherits all properties from all parent classes. Using an anonymous class for an owl construct `MyClass unionOf(ClassA, ClassB)` in Java, this is defined as follows:

```java
1 interface A1
2 interface MyClass extends A1
3 interface MyClass2 extends A1
```

In contrast to the `unionOf` construct an `intersectionOf` defines a subclass that inherits only the properties and characteristics that are present in both parent classes or their instances. Using an anonymous class for an owl construct `MyClass intersectionOf(ClassA, ClassB)` in Java this is defined as follows:

```java
1 interface AnonClass
2 interface ClassA extends AnonClass
3 interface ClassB extends AnonClass
4 interface MyClass extends AnonClass
```

with the domain of all common properties changed to AnonClass.

### A.3. Limitations

#### Classes

- Any distinction between necessary (rdfs:subClassOf) and necessary and sufficient (owl:equivalentClass) declarations as stated by OWL is ignored.
- For `rdfs:equivalentClass` only OWL Lite is supported. Complex restrictions via `rdfs:equivalentClass` - e.g. `(Ferry rdfs:equivalentClass (Ship and hasCargo Cars))` - are not supported.
- Complex constructs for `unionOf`, `intersectionOf` are currently not supported. The same holds true for the constructs complementOf, disjointWith and `oneOf`.

#### Properties

While the meta-model already has information about the following property types or constructs, currently these are not used by the code generator.

- Inverse functional properties are treated as primitive properties.
• Transitive properties are not supported and are treated as primitive properties.
• Multiple ranges for properties are treated as UnionClass.
• Range definitions of subproperties are not "inherited" to the parent properties.

Restrictions
• Complex anonymous restrictions - e.g. hasPerson allValues (ClassA and (ClassB or ClassC)) are not evaluated and are ignored.
• Multiple hasValue restrictions are equivalent to anonymous restrictions and hence ignored.
• Constructs hasValue and someValuesFrom are present in the meta model yet not supported by the template engine.
• Construct minCardinality is currently ignored.
B. An Open-World Comparator for Drools

For the comparison \( A == B \) the equal operator \( == \) in Drools return true only if \( A \) is equal to \( B \) or \( A == B == null \). As introduced in section 7.3.4.2 the "equal or null" \( eon \) operator extends this concept of equality in such a way that \( eon \) returns true if

- either \( A \) is equal to \( B \)
- or \( A == B == null \)
- or \( B == null \).

The last aspect extends the comparison to adhere to certain cases of the open world assumption and returns true even if \( B == null \) as there may be some object \( B \) with \( A == B \) that is not known yet.

In Java strings are defined as empty strings "" even if no constructor has been called explicitly. For subclasses of \texttt{java.lang.Number} any variable is set to zero upon instantiation. Boolean variables are false by default, arrays may be empty. This requires special consideration implementing the algorithms for evaluation and comparison.

All evaluator definitions present in Drools 5 as well as supplementary classes and definitions are part of the \textit{drools-core} module. For each operator like \( == \) an \textit{evaluator definition} class is present that implements \texttt{org.drools.base.evaluators.EvaluatorDefinition}. This class can contain multiple evaluator classes that are responsible to evaluate the operator for a certain object type. E.g. for the operator \texttt{contains} different comparison strategies may be required depending on whether the objects to compare are string or arrays. Evaluator classes are derived from \texttt{org.drools.base.BaseEvaluator}.

### Implementing the Evaluator Definition

The basic framework for any custom operator is as follows:

```java
public class EonEvaluatorDefinition implements EvaluatorDefinition {
    public static final Operator EON = Operator.addOperatorToRegistry("eon", false);
    public static final String[] SUPPORTED_IDS = { EON.getOperatorString(), };

    private EvaluatorCache evaluators = new EvaluatorCache() {
        private static final long serialVersionUID = 400L;
        {
            // register custom evaluators
        }
    };
}
```

In this example, the evaluator definition is defined by the class \texttt{EonEvaluatorDefinition}. The second line defines the operator and adds the custom operator "eon" to the Drools operator vocabulary. The second argument in the call to \texttt{addOperatorToRegistry()} defines whether and how the operator handles the negated statement not \textit{eon}. The \texttt{EvaluatorCache} instance
evaluators contains all instances of evaluator classes, i.e. the instances that are responsible for the evaluation process for known and registered object types.

Also, the evaluator definition class needs to implement the support methods from the EvaluatorDefinition interface as shown in the Drools documentation [197].

### Implementing the Evaluator for Objects

The evaluation of an operator with respect to the values left and right of the operator is handled by custom classes derived from BaseEvaluator. In this example, these classes are defined as static inner classes of the main class EonEvaluatorDefinition. For the evaluation of generic java object, i.e. java.lang.Object, the evaluator class is defined as follows:

```java
public static class ObjectEonEvaluator extends BaseEONEvaluator {
    private static final long serialVersionUID = 400L;

    public final static Evaluator OBJECT_INSTANCE = new ObjectEonEvaluator();
    public final static Evaluator DATE_INSTANCE =
        new ObjectEonEvaluator(ValueType.DATE_TYPE, EON);

    public ObjectEonEvaluator() {
        super(ValueType.OBJECT_TYPE, EON);
    }

    public ObjectEonEvaluator(ValueType type, Operator operator) {
        super(type, operator);
    }

    public String to_string() {
        return getValueType().getName() + " " +
            getOperator().getOperatorString();
    }

    public boolean evaluate(InternalWorkingMemory workingMemory,
        final InternalReadAccessor extractor,
        final Object object1,
        final FieldValue object2) {
    }

    public boolean evaluateCachedRight(InternalWorkingMemory workingMemory,
        final VariableContextEntry context,
        final Object left) {
    }

    public boolean evaluateCachedLeft(InternalWorkingMemory workingMemory,
        final VariableContextEntry context,
        final Object right) {
    }

    public boolean evaluate(InternalWorkingMemory workingMemory,
        final InternalReadAccessor extractor1,
        final Object object1,
        final InternalReadAccessor extractor2,
        final Object object2) {
    }
}
```

The static instance of the class is used to register the evaluator in the static constructor block of the EvaluatorCache instance evaluators as follows:

```java
addEvaluator(ValueType.OBJECT_TYPE, EON, ObjectEONEvaluator.OBJECT_INSTANCE);
addEvaluator(ValueType.DATE_TYPE, EON, ObjectEONEvaluator.DATE_INSTANCE);
```

If wanted, a single evaluator instance can be registered for multiple object types or ValueType types.

### Implementing the Evaluator Functions

Due to the way drools handles objects internally four different evaluator functions need to be implemented, see the documentation for org.drools.spi.
**Evaluator.** As these are some of the most highly stressed parts of the Drools code base these methods should be designed for optimal performance.

```java
public boolean evaluateCachedRight(InternalWorkingMemory workingMemory,
        final VariableContextEntry context,
        final Object left) {
    final Object object =
        context.declaration.getExtractor().getValue(workingMemory, left);
    if (object == null) {
        return true;
    }
    final Object value = ((ObjectVariableContextEntry) context).right;
    if (value == null) {
        return object == null;
    }
    return object.equals(value);
}
```

On line 2 the left object is extracted. If this object is null the eon operator returns true always, see lines 3 - 5. On line 6 the right object is extracted from the variable context. If the right value is null the evaluate functions returns true only if `left == right == null`, see lines 7-9. If both objects are not null, the java `equals()` is called and the result is returned, see line 10.